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Introduction.

The study and interpretation of a literary work will 
always be, for the sincere critic, an exercise in 
'approximation'.^ He can never presume to understand 
completely either the author's intentions when he first 
came to plan his work or the precise meaning of the 
message he intends to convey to the reader, unless, of 
course, the critic's work is done for him: in advance by 
the helpful author in an introduction or a preface.

And even when such help is provided the critic will 
still endeavour to decide whether the author's intentions 
and his message are, in fact, what he claims them to be 
and , if so, how successful he has been in conveying them 
to his readers. Moreover, there are times when the accuracy, 
if not the sincerity, of the author's introduction must be 
called in question. Obstacles placed in the writer's way 
during certain periods of history by religious or political 
authorities have often been such as to tempt, if not force 
him/1o conceal his true intentions in order to ensure that 
his work would pass through the hands of the censor into 
those of the printer.

; This possibility must certainly be borne in mind when we 
come to consider the introduction to Strahlungen, the work 
around which this essay is centred; for Ernst Junger enjoyed 
for a time the unusual distinction of being equally

1 A term used by the French critic Charles Du Bos (1882- 
1939) to introduce his volumes of literary criticism.
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unacceptable to the authorities in National Socialist
Germany and later to the censors of all four occupying 

% Ipowers. 1

But if the problems confronting the literary critic 
are indeed formidable, there remains always the consoling 
thought that all literary criticism is based on value 
judgements, and that these are by nature largely subjective. 
Consequently, if the results of critical analysis cannot 
be offered as scientifically accurate facts, but at best as 
opinions based upon careful observation and backed by 
considerable experience, at least the critic knows that 
any objections to his views will be equally subjective and 
unscientific, however strongly they may be put forward.

No work of art is without riddles and apparent 
contradictions, and the author himself is often at loss to 
explain his creation to his own satisfaction; indeed, he 
may object to any attempt at reducing his novel or his play 
to abstract ideas which supposedly lie hidden beneath the 
surface. Discussing this difficulty with Eckermann one day 
Goethe was to say as much of Faust s

Da kommen^sie und fragen s welche Idee ich in meinem 
Eaust zu verkorpern gesucht ? - Als ob ich das selber wusste 
und aussprechen konntel 2

And finally, whatever message the author may think he 
has, the sincere critic will be inclined to agree with 
Miguel de Unamuno when he writes of Don Quixotj|e that all

1 Junger was prevented from publishing new works between 
1943 & 1949.

2 Eckermann ; Gesprache mit G-oethe, Brockhaus, 1959, pp 482-3.
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great works enjoy a separate life of their own once they 
have been completed and published. Henceforth they exist 
in their own right, and it may fairly be said that they 
have a different message for each new reader. He will 
interpret them in the light of his own experience and 
background; very often he may read into them hopes and 
aspirations quite remote from those which inspired the author. 
And these ‘embellishments* which result from the meeting 
between a literary work and the mind of the reader only 
serve to stress the value of the work concerned. For surely 
one of the generally accepted criteria by which a book is 
judged is the presence of that quality to stimulate and 
inspire each succeeding generation of readers in such a way 
as to ensure for the classics a popularity long outlasting 
the lifetime of their authors.

The continued survival of a work many years, if not 
generations, after it first appeared secures for it a place 
in histories of liter-mature , and provides ample justification 
for those who feel the urge to publish their thoughts on it. 
They can and do invariably claim to be offering their 
contemporaries material which might well assist them to derive 
greater profit and pleasure from their reading than might 
have been possible by their own unaided efforts.

It is at this point that yet another snag becomes 
apparent to the literary critic. How can he be sure of 
the value of a work until it has proved its worth by standing 
up to the test of time? Looking back over the last two 
centuries of IJuropean literature it can often be seen how 
greatly the views of contemporaries on books and their authors

1 Unamuno : Lectura e interpretacidn del Quijote. Snsayos, 
vol. 1, Madrid, 1945, p649
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have differed from those of later generations. The popular 
works of the moment have only rarely retained their 
fascination for readers who took them up thirty or forty 
years later, whilst by no means all the authors now held to 
be important enjoyed such a considerable reputation during 
their lifetime. Even Goethe himself was esteemed by his 
contemporaries for works which now seem only a prelude to 
his truly great contribution to world literature.

It is thus hardly surprising that the subject for a 
literary thesis is normally chosen from a period which seems 
safe from all points of view. Either it will deal with a 
writer of whom it can be said that he made a significant 
contribution towards the development of a literary movemen^ 
or at least with a minor figure who can be shown to have 
exercised a decisive influence on the work of other writers 
now held to be of importance. In both cases it is considered 
safer to select one*s subject from amongst the ranks of the 
dead.

The choice of Ernst Junger as the subject of this essay 
would seem hard to justify from either of the standpoints 
mentioned above. The literary historian might argue that 
his works written during and after the Second World War 
were published too recently to qualify as yet for more than 
a passing mention. Indeed, he might justifiably say that 
it is too soon to estimate the importance of Ernst Junger 
as a writer, let alone to hazard a guess as to the influence 
he might have on future generations. One recent student of 
his work has claimed that he no longer arouses the interest 
of younger readers as he did in the twenties, thirties and 
forties. 1 gut alongside this opinion must be placed the fact
1 H-P. Schwarz : Der konservative Anarchist. Freiburg im 

Breisgau, 1962, p 1 1.
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that another critic, whose study was published in East 
Germany at about the same time, set out to deal with what he 
considered to be the vitally important task of undermining 
the influence of the two most dangerous and influential 
supporters of West German ‘imperialism1 in the cultural 
field : Gottfried Benn and Ernst Junger.

A review of this second work which appeared in the official 
Soviet journal Vo prosy Literatur.y in July, 1963, showed 
clearly that the authorities in that country fully shared 
the author's views, and suggested that he might v/ell have 
gone further than he did in his attack, so great did thepdanger appear to the reviewer.

These recent examples taken from amongst the respectable 
number of books and the mass of articles which have so far 
been devoted to the work of Ernst Junger will serve, it is 
hoped, to illustrate the unreliability of contemporary 
assessments, and also to justify our choice of subject. For 
whatever place Ernst Junger may occupy in histories of 
German literature written fifty years hence, at least it 
can be seen already that no student of twentieth century 
German life and letters will be able to ignore his 
contribution. This will remain true if only because of the 
influence his works undoubtedly exercised on the minds of 
so many young Germans between 1920 and 1950. As Karl Paetel 
wrote in his study published in 1949 :

„Und hier muss ein fur allemal ausgesprochen werden, dass 
es neben Stefan George keinen anderen deutsche-n Dichter 
gibt, der ein so einzigartiges „Ausstrahlungsphano3aenMwar, 
wie es Ernst Junger war - und immer noch ist.M 3
1 H.Kaiser : Mythos, Rausch und Reaktion, Berlin, 1962, p7.
2 A. Karel‘skii : Protiv ideologii Revanshisma, No 7, 1963, 

(Voprosy Literaturyj, ~pp 215-220".
3 K.O.Paetel s Ernst Junger, Stuttgart, 1949, p9.
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Chapter 1
Ernst Junger and the Literary Diary.

Ihe subjective nature of a literary work is as obvious 
as the subjective element in the work of the literary critic. 
But nowhere is this more apparent, and indeed deliberate, 
than in that most recent of genres : the literary diary.

All diaries are by nature subjective, however sincere 
the writer's desire for objectivity may be. Even a portrait 
of the self intended for the writer alone must surely be 
influenced by vanity, pride, wishful thinking or simply 
inadequate knowledge, and it can never be accurate, for 
self knowledge is never complete and will always be distorted. 
A further obstacle to accuracy will be , if unconsciously, 
the awareness on the part of the v/riter that if any written 
record of daily events and thoughts is kept and not destroyed 
almo^st immediately there is bound to be a danger that its 
existence will become known to others either during the 
writer's lifetime or after his death.

The posthumous publication of diaries has long been 
common practice. The reader of Pepys, Evelyn or Amiel has 
before him the daily notes of these men, sometimes censored 
or selected by their editors, but otherwise presented in the 
form in which they were written. In cases such as these, 
the writer may have realised that his diaries might be 
published after his death; indeed, he may well have hoped 
they would be; but he will not have been seriously influenced 
when he made his notes by the possible reactions of his 
contemporaries.



The literary diary, written with a view to publication 
during the writer's lifetime, is a very different type of 
work. Whatever notes he may have made at a given time,the 
author will often remould them at some later date when 
preparing his diaries for print. Both the style and the 
content of his work may be changed by his intention to 
present it to the reading public. The already distorted and 
incomplete picture of the writer found in a diary intended 
only for private use will inevitably be changed yet further 
by the realisation on the part of the subject that his 
published work will be looked upon as a public confession 
or self revelation.

If this be true of all literary diaries from those of 
the Groncourts onwards, and if it be borne in mind that even 
they, writing in a free society, were obliged to omit 
material which might have caused serious offence in certain 
quarters, how much greater will be the difficulties of 
a writer under a totalitarian regime where the danger of 
displeasing the authorities by political indiscretions is 
greater and far more serious than the possibility of giving 
offence to private individuals. The highly subjective nature 
of the diary is sufficient in itself to arouse the suspicions 
of the authorities who are quick to see signs of opposition 
in any work which tends to stress the importance of the 
individual. The only exception would, of course, be the 
the publication of a driiary written with the intention of 
gathering further support for the State, as, for instance, 
the work of Joseph G-oebbels.^

It is clear from what has been said already that the 
1 Vom Kaiserhof zur Reichskanzlei, Munich, 1935.
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literary diary has its limitations, and yet, as Srnst Junger 
maintains in his introduction to Strahlungen , the tempo 
of modern life has made the diary the most suitable medium 
of self expression in a totalitarian state where such a 
work can he hidden away by the v/riter in the hope that 
publication may become possible if and when the political 
system changes or at least relaxes its grip on cultural 
affairs. It is, in fact, the only possible forum for 
discussion in a society which deliberately restricts freedom 
of expression. 1 It must be admitted at this point that 
Jungdr:: implies far more in his statement than we are prepared 
to accept. He seems to share a view widely held by literary 
critics at the present time that the resources of other 
genres have been exhausted and that, say, the use of the 
novel in its late nineteenth century form is in some way 
old fashioned and inadequate in present day circumstances. 
Carried away by the rapid developments in society brought 
about by the technological revolution with ever increasing 
momentum, many feel that cultural forms must evolve with 
equal rapidity, that what was valid for society in the 
nineteenth century and before no longer has a meaning for 
the p-resent, and that fashions in literature must change 
as frequently as they do in the world of motor cars and 
aeroplanes. In short, this would seem to be yet another 
example of the application of rules intended to govern the 
realm of machines to the human mind and to human relationships. 
To accep^t such a view without question would be to surrender
Without further struggle to the theory, admittedly convincing, 
that man has already become the slave of a world he himself 
created.

1 Strahlungen, 1st edition, pp 8-9. Henceforth this edition 
will be referred to as Str(a), that of 1955 as Str(b) and 
that of 1963 as Str(c).



The importance of Ernst Junger's works, and more 
especially of his diaries, lies in the fact that since 
shortly alter the First World War he has been regarded by 
many as the spokesman for his generation, and indeed for 
youth as a whole in Germany. His works have always appealed 
strongly to the young, and he has always concerned himself 
with problems which were very much the centre of attention 
at the time he was writing. After the First World War he 
spoke for a generation of young men who had welcomed the 
conflict in Europe as a way out of the stagnation they saw 
around them in pre-1914 society. The war had been lost for 
Germany; but was it not possible that something might yet 
be salvaged from the wreckage? The sacrifices made during 
long years in the trenches, the death of so many courageous 
and sincere young men must have served some purpose,* there 
must be a meaning behind the apparent madness. Might not 
the Frontkampfer return home to change society and instill 
into it some of the qualities which had seemed so admirable 
and useful in times of danger? These ?/ere the sort of questions 
Junger asked in his early works. Their topical appeal 
ensured his popularity from the start.

A period of study in Leipzig and Naples followed Junger's 
short career as a regular officer in the peacetime army, and 
although he never completed his course, his studies served to 
increase his powers of observation and to encourage him to 
adopt the same attitude towards human beings as would 
normally be taken by the natural scientist when dealing with 
his subject. It was, in short, the attitude of a dispassionate 
observer who takes care that his emotions are never affected 
by the results of his observations. A rather cynical remark

1 In Stahlgewittern, 1920 ; Das Waldchen 125, 1925 etc.
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he once made during a conversation with Ernst von Salomon 
might serve to illustrate the attitude he strove to adopt 
when dealing with the political and social problems of the 
moment. Asked by von Salomon how he viev/ed the situation 
in 1937, Junger replied :

„Ich habe mir< einen erhohten S-tandpunkt ausgesucht, 
von dem aus ich beobachte, wie sich die Wanzen gegenseitig 
auffressen. M

It is, perhaps, rather unfair to quote a remark made 
without much reflection during a casual conversation; but 
it is an example of the sort of reaction which has earned 
for Junger the refutation of being a cold, supercilious 
figure to whom sympathy and compassion are unknown. As a 
young man he undoubtedly strove to observe society in the 
same critical and detached manner in which he had studied 
insect and marine life in Leipzig and Naples. And despite 
a short period in the late twenties during which he 
participated in the Stahlhelm movement and contributed 
articles to journals published by its sympathisers in whichphe defended the general policies they stood for , no 
solution offered by any one political group satisfied him 
completely. In works which appeared towards the end of 
that period Junger diagnosed accurately the ills of the time, 
and often revealed gifts of almost prophetic insight into 
the forces which were at work behind the scenes. Der 
Arbeiter (1932) and Blatter und Steine (1934) seemed to bring 
him close to National Socialism, and for this his enemies 
on the left have never forgiven him. Works such as these, 
they maintain, were M entscheidende Wegbereiter der
1 Der Fragebo^en, Hamburg, 1952, p244.
2 0.Loose ; Srnst Junger, Frankfurt a.M.,1957. Anhang :
Die Publizistik, pp 351-371.
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nationalsozialistisfchen Diktatur." 1 It is true, of course, 
that Junger never at any time agreed to collaborate with the 
movement which came to power in 1933* Indeed his outspoken 
criticism was courageous, and one is surprised that the 
authorities allowed him to live relatively unmolested in 
'splendid isolation1. He himself attributes their attitude 
to the fact that his early works had appealed to Hitler, 2 
but it is more likely that his privileged positi8®^t$ulc 
certain similarity of ideas . On the surface, at least, his 
outlook did not appear to be so very different , and his 
essays contained many of the ideas which the National 
Socialists either supported or adopted. Junger's concepts 
of totale Uobilmachung, Rasse and Elite could, after all, 
be interpreted as rather more refined ways of summing up 
Nazi policies expressed by the terms : Aufrustung,
Nurnberger Gesetze, ffuhrerprinzip. It was perhajbs unfortunate 
that Junger never disavowed Per Arbeiter or Blatter und 
Steine, works in which he gave clear expression to these and 
other similar ideas. He made no attempt to withdraw such 
books from circulation, and together with In Stahlgewittern 
and Das Waldchen 125 they were frequently reprinted between 
1933 and 1943, making him one of the most successful German 
writers of the time, at least from the financial point of 
view. To do him justice it must be added that his sincerity 
may well lie behind his refusal to disown his earlier works.
He consistently refused to explain his position after the 
collapse of 1945, preferring to remain silent until 1949 
when permission was granted for him to appear in print again 
without any concession on his part. To readers of his later 
works it quickly becomes clear that the author of Auf den
1 Kaiser, p 194.
2 Jahre der Okkupation,Stuttgart, 1958, pp 254-255.
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Marmorklippen (1939), Garten und Strassen (1942) and
Strahlungen (1949) is a very different person from the
young officer who glorified war in his first hook 1, or
the ardent nationalist who published Der Arbeiter in 1932; 
but for Junger the change is no more than natural evolution.
Each work remains valid for its own time, and is an expression 
of the writer as he was when he conceived it. His view of 
Der Arbeiter today remains true to the belief that the work 
described with reasonable accuracy the changes which were 
taking place in society at the time, and that it predicted 
equally correctly, if in broad outlines, the future coursepwhich the process would take." It was, then, an analysis 
of a given situation, and such a work is no more to be blamed 
for the situation it interprets than a seismograph can be 
held responsible for the location and violence of an earth-

4hquake it may record. But the general remarks he makes on 
works of this nature in his introduction to Strahlungen 
cannot be interpreted by the reader as an attempt at self
justification. For in one respect, at least, Junger has 
remained true to himself throughout his life. Whatever he may 
feel about his fellow men as individuals, there can never 
be any doubt of his lack of respect for them as a collective. 
His contemptuous reply to a representative of the National 
Socialist Party who offered him a seat in the Reichstag 
remains typical of his attitude towards the masses. Karl 
Paetel reports him as saying at the time of the offer, in 
1927, :„er halte das Schreiben eines einzigen guten Verses 
fur verdienstvoller als 60 000 Trottel zu vertreten.3
1 In Stahlffewittern, 1920.
2 Introduction to Per Arbeiter, Werke, vol 6, pp 12-13.
3 Paetel, p89.
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Whatever role Junger may be thought to have played in 

preparing the ground for National Socialism, both his 
opponents ano. his suppox'ters agree that he took no active 
part in politics between 1933 and 1945. In 1934 he wrote 
a firm letter to the editor of the official National 
Socialist organ : Der Volkische Beobachter, after that 
paper had published an extract Xrom one of his works without 
first obtaining his permission. 1 In this letter he made it 
quite clear that he had no intention of granting such 
permission on any future occasion. He declined, equally
firmly, an invitation to speak through the medium of the 
radio:

m Ihre Einladung, bei Ihnen zu sprechen, wurde mir 
naehgesandt. Leider kann ich ihr nicht Folge leisten, 
da ich aui absehbare Zeit vom Mittel des Bundfunks keinen Gebrauch zu machen gedenke.,, 2

Thus, Junger chose a form of inner exile, and in order 
to avoid possible involvement, he moved away from the centre 
of power, Berlin, settling first in Goslar, then in 
Oberlingen and finally in Kirchhorst near Hanover where he 
set up home only a few months before war began in 1939." 
During the greater part of this period he did make the 
diary,,,das letzte mogliche Gesprach im totalen Staat'1,̂  
his medium. His travel diaries, the result of journos 
abroad he made at the time, were published, with one 
exception, after the war."'
1 jfrflst Jungea? in Selbstzeugnissen und Bilddokumenten. Dar-gesielit von ii.O.Pae’tel, Hamburg, 1962;~pfcl. ~-----
2 A photostat Of Junger’s letter to the Reichssender Leipzig appears on page 54 of the a/m work.3 Garten und Strassen. p5.
4 Str(a) p 9.
 ̂lifyydun, Norway, 1943* Puolished by the German Army, Oslo.
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Onfcy three other completely new works were published 
between 1935 and 1945. The first of these was the adventure 
story entitled Afrikanische Spiele (1936), in which Junger 
retold the story of his own experiences when he ran away from 
school in 1913 to enlist in the French Foreign Legion, It 
may surely be said that this exploit provides the first 
concrete example of the manner in which Junger anticipated 
the emotions of his contemporaries. He sought a way out in 
1913* They were to seize their opportunity in August, 1914.
His reaction was an early, if instinctive reaction prompted 
by the revulsion he felt for pre-1914 bourgeois society 
and all it stood for. This brief interlude in his life came 
to a happy end thanks to his father who persuaded the French 
authorities to allow the boy to return home from North 
Africa on the grounds that he had not revealed his true age 
which was well below that required to qualify for enlistment. 
There followed in 1939 the short novel Auf den Manaorklippen. 
Whether this was in fact a Schlusselroman, as his friends, but 
not Junger himself, claim,-1' in which the National Socialist 
regime was attacked indirectly, the censor was not unduly 
worried by such a possibility, and no obstacle was placed 
in the way of its publication. The action of the novel 
took place in a world so remote from everyday reality that 
only the highly imaginative reader could have linked the 
story with the political events going on around him. It 
was only after the appearance of the first part of 
StrahlunA'en under the title G-arten und Strassen in 1942 that
the authorities had second thoughts about one passage in 
the journal and withheld permission for the printing of 
further editions because the author refused to make any 
change in his work.^
1 Jahre der Okkupation, p 255. 2 Idem, p46.
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Prom 1943 until 1949,when the main part of Strahlun^en 
first appeared,no new work by Ernst Junger was officially 
published in Germany. Junger himself spent the war years 
on military service, and much of the time he was attached 
to German Headquarters in Paris. After the failure of the 
plot on Hitler's life in July, 1944, a plot in which many 
of the staff officers in Paris were involved, and following 
the collapse of the western front, Paris was evacuated, the 
headquarter's staff was disbanded, and Junger, because of 
his close association with some of the plotters, was discharged 
from the army and allowed to return home for the remainder 
of the war. The enforced silence from 1943 to 1949 coupled 
with the tragic events which brought death, suffering and 
destruction to countless thousands of German families, 
including his own, led many to expect Junger's war diaries,, 
which first began to appear in 1949/to reveal a complete 
break with the past. He himself would agree, as we shall 
endeavour to show later, that there has been an evolution 
in his way of thinking; but evolution and not break, let 
alone revolution, is the correct term to use when contrasting 
Strahlungen and later works with Junger1s earlier writings.

In studying the published versions of Strahlungen, a 
work which occupies,both in time and in importance, a 
central position in Ernst Junger's career as a writer, it 
will be necessary to refer to the author's earlier and 
later works in order to show the continuity of this gradual 
development in his thought. The ideas which lie behind 
his books may have been modified, his outlook may have 
become less dispassionate and less detached, but the 
problems with which he is concerned remain unchanged. They
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are, as J.P. Stern pointed out in his monograph, amongst 
the most important of our time ; death, total war and the 
depersonalisation of modern man. The very magnitude of these 
problems would have attracted the attention of his 
contemporaries to his works whatever their literary value.
It may be, as Stern suggests, that the vital questions 
discussed have led to the overestimation of his work by 
some critics;®ime alone will make it possible to assess 
Junger* s true importance in the world of literature; but 
for the present, in a world where the content of a literary 
work has for long been deemed all-important, at least in the 
socialist half of humanity, and the problems of form and 
style have been sadly neglected, a writer such as Srnst 
Junger, who pays equal attention* to all three elements, is 
surely worthy of careful study and attention.

Throughout his career Junger has constantly returned to 
his published works and subjected them to careful revision.
Prom In Stahlgewittera onwards each new edition of a book 
has been pruned and checked carefully, and at times drastically. 
Indeed, the importance of such changes in one of his best 
known works : Das abenteugrliche Herz, which appeared first 
in 1929, and again, greatly altered , in 1938, is such that 
the later edition is, to all intents and purposes, a 
completely new work. The author recognises this by publishing 
both versions side by side in the recent collected edition 
of his works.^ In a thesis devoted to these two versions 
Franz Schonauer drew attention to the fact that Ernst Jungerfs 
works must be unique in modern literature, if only for the
1 Stern, p 7 . Lr.A J* y  ■ , ̂ 53
2 Stern p 7. 3 Werke, 10 vols., Stuttgart, vol. 7.
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for the number of revised and modified editions which exist1of many of them.

The many changes which Junger has made in the text of 
Strahlun^en confirm the importance which he attaches to these 
diaries and provide excellent material around which to centre 
a study of his thought as it has developed over the last 
twenty years. Even the first published version differed 
greatly from the original diaries, and illustrations of 
typical changes are given by Armin Mohler in Die Schleife .̂
The second version was drastically revised and shortened ,
and the many alterations were as much concerned with style 
as with content.

If this second version of Strahlun^en had not been 
published the first edition would undoubtedly have deserved 
attention in its own right as a fascinating example of 
autobiographical writing. This work which Junger at first 
described as Mmein geistiger Beitrag zum zweiten Y/eltkriegM  ̂
would surely be important even if it were considered only 
as a German; view of the tragic situation in which Europe 
finds itself half way through the twentieth century. For 
on reading it we rapidly become aware that Junger was 
attempting to do something which was bound to arouse 
hostility in many quarters. Having grown accustomed to being 
regarded as the spokesman for generations of his own people, 
he now appears in the role of representative of all Western 
Europeans, or at least, his readers receive this impression 
irom the diaries. Those who had read his essay : Der Friede,
1 ^.Schonauer : Ernst Jungers „ Das abenteuerliche Herz", 1947.
2 A.Mohler : Die Schleife, Zurich, 1955, pp 98-105.
3 Str(a) pl2 . JEhis claim was removed from Str(b).
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v/hich "took shape at; the same "time as the war diaries were 
being written1, were already aware of this change of 
attitude.

But even in 1949 the specta&le of a German setting himself 
up to pronounce judgement over both the vanquished and the 
victors was too distasteful for most foreign critics. And 
indeed, their resentment can easily be understood. How was 
it possible to avoid the suspicion that this was merely an 
attempt to achieve by peaceful means what the force of arms 
had failed to bring about? To talk, as Junger had done in 
1945 , of a United Europe reminded one all too vividly of
the plans for a 'New Order* with which the National 
Socialists hoped to disguise what was in fact to be a system 
in which the countries of Europe would be reduced to the 
role of puppet states in a new German Empire. Might it not 
be possible for a rebuilt Germany to become by economic 
pressure alone the supreme force in a United Europe as 
envisaged by Ernst Junger in his essay?

When Sljrahlun^en first appeared the critics found many 
opportunities to draw attention to what they saw as a 
complete absence of humility and repentance they were 
shocked, too, by many instances in the diaries where the 
author adopted an attitude of mild reproof when speaking of
former enemies as well as of his own countrymen. But as
the years passed,the bitter memories aroused by the war 
began to grow dim. Already in 1949 the cold war was a grim 
reality which was beginning to produce a radical change in 
the attitude of the former allies towards their defeated
1 fter Friede. Amsterdam, 1948. Copies were circulated in Germany early in 1945.
2 Der Eriede. p323 See Chapter 5.
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enemies. In the ensuing struggle to organise defences 
against possible attacks from east or west the two rival 
giants, the Soviet Union and the United States, felt 
themselves compelled to make use of the resources at their 
disposal in the areas of Germany under their control. In 
fairness it must be said that the Russians, who had learned 
from bitter experience how dangerous a powerful Germany 
could be, never dared to relax what they knew to be a 
deeply unpopular control over the eastern part of the 
country* They were forced to rely upon the limited and 
highly uncertain assistance of a puppet regime, the late 
of which would long ago have been decided were it not for 
the presence of Soviet occupation forces.

The Americans and their allies were in the happier 
position of occupying powers whose presence, though unwelcome, 
did not constitute an obstacle to a limited iorrn ol 
independent government. In the west at least, large numbers 
of prominent German citizens felt able to take part in the 
work of national reconstruction without having to regard 
themselves as mere tools in the hands ol powerful masters. 
Moreover, such people were, by and large, acceptable to 
the occupation authorities. How different was the state 
of affairs in the Eastern Zone, where the National Socialists 
had almost completely destroyed the iniluence ox the one 
political party which could have been relied upon to serve 
the Soviet Union willingly. The new government there 
consisted of men who had lived in exile in Moscow for many 
years and must inevitably appear to the average German to 
be common traitors to their country.



And yet Ernst Junger cannot really be included amongst
the many thousands of his countrymen in the west who soon
came to terms with the allied powers, and worked willingly
on their behalf. East German critics, as usual, are all too

iready to oversimplify the position. The message of 
Strahlun^en may ha^ve been anticommunist; it was most 
definitely not pro-American. And to German readers who 
stood for a policy which saw Western Germany as an American 
bulwark against Soviet expansion the message of the work 
was hardly encouraging. If one remembers in 1965 words 
which first appeared in print in 1949, and were written, 
one supposes, several years earlier, it is apparent that 
Junger stood for a very different solution, that he 
anticipated by almost fifteen years policies which were to 
form the basis for the programme to be outlined much later 
in France by General de Gaulle :-

„Entspannung kann weder die atlantische noch die ostliche 
Losung bringen; sie ist allein gegeben durch die dritte 
Moglichkeit, und zwar dadurch, dass die Nationalitaten sich 
europaiseh vereinigen. Das heisst den dritten Partner 
schaffen, auf dessen Felde nicht nur die Interessen, sondern 
auch die Motive des 0s1?ens und des Westens sich begegnen und ausgleichen. Nur so besteht auch Hoffnung, dass die 
alte Kultur aus ihren Rissen und Wunden wieder zusammen- 
wachst. Europa allein kann Mittler sein. Und endlich liegt 
auf diesem Wege allein die Heilung fur Deutschland, das 
niemals wieder als Nationalstaat auferstehen kann." 2

To study the underlying ideas in Strahlungen is to 
concern ourselves with the evolution of Ernst Jungerfe 
thought before and after the Second World War. And it is 
through him, as a mirror of certain trends in modern 
German thought, that we can hope to understand better some
1 Kaiser,p 304.
2 Str(a) p 16.
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at least of the important factors in the situation there 
today; factors which are likely to become increasingly 
important as Western Germany grows steadily more powerful, 
and the natural tendency towards reunification and greater 
independence makes itself felt in the shaping of that 
country's foreign policy.

To that extent our essay is bound to touch from time 
to time on problems concerning the correct interpretation 
of modern history. It is well for us to remember here, 
too, that history, like literary criticism, is largely 
based on subjective judgements. It is surely significant 
that Junger himself has always been guided in his approach 
to history by the words of Vico : " II iciiioitore crea il 
mito della storia.M

In history, as in literary criticism, one can nevipr 
be sure that the correct interpretation will prevail, nor 
can one ever hope to know with certainty which view is 
accurate and comprehensive in every respect. The 
interpretation of an historical event which proves acceptable 
will be the one that satisfies, at a given time, the great 
majority in a democratic regime. In modern totalitarian 
states those who determine the party line in history will 
be far smaller in number; but they will be even more 
subjective in their choice, and minority views can be 
ruthlessly suppressed.



Chapter 2 

The Background of the War Diaries.
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The First Y/orld War was for Ernst Junger, as for so many 
of his generation who survived, the great experience of his 
life. Western Europe before 1914 was an area in which 
security and prosperity were taken for granted by the upper 
and middle classes, whilst those in power were confident 
that steady progress and a constant increase in well being 
would eventually bring a reasonable basic standard of 
existence to even the poorest sections of the community.

By contrast the young, at least, experienced none of 
the smug satisfaction which characterised the outlook of 
so many of their elders. They sensed around them that 
atmosphere of stagnation and corruption which they found 
so vividly described in the works of men such as Nietzsche 
and Burckhard^. Their reaction to the v/orld around them 
was one of frustration and revulsion. Standards in politics, 
morality and taste were dictated by the middle class and 
the middle aged. Even the realm of masculine fashion 
favoured the corpulent, bearded Burger of sedate and 
mature manners, to whom appearance was everything and 
youthful frankness and exuberance suspect. To succeed in 
such a world meant to acquire as early as possible the 
attributes of middle aged solidity, behind which lay so 
much hypocrisy and dishonesty.^ Women alone were expected 
to display the charm and temperament of youtho But their 
role in a society dominated by the male was that of a mere

1 S. Zweig : Die Welt von Gestern, Stockholm, 1947, pp 5!-3<>
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plaything and obedient servant.

To the historian looking back over the events of the 
last few years before the outbreak of war in 1914 it may 
well seem that the disease of the time had its roots in 
the works of nineteenth century writers and thinkers. It 
has so often been the fashion to trace the evils of recent 
history to the printed word, Junger himself, as we have 
seen, still receives his share of the blame for the rise 
of National Socialism. He hints as much by using the 
convenient analogy of the seismograph when speaking in 
Strahlunffen of Nietzshhe's works, and thus, by implication 
of his own,1 After all, both Nietzsche and Junger diagnose 
in their works the ills of contemporary society and predict 
the influence these will have on future developments, 
thereby encouraging men to think along these lines, and 
even persuading them to hasten the appearance of what they 
have been told is inevitable.

The problem of the responsibility of the writer for 
the influence his ideas may have on his readers is an old 
one. It is not our task here to discuss the question in 
general; but we shall have something to say on the matterpin a later chapter, restricting our remarks to an 
examination of Junger*s position in the eyes of his critics.

For whatever reason we may wish to give, it remains 
true that the outbreak of hostilities in 1914 was greeted 
by the great majority of young men in Europe as a sudden
1 Str(a), p 9.
2 Chapter 5*
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release from a situation which had become unbearable in 
their eyes. And as we observed earlier, Ernst Junger even 
anticipated this wave of revolt by running away to 
North Africa in 1913? in the vain hope that conditions 
in what he imagined to be a more primitive and therefore 
less corrupt continent would allow the individual greater 
freedom, and release him from the hated bonds of convention 
and the artificial but sterile comforts of western 
civilisation."1' His action, as described in the auto
biographical novel Afrikanische Spiele, was doubtless 
irrational and irresponsible in the extreme; but it was 
surely symptomatic of that sudden flight from sanity which 
marked the conduct of countless millions in Europe only 
a year later.

It is easy to be wise after the event, and the sane 
and sober appraisals of developments which began to appear 
in print in so many countries after 1918- were, in many 
cases, written by men whose actions in 1914 had been as 
hasty and emotional as were those of so many of their 
contemporariesj over whom they now presumed to sit in 
judgement. They might, and usually did, claim to have 
been converted to their new views by the ha,rsh and fritter 
realities of modern warfare. They now saw the desire 
for armed conflict as an evil disease which infected the 
minds of young men and aroused hidden urges which normally 
lay dormant beneath the surface in times of peace and 
comparative prosperity. The Marxists among them pointed to 
economic conflicts and social pressures, and no one would
1 Chapter 1, p 14#
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wish to deny the importance of these features as contribut
ory causes; but the violence of the converted does not 
command the same respect as do the words of those who 
remain true to their real selves, nor does it seriously 
meet with the unanimous and wholehearted support of those 
for whom it is intended. Stunned by the sacrifices and 
bitter experiences of the war years, many are speedily 
convinced by the sense and sincerity of such calls to 
reason, indeed whole generations may be won over by an 
appeal to sanity. But memories die swiftly, and the old 
desire for violence and destruction soon begins to seek 
outlets. Even in its milder form of youthful vandalism 
and hooliganism - the terms are themselves those supplied 
by the voice of reason - the hidden urge for violence and 
bloodshed finds expression in society, and serves to remind 
the sober observer of the mysteries of the human brain 
which remain as yet beyond the reach of science.

Both the rational and the irrational have a part to 
play in human existence. Indeed, it would perhaps be 
wiser to soeak of that which seems to be rational and that 
which appears irrational® Until such time as satisfactory 
explanations can be offered and periodic outbreaks of mass 
violence can be controlled or at least explained in terms 
based on a thorough and intimate knowledge of the working 
of ‘Ithe mind , the apparently irrational view of life must 
be studied with as much attention as would be accorded to 
the opinions of those who stand for more attractive 
opinions dictated by caution and the normally welcome
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desire for stability and security*

The enthusiasm with which Junger and so many of his 
generation enrolled for military service in 1914 did not 
leave him even after four years at the front and bitter 
personal experience of the immense destructive powers 
which techological development had placed at man's disposal* 
The nature of war in a mechanical age changed rapidly as 
machines began to play an increasingly important part 
after 1916© The appearance of the tank, the use of 
aircraft for military purposes, the introduction of massive 
artillery barrages, all these changes did not at first 
increase the mobility of warfare. The immediate effect 
of the new weapons was to pin down huge armies in positions 
which were consolidated and held with very little alteration 
over long periods of time.

The possibilities which lay dormant in machines were 
not apparent to many in 19 18; indeed, they were not fully 
exploited until 1939* and the early successes of the 
G-efman forces in World War II can be attributed to the 
fact that even then the old concepts remained dominant in 
the armies of their opponents. It remains one of the 
tragedies of the 1914—18 conflict that whilst the 
technological revolution had endowed man with powers of 
mass destruction, it had not as yet enabled him to intro
duce the factor of mobility into his tactical plans. Thus 
the war deteriorated into a vast and senseless process of 
attrition. Millions on both sides were sacrificed until 
sheer exhaustion brought about an inconclusive decision.

In his first major work, In Stahlgewittern , Ernst
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Junger wrote in diary form of his experiences in war, and 
revealed for the first time something of the ideas he was 
to develop throughout his later work. True to his early 
enthusiasm, he did not approach his subject in the 
fashionable manner of the time. Par from being presented 
with an attack on war, his readers were offered an 
account of four years in the trenches which seemed to 
seek to justify all that had happened as something 
positive and even necessary.1 And yet, looking back at 
his first book with greater hopes of being able to be 
less subjective in our assessment in view of the period of 
time which has elapsed since it first appeared in 1920 
we would say that here was the sincere attempt by a young 
man to describe accurately and constructlively his 
experiences, his hopes and his thoughts over four years 
of active service in what was later to be rightly known 
as the first of the world wars, the first war, that is, 
in which, to a greater or lesser degree, the fate and 
future of most of the nations of the world was altered.

If Junger did not seriously seek in his first work 
to explain the causes and origins of the war, he did 
convey to his readers a vivid and convincing study of 
the impressions of one active and willing participant 
in that vast conflict. And his success may be judged by 
the words of Andr£ Gide who wrote of In Stahlgewittern 
as :

.... incontestablement le plus beau livre de guerre 
que j*affi lu; d'une bonne foi, d'une v£racit£, d'une 
honnetet6 parfaites. 2

Towards the end of In Stahlgewittern and in a later
1 Kaiser, p25.
2 Gide : Journal,1939-1949, Paris,1954, pl47.
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more detailed study of one small part of the huge 
conflagration 1 the writer began to show signs of his 
ability to realise the potentialities in a given situation 
and to foresee what lay ahead. As one with first hand 
knowledge of the new infantry tmcties employed "by the 
German army towards the end of the war in an attempt to 
introduce an element of mobility into a situation which 
had hitherto been characterised by its stagnation," he 
clearly foresaw the trends which were eventually to lead 
to the mechanised warfare of 1939-4-5.

But more important in the present context was undoubtedly 
the impact made upon the author himself by his personal 
experience of war. Nothing which came afterwards made the 
same impression on him, not even the far greater catastrophe 
of 1939-45, however much his life may have been affected 
by it. It is true to say that Ernst Junger's thought in 
the years that followed has as its sole origin and its 
main source of inspiration the problem of war, together 
with its impact on society and the individual. It is in 
this context that he was later to study the influence of 
technological developments on society and the resulting 
depersonalisation of the individual. All his early works 
were written mainly with a desire to explain the apparent 
futility of destruction, mass suffering and human slaughter 
in terms which might give a defeated people some consolation 
for the immense sacrifices which appeared to have been made 
in vain. Ernst Junger could not accept the idea that war 
was senseless and that the sacrifice of millions of human 
lives had brought nothing better than humiliation, chaos 
and misery after the collapse of November 1918, that all 
that could be deduced from the events of four tragic years 
1 Das Waldchen 125,Berlin, 1925.
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was evidence in support of the theory that mankind fell 
victim from time to time to a form of mass insanity.
Behind all this there must "be a purpose.

Years later in his essay,Per Friede , Junger was to 
quote with obvious approval words written by Walter 
Schubart in his book entitled Europa und die Seele des 
Ostens : „Nicht im G-leichmass der burgerlichen Welt,
sondern im apokalyptischen Donner werden Religionen wieder- 
geboren." 1 In the nineteen twenties these ideas were not 
yet clearly defined in Junger's mind, but it was obvious 
to him that the changes in Europe which resulted from four 
years of armed conflict were the toork of both the victors 
and the vanquished in the sense that both sides had made 
sacrifices for aims which neither eventually achieved - 
whatever illusions there may have been in 1918, The true 
purpose of the forces which had driven nations to armed 
conflict appeared to the author of Der Arbeiter , as he 
looked back at the war, to be the destruction of a society 
which long before 1914 had become decadent and corrupt.
The technological age had produced a new race of men whose 
representatives were to be found in all parts of the world. 
These new beings, the workers, were to be the leaders of a 
new form of society which would gradually weed out all 
traces of the old order and adjust the customs and beliefs 
of the community to suit the tools and methods which were 
now to be placed at its disposal. The rise of these new 
'masters of machines*, as they now appeared to him, had 
already been apparent to Junger when he observed the mass 
confrontation of men and material in France towards the

1 Per Friede, Vienna, 1949, p28.
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end of the First World War. He first wrote of his impressions 
on the subject in the essay : Feuer und Bewegung. 1

At this stage it must be said that the great change 
in Junger1s thought} about which we shall write in toote 
detail in Chapter 4, was to be his attitude towards this 
new race of men which he described, for the sake of 
convenience , as the *workers'* The evolution in his 
thought has been characterised by a change of position 
on the part of the observer. Whilst the man of the 
twenties wrote of what he saw happening in society with 
general approval and looked forward tOj the end of 
bourgeois society, Junger*s later attitude towards the 
changes he foresaw was one of reserve, if not of revulsion. 
The observer who foretold the effect which the new phenom
ena were likely to have on human society and welcomed the 
changes they would bring about was to become the solitary 
individual who had lived to see the accuracy of his 
predictions confirmed by later events, out whose main 
concern now was to save what could be saved from the wreck
age. He was to urge all those who shared his concern to 
preserve all that was most valuable in the cultural heritage 
of western man and to work, if only in isolation, to 
prevent the disappearance of isolated pockets of resistance^ 
from which one day a new cultural renaissance might emerge.

Junger may well be taxed with a grave lack of faith 
in the powers of endurance which lie in the human spirit; 
but it must be admitted that he had seen very little in the
1 Werke, vol. 5, pp 111-147. First published in Blatter und

Steine. _
2 Der Waldgang, Frankfurt a. M., 1951, plOtt.
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Europe of 1920-1945 to inspire him or to give him grounds 
for hope of revival at some future date. In common with 
Nietzsche, to whom he owed so much, as did many of his 
contemporaries, the idea of an £lite which alone could 
ensure that the ignorant masses did not revert to a state 
of primitive barbarism has remained from the start a 
fundamental part of Junger*s way of thinking. But he sought 
in vain for such an Slite in Germany. Those in whom he 
might have placed his hopes proved themselves to be quite 
powerless to control the events around them, and Junger 
was to watch the transfer of authority in the country to 
a group of men whose hold over the minds of the great 
majority swiftly showed itself to be too firm for any other 
section of the community to prevail over it.1 It was this 
realisation of his own powerlessness and of the failure of 
those he could have supported which led him to withdraw 
from active participation after 1933 in any political 
movement and to take up residence in G-oslar, Uberlingen 
and Kirchhorst where he would not be involved in develop
ments over which neither he nor those he might have respected 
had any control. One may rightly draw attention to the 
negative aspect of his attitude; but in retrospect it is 
difficult to see what else he could have done. His Marxist 
critics may well continue to accuse him of being partly 
responsible for what happened after 1933• He could with 
justice reply that to have supported the only organised 
opposition, the illegal Communist party, would have been 
futile; whilst to have sought asylum abroad would, as was 
shown by many such cases, have done nothing to alter the

1 Str(a) , pp 99-100.
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situation in Germany, however admirable the motives of 
those who decided to leave may have been.

Outwardly, perhaps, there may be similarities in Ernst
Junger's career during the two world wars. But even here
we find on closer investigation that the points of contact
were few and the differences striking. At first it did
appear, however, that the Second World War was to be for
him a repetition of the First. He was recalled to active
service in August, 1939, shortly before the outbreak of
hostilities in Poland.1 He returned once again to ail
infantry regiment and was promoted immediately to the rank

2of captain, his only promotion of the war.

After a short refresher course Junger found himself
once again on the western front. But there the similarity
ends. Whereas in 1914 and the years that followed he took
part in many of the major battles of the war, being
wounded seven times and earning the highest German military
award in 1939-40 his unit enjoyed the unusual experience
of facing an enemy who was obviously unwilling to engage
in any major operation which might provoke retaliation.
Life at the front was strongly reminiscent of peacetime
manoeuvres, with very few casualties and normal civilian
traffic passing along the roads immediately behind the lines

4in full view of the opposing forces. On one occasion 
early in 1940 a reckless visitor to Junger's sector did
1 Garten und Strassen, p 57.
2 T 6TcT:Y” p -------
3 As an outstanding Stosstruppfuhrer Junger became one of 
the youngest officers to receive the Pour le M^rite in 
September, 1918.

4 Garten und Strassen, p 76.
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succeed in drawing enemy fire, and a wounded man was 
rescued by Junger himself under fire, a feat for which he 
received his only decoration of the war : the E.K.II , in 
striking contrast to his record twenty years earlier.^

The new methods of mechanised warfare brought about 
such a startling increase in the speed of advance that 
Junger1s regiment never reached the fighting line during 
the campaign of May and June, 1940. Fate seemed to take 
a hand and enable him for the rest of the war to continue, 
even on active service, to play the part he had chosen 
for himself in the early thirties. He could still be a 
detached observer of all that went on around him, always 
avoiding direct involvement however much he may have 
sympathised in 1944 with the attempt to change the course 

pof events.

It was natural that he should choose the diary form, as 
he had done in 1914, to record the events around him and his 
own personal thoughts on his daily life. As he himself 
reminds us in the third volume of the war diaries :

Ich habe zweimal regelmassig Tagebuch gefuhrt, wahrend 
des ersten und zweiten Weltkrieges und die Jahre, die sie 
umrandeten* 3

The form proved indeed to be the only possible way in 
which Junger could write at the time. The conditions of 
life on active service, the swiftly changing circumstances, 
these factors were of course common to both wars. To them
1 Garten und Strassen, pp 124-126.
2 stria), pi3.
3 Jahre der Okkupation, 1958, p7.
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must now be added a third condition which had become 
decisive in many parts of Europe, and indeed, of the world 
as a whole. For many the diary was truly : ,, das letzte
M M  1mogliche Gesprach im totalen Staat."

Was Junger himself aware of the fact that just as his 
attitude to war had changed over the years, so the part he 
would be called upon to play in 1939 was likely to be very 
different from that allotted to him in World War I ? At 
first, as we read his thoughts during those early months 
of hostilities in Garten und Strassen , we might be tempted 
to believe that he, too, had very naturally assumed that in 
the army , at least, his enthusiasm for war per se would 
revive. It is true that the one incident when he rescued 
a wounded man under fire was but a fleeting liiojnelit in a 
scene which seemed unbelievably peaceful to all involved, 
and was later to be described as the 'phoney war'; but 
when at last Junger's unit moved off in the wake of the 
armoured formations advancing across France, he was filled 
with the urge for action,. Approached by his general during 
the campaign Junger answered the polite enquiry about his 
health with the words : „Danke gut, Herr General. Darf manpdenn hoffen, dass man noch ins Feuer kommt?"

Yet shortly afterwards, when the French campaign ended 
in victory for the German armies and large scale military 
operations on l^nd ceased for almost a year, Junger was 
invited to serve on the staff of the German Head Quarters
in Paris, and in his diary we see once again the detached
observer who strives with less obvious success to remain
1 Str (a), p 9.
2 Garten und Strassen, pl60.
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aloof as the war develops. The publication of Garten und 
Strassen (later to be known as the first part of 
Strahlungen) in 1942 seems to mark a complete break with 
his military past. The diary, which covers the period from 
April 1939 to July 1940, has many significant entries which 
indicate clearly how great an importance the author attached 
to his own attitude of mind. Few would deny the influence 
of the individual's approach on his assessment of the 
situation in which he finds himself. The heroes and heroines 
of Schiller's classical tragedies cease to be mere victims 
of fate simply because they willingly accept what destiny 
has in store for them, and thertejjy persuade themselves and 
the audience that by accepting wholeheartedly their lot 
they retain in essence their personal freedom. Junger's 
view of fate reminds one even more strikingly of the thought 
of Fichte and Schelling, especially when we read the entry 
in Garten und Strassen dated 23rd June, 1940 s

Wir bilden uns die Welt, und was wir erleben ist nicht 
dem Zufall untertan.^ Die Dinge werden durch unseren Zustand 
angezogen und ausgewahlt; die Welt ist wie wir beschaffen sind. 1

If this is not a complete rejection of objective reality 
and comparable to the attitude found in the work of Fichte, 
at least it is clear that more is claimed than just the 
need to identify oneself with ones destiny. The writer is 
saying in effect that his experiences and even his environ
ment will be determined by his state of mind. It is no longer 
just a question of how the individual may choose to interpret 
the actions of those around him in so far as they affect 
*"1 **1 Garten und Strassen, p216.
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his destiny0 Junger is surely saying this and much more.
For him the power of the human mind is such that, if it so 
wills, events and people will he moulded to suit its needs. 
The subjective and irrational element in such a statement 
is too obvious to require further discussion. And yet, on 
further reflection no honest reader can reject it out of 
hand. Personal experiences tend, when all is said and done, 
to confirm some part at least of what the writer suggests.
The human mind is, and indeed must be, selective0 Two 
different situations may seem to be identical merely because 
the mind deliberately, if unconsciously, suppresses that 
which is dissimilar in them. Thus the individual seems, 
to himself, to be the centre of a little universe around 
which everything else revolves. Just as, until Copernicus, 
the world was firmly held to be the centre of creation, so, 
too, the individual, despite all evidence to the contrary, 
continues to assume that everything falls into a pattern 
organised by his own mind.

The philosopher and the scientist may brush asidte Junger's 
argument with a gesture of contempt. And yet his approach 
has its merits, if only because it restores to the individual 
being something of the dignity and meaning of which modern 
totalitarian sfetes , and indeed technological progress 
in all more advanced countries, have robbed him. Backed 
by such a conviction the Nazi slogan : „Der Staat ist alles. 
Du bist nichts.", can quickly be changed into the exact 
oppositeo And the result is, no doubt, equally absurd. But 
this attitude of mind is healthy. For when thought has 
reached the extreme and the irrational in one direction, 
the need arises to restore the balance» And this can often
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only be achieved by wLolent and extravagant claims in 
favour of that which is diametrically opposed to the theory 
of the moment.

As a way of looking at the world, Junger's view has its 
value, as we have shown. But for him it means more than 
that. Influenced by so many personal experiences which 
sseemed to confirm his belief that the individual does 
indeed shape his own world, Ernst Junger could not fail to 
find convincing proof of this view in what happened to him 
during the Second World War. His own attitude was no longer 
that of the eager and patriotic young officer who lived 
only for the excitement and danger of battle. True, he 
never lost his feeling of duty to his country, and he 
explains in his diary his decision to remain in Germany 
after 1933* although opposed to the new regime, in terms 
which show how incapable he was of betraying his country 
in any circumstances.1 He claims, too, to have refused 
offers of help in 1944 when the opportunity to go under
ground as the German forces withdrew from Paris would have 
seemed tempting to less determined characters. It is true 
that L^autaud, whom Junger mentions as one who offered him 
shelter at the time, later referred to the entry in 
Strahlung-en which deals with the incident with surprise 2, 
and he appears to caste doubt on the accuracy of Junger's 
record; but he was not the only person to whom Junger could 
have turned for help, had he so desiredo

If his desire for violent action had weakened, so, too, 
it seemed, had the probability of his being involved in any
1 Str(a), p 550.
2 Journal litt^raire. 1950-51v Mercure de France, Januarv*

^953, P 39.------- --------- --- ---------- ---
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way. He was destined "to remain in one of the few quiet;
* backwaters1 which were passed over throughout the years
of conflict and changed hands towards the end of the war
in a relatively peaceful manner. Circumstances made it
possible for him to follow the path he had chosen for
himself, a path which differed greatly from that he trod
in earlier life, and the change was striking enough to
prompt one of Junger's critics to speak of his „innere

1Ve rw and lung. " A further, somewhat longer quotation farmm 
Garten und Strassen will serve to illustrate what that 
critic had in mind :

An gewissen Scheidewegen unserer Jugend konnten uns 
Bellona und Athene erscheinen, - die eine mit dem Versprechen, 
uns die Kunst zu lehren, wie man zwanzig Hegimenter ins 
Treffen fuhrt, so dass sie zur Schlacht zur Stelle sind, 
wahrend^die andere uns die G-abe verhiesse, zwanzig Worte 
so zu fugen^ dass ein vollkommener Satz durch sie gebildet 
wird. Es konnte sein, dass wir den zweiten Lorbeer 
wahlen, der seltener und unsichtbarer am Felshang bluhto 2

We are reminded at this point that the „ innere 
Verwandlung" referred to above did not take place during 
the war years, but at an earlier date. And if we remember 
Junger's decision to retire from active politics and cease 
his active association with the Stahlhelm , a decision 
which was almost certainly made shortly after the National 
Socialists assumed power, it becomes clear that any study 
of Junger's thought cannot be restricted to the period 
covered by the war diaries. Much of what Junger wrote 
after 1934 was not published until after 1949, and even
in his earlier works , up to and including Der Arbeiter ,
it will be seen, as we hope to show in Chapter 4, that 
he was concerned with the art of war only as the expression
1 G. Loose • Ernst Junger, p 178.
2 Garten und Strassen, pl89»
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of forces which worked beneath the surface in the interests 
of a vast universal plan of which man was but dimly aware.

But to return to Junger's changed attitude; whether 
we remain sceptical and agree with Loose when he writes :
„Wer anderte denn schon Temperament und Charakter? or 
whether we accept this change as genuine and profound, we 
cannot fail to be surprised by the way in which external 
events appeared to encourage Junger in his new role from 
1940 onwards. Indeed, when we consider those years of 
chaos and destruction in which countless thousands were 
uprooted and sent to their death in various parts of Europe, 
whilst as many again perished in the allied raids on German 
cities and in the notorious concentration camps, it is 
surely surprising to think of Ernst Junger sitting peace
fully at his desk in Paris, or strolling round the quais.
Even when he interrupted his duties there late in 1942, 
it was to pay an agreeable visit to the Caucasus where he 
visited only the quiet southern sector of the front and 
heard from afar reports of impending disaster at Stalingrad. 
And finally we learn that when Paris was liberated in 1944 
he was actually demobilised and allowed to return home 
unmolested , spending the last months of hostilities in 
peaceful retirement at Kirchhorst.

Why, one asks, was he not sent with so many others to 
fill the ever larger gaps on the eastern front? This was 
the usual order of things and that is what L^autaud naturally 
assumed when he heard late in 1942 that Junger had gone to

2>
the Soviet Union, Why was he not imprisoned or shot,
1 Loose, p 1 7 8.
2 Journal litt&raire, Paris, vol. XIV, p328.
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as were so many of his colleagues in Paris after the 
failure of the attempt on Hitler's life in July, 1944?

The explanation may be, of course, that many of
Junger's friends of the Berlin years now held important
posts in the party or the army. Indeed, in conversation
with Friedrich Hielscher Junger claimed that an old friend,
Werner Best, now a senior S.S. officer, had saved them
both in 1943 by reporting them as harmless since . they
clearly desired a German victory, and by asserting that
any action against them would in any case be unwise since
it would have an adverse effect on the morale of many of
their admirers amongst the younger generation. 1 It may
be, as Junger himself apparently believes in Jahre der
Okkupation , that Hitler was an admirer of his early works
and by some queer twist of fate continued to admire him
as an ardent and courageous nationalist long after their

2ways had parted. Junger, to do him justice, made no 
secret of his opinions at any time, being prepared to 
voice his criticisms of National Socialism to almost 
complete strangers,,- But if he was denounced and looked 
upon with suspicion by the Gestapo, if his home was 
searched on two occasions during the war, nothing was done 
to restrain him, no move made to arrest him, and he escaped 
all persecution beyond that of being refused permission to 
publish any new works in Germany after 1942.

These facts must seem remarkable to all who have heard 
of the senseless persecution of innocent people which 
increased in violence as the fortunes of war turned more
1 Hielscher ; Funfzig Jahre unter Deutschen, Hamburg,1954,
2 Jahre der Okkupation, pp 254-6,, m p 287*
3 Banine : Rencontres avec Ernst Junger, Paris, 1951, p42.
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and more away from the German forces. Naturally one is 
inclined to look for evidence of collusion between the
writer and some at least of those in power, The point has

1 *•been made earlier that some of Junger*s works were in
themselves useful to the National Socialists, and, as we
have seen, the writer is reported to have claimed in
conversation that he had been spared because of the influence2he had on the younger generation.

In the later chapter in which we propose to discuss in 
some detail the attitude of the critics towards Strahlungen 
we shall have occasion to examine what Junger himself had to 
say when seeking to explain the mild manner in which the 
authorities had treated him. Concerned perhaps by the 
bitterness of some of the attacks on his work after the war,he 
felt impelled to publish his own views on thr subject in 
the third volume of the war diaries : Jahre der Okkupation.̂

In this chapter we shall confine our remarks to Junger*s 
views on his career from 1939 to 1945 and the historical 
situation in which he found himself at the time, as he wrote 
of these matters in the introduction to Strahlungen.

The work which was published in 1949 under the title
of Strahlungen covers the period from February, 1941 to
April, 1945. It is the second of the three volumes covering 
the Second World War and the periods immediately preceding 
and following it. The introduction to the second volume 
and its title are intended to cover all three parts. Thus
1 See Chapter 1 , p II
2 See Note 1 p i+o •
3 Jahre der Okkupation , pp 254-256.
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■the author wishes us to regard the work as a coherent 
whole, and the diaries are in fact published in this 
manner in volumes 2 $ 3 of the new collected edition of 
Junger*s works. The author claims to have written this 
important introduction in November, 1946. 1 Let us now 
examine his approach to the subject as he discusses it 
there.

Ernst Junger, the observer who strove to place on 
record objectively the impressions made on him by the 
tragic events of the war years, did not feel the need for 
confession or repentence when he set out to introduce his 
main volume after the war. His conduct under the National 
Socialists may not appear beyond reproach to critics in 
England and France, but it was at least logical and, from 
his point of view, morally justified.

For those opponents of Hitler who remained in Germany 
after 1933 two main courses of action were open : one
could, as Ernst Niekisch had done, continue to resist openly 
(even in print) until such opposition was silenced by the 
new Government, and then, if still at liberty, one could 
seek to encourage and stimulate the spirit of resistance 
in small groups by means of clandestine meetings in private 
houses. The alternative was to withdraw voluntarily from 
public life and limit ones opposition to private discussion 
with likeminded friends, endeavouring, perhaps, to combat 
the worst evils by helping the victims of excesses where- 
ever possible. Sometimes this might even be done by paying 
lip service to the regime to the extent of accepting
1 Str(fc), p 19.2 E. Niekisch : Gewagtes Leben , Cologne, 1958, p 280
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office in some official body. But this only serves to 
illustrate the danger of compromise in any form. After all, 
unscrupulous individuals might well insure themselves 
against a change in the wind of fortune by a few small 
gestures of sympathy on behalf of persecuted members of 
the opposition with a view to using such actions to justify 
their conduct if this should become necessary at a later 
date.

These two attitudes on the part of opponents of a 
totalitarian regime, whilst illustrating possible ways in 
which the individual could and did resist, cannot by any 
means be said to cover all possible types of opposition.

•• I(Ernst Junger devoted a book to the problem after the war. )
There were many examples of men adopting different attitudes
at different times, and Ernst Junger was no exception here.
For a khort time, at least, he was attracted to Niekisch
and his followers, even placing his flat at their disposal

2for one of the secret meetings. When Niekisch was arrested 
Junger did not shrink from offering help and sympathy to 
his family, despite the risks he ran in doing so.^ But, 
by and large, he was inclined to observe the efforts of 
opposition groups with sympathetic but sceptical reserve.
It was as if he realised that the battle had been lost 
inside Germany, and that any attempt to overthrow the 
Government would only end in further bloodshed and even 
greater sufferingo Things had gone too far, and, as he 
wrote in Garten und Strassen on 28th August, 1939 s

Fortgang der Mobilisation in alien Landern. Noch ware 
Zeit fur den Deus ex machina. Was konnte er aber bringen? 
Doch hochstene Aufschub. Das Strittige ist so gehauft, dass 
nur das Feuer es aufarbeiten kann» 4

Per Waldgang, Frankfurt a. M. 1951.
2 Niekisch, p 280. 3 Niekisch : , p 190
4 Garten und Strassen , p5 7.
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He was echoing, perhaps unconsciously, the words of 
Shakespeare : "So foul a sky clears not without a storm* '•

In this connection it must not be forgotten that 
Junger has never been a supporter of mass movements, but 
has felt himself to be closer to that smaller group of men 
destined to be the intellectual leaders of their time by 
virtue of qualities which might almost be described as 
aristocratic. Indeed his sentiments have led him to display 
a weakness for the remaining members of the traditional 
aristocracy, though he realised that they had lost the 
ability to lead and inspire the masses in time of crisis.

This side of his character which makes him inclined to
respect the theoretical ideals of aristocratic systems based-.
on traditions which ensure continuity over the centuries
also causes him to view the results of mass democratic
movements with suspicion and distaste. Y/hen asked during
the war whether he would care to visit the Soviet Union, he
accepted on the grounds that he had long planned to go to
the United States as a form of penance, and that Russia
would be a good substitute.1 For Ernst Junger has never
pretended to share the popular but superficial opinion that
vox populi - vox Dei. He was convinced that modern
democracy encouraged only the baser instincts in the
individual, and it is not by chance that he mentions the

2name of Tocqueville in his introduction to Strahlungen 
Furthermore he felt that the situation in Germany after 
1933 was such that*;

....  ohne einen Sulla, jeder Angriff auf die

1 Str(a), p 154.
2 Str(a), p 9*
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plebiszitare Demokratie notwendig zur weiteren Starkung 
des Niederen fuhren musste, wie es denn geschah und 
weiterhin geschieht. 1

In political terms, there was for him no party or 
class in Germany which seemed strong enough to accomplish 
the task of bringing about the downfall of the National 
Socialist system and replacing it by some other form of 
government which would lift the country out of the tragic 
moral state in which it found itself at the time. The 
fact that a new system has evolved in Western Germany 
after the war does not affect his view. In the first placephe has never voiced support for the present Government , 
and secondly, that Government was made possible, in the 
early stages at least, only by the presence of allied 
occupation forces. Finally, material reconstruction is 
for Junger no proof of moral rebirth.^

As we have said, he retains his admiration for those 
survivors of the aristocracy who still lived according to 
the principles and moral standards that they had inherited 
from their ancestors. Otto and Heinrich von Stulpnagel 
were, for him, such men But they were few when compared 
to the others of their kind who had lost all ciaim to their 
ancestors1 reputation, however noble the name they bore 
might be.

This feeling of isolation, of being one of the few 
survivors of a more chivalrous age, powerless to have more 
than a limited influence on society, had led Junger to 
seek refuge in solitude and^meditation after 1933, and he
IStr(a), pl4o2 He did accept, however, the Bundesverdienstkreuz in J959.
3 Der Friede, p 66. 4 Jahre der Okkupation,pp 175-81.
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has remained aloof from public life up to the present day. 
He had seen what lay ahead, and whilst rejecting the idea 
of exile, began to feel his way towards a new scale of 
values, towards a spiritual home which transcended the 
narrow limits of national borders and yet embraced all 
that was valuable in German culture and tradition, together 
with values and traditions from. Western Europe as a whole. 
The collapse of Germany in 1945 led him to write with 
great perception in his introduction to Strahlungen of the 
only role which Germany could still hope to play in world 
affairs, and he compared most convincingly the situation 
of his country after World War 2 with the state of affairs 
which had existed there after the Thirty Years' War."1

As he accurately forewaw, any increase in tension 
between East and West in Europe would surely claim Germany 
as the chief victim. And it is interesting to remember 
how clearly he predicted in 1946 events which were to 
follow in later years :

Diese Spannung wird sich nicht vermindern, wenn die 
beiden ungeheueren Machte .••. sich wachsend starken. und 
polar die Machte^des Zwischenfeldes an sich ziehem Bei 
diesem Vorgang wurde Deutschland sich spalten in einen 
atlantischen und einen kontinentalen Teil, wie es sich im 
Dreissigjahrigen Kriege in eine nordliche und eine sudliche 
Halfte spaltete® 2

Here, surely, is yet another example of Junger's 
ability to grasp intuitively the implications of a given 
situation some years in advance of many of his contemporaries.

1 Str(a), p 15 •
2 Str(a), p 15.
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In retrospect it is evident that few observers in 
Western Europe would now disagree with Junger*s views on 
the situation as it might and, in fact, did develop after 
1945. But when these views were first made public in 1949 
many were incensed by the author’s attitude towards the 
events which had led to that situation. In the introduction 
to Strahlun^en there were many things which few could 
judge impartially until some years had passed.

Naturally enough, the attitude expected of the 
vanquished by the victors was one of shame and contrition* 
The historical and popular belief then current was that all 
blame for the war lay with the Germans, and that all 
Germans were guilty, not only those who had actually worked 
for and supported National Socialism, but also those who 
had watched passively the events which led to the conflict 
of 1939 without even a show of opposition. It was 
difficult for those who had not experienced life in a 
totalitarian state to understand just how impossible it 
was for the individual to express disapproval in any form, 
and it was, in any case, hard to expect impartiality when 
memories of cruelty and suffering were still so vivid and 
painful. To read in Der Friede the words : „ Man darf wohl 
sagen, dass dieser Krieg das erste allgemeine Werk der 
Menschheit gewesen ist," ' was to be reminded at once of 
the nation which seemed to bear all the responsibility for 
the horrors of recent years© Junger's call for a just and 
generous peace would almost certainly have fallen on deaf 
ears if it had been made by a writer in the allied camp© 
Coming as it did from a German, and moreover from a German
1 Per Friede, p 8.
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whose earlier reputation rested on works glorifying the 
military spirit, such a call seemed not only unrealistic, 
it was widely interpreted as a cynical and impertinent 
attempt by an unscrupulous advocate of brutality and force 
to salvage what could be salvaged from the wreckage.
Junger* s clear rejection of the pppular theory which saw 
no reason for pangs of conscience on the allied side 
inevitably aroused passions, genuine or artificial, in 
many quarters. Selfrighteousness is an attractive weakness 
and one which is seldom apparent to those who indulge in it. 
Pew outside critics in 1949 felt, or seemed to feel, anything 
but righteous indignation at the spectacle of a guilty and 
defeated former enemy who presumed to draw attention to 
weaknesses and crimes in both camps, or who dared to 
maintain that all should be victors and none vanquished

But that time has now passed, and it should be possible 
for all but the most violent supporters of orthodox 
Marxist ideology to attempt a less biased and more dis
passionate assessment of what Junger set out to achieve 
in Strahlungen and how he proposed to do this*

In Section I of his introduction Ernst Junger reminds 
his readers of the background to his approach to contemporary 
European history by referring to a diary kept by seven 
sailors who spent the winter of 1633 on a small island in 
the polar regions in order to study the arctic winter and 
polar astronomy for the Dutch Greenland Society. Their 
death and the subsequent discovery of their diary in 1634

1 Der Priede, p28.
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took place at a time when the great problem of free will 
was the centre once again of bitter disputes, thanks to 
the work of Erasmus and Luther. And these disputes called 
for political and geographical ^.decisions, once the 
theological aspect of the problem had been resolved, if 
only provisionally. 1

The results of this religious and philosophical 
upheaval in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, as 
illustrated by Junger : the death of the seven sailors, 
the voluntary victims of a new scientific age, the murder 
of Wallenstein and of Coligny, the triumph of Richelieu 
and of Cromwell, the trial of Galileo, - these and many 
other related events were to produce the pattern of 
development which ledi finally to the industrial revolution 
and the rise of modern technological society.

By implication it is clear from the outset that Junger 
regards himself as a voluntary outcast, comparable to the 
seven Dutch sailors, an outcast living in^a period of 
confusion and revolution similar to their^s. The devast
ation of large parts of Germany, followed later by the 
partition of that country, naturally reminded one of the 
Thirty Yearii War and its consequences, which were indeed 
similar in many respects. And just as it may be said that 
the religious struggle of the seventeenth century sprang 
ultimately from that revolution in manfs views on the 
cosmos for which Copernicus can largely be held responsible, 
so, too, the ideological wars of the twentieth century 
can be said to have their origin in the same conflict of
1 Str(a), p7•
2 Str(a), p7o
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the mind, though the great mass of modern men caught up in 
the struggle remain ignorant of its true meaning*

Basically Junger "believes he shares with the seven 
sailors that spirit of enquiry, that desire for greater 
knowledge by means of close observation and careful analysis 
of facts which characterises modern man - man made 
sceptical and uncertain by the revelations of science, man 
no longer able to accept with childlike confidence the 
explanation of creation and of life offered to him by 
religion,.

Thus he writes of the seven sailors :
Die sieben Matrosen sind bereits G-estalten der 

kopernikanischen Welt, zu deren Zugen auch die Sehnsucht 
nach den Polen zahlto Ihr Tagebuch ist neue Literatur, 
als deren Merkmal man ganz allgemein die Absetzung des 
G-eistes vom G-egenstande, des Autors von der Welt bezeichnen 
kann. Das fuhrt zu einer Fulle von Entdeckungen. Zu 
diesen Werken gehort die immer sorgfaltigere Beobachtung, 
das starke Bewusstsein, die Ein*3amkeit und endlich auch 
der Schmerz. 1

If we find in the introduction no sign of any awareness
on the part of the author that he should search his own
conscience for possible traces of personal guilt, indeed,
if we sometimes feel that Junger is attempting to preach
to his readers from a position of impartial superiority,
we are reminded early on that the author is in no doubt

. . 2as to the subjective nature of his own opinions,

xx The natural desire of modern man to look for a grand 
design behind the sequence_of_historical events which led
1 Str(a), pll.
2 Str(a), p 14.
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up to his own time and to find in them portents of things 
to come is surely just another result of the Copernican 
revolution. The need to interpret anew the biblical story 
of creation and of G-od's plan for man and the world, 
introducing concepts of space and time which increase the 
size of the canvass to a scale surpassing human imagination, 
- all this inevitably gave rise to the attempts of such men 
as Hamann, Herder and Hegel to reduce the vast mass of 
historical facts to a coherent system in which the workings 
of the Divine might recover for men the meaning and 
purpose which threatened to vanish once the world ceased 
to be the centre point of a universe of reasonable 
dimensions which had been fashioned by God at a given 
moment in time, not too remote from those who now observed 
it.

Pew would quarrel today with the theory that human 
society has evolved from the primitive tribal group to the 
highly organised national state of the twentieth century, 
and that the goal of the Weltgeist appears, in fact, to 
be the eventual formation of a world state. And yet, as 
Junger says :

Wir urteilen so, weil wir im Einheitsstaat und seinen 
ausgepragten Formen, das Ziel erblicken, zu dem der Welt— 
geist in kunstvollen Zugen strebt. Daher erscheint uns 
der Triumph von Richelieu und Cromwell sinnvoll, wahrend 
das Scheitern Wallensteins eine Ara von politischen 
Machten zweiten und dritten Ranges einleiteto 1

But, he adds, who knows the truly great figures of 
history and the reverse side of the medals minted by 
consciousness?  ̂ ___
1 Str(a), p 7.
2 Str(a), p7o
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These are not the thoughts of a dogmatist, anxious 
only to instill his views into his readers. Junger accepts 
from the start the relative and subjective nature of all 
opinions and is thus fully aware of the limitations of 
his own work. The impact made by experiences and events 
upon the- mind of the author is, he feels, of general 
interest in that his description of his own reactions and 
thoughts may be useful to the reader as examples of the 
complex nature of the many influences to which all 
individuals are subjected t

„Strahlungenn - darunter sei einmal der Eindruck 
verstanden, den die Welt und ihre Objekte auf den Autor 
hervorrufen, das feine Critter von Licht und Schatten, das 
durch sie gebildet wird. 1

And the author, in his turn, reflects these 'rays’ 
towards the mind of the reader s

„Strahlungen" - Der Vorgang soli auch so verstanden 
werden, dass er vom Autor a,uf den Leser reflektiert. In 
diesem Sinne leistet der Autor Vorarbeit. 2

But Junger insists that his main reason for keeping 
a diary during troubled times was his constant concern 
for his own spiritual development. This was also true 
of his essay , Der Eriede, which took shape during the 
same period s

Ihr Zweck ( i.e. die Planung der Schrift) war rein 
personlich s sie sollte meiner Ausbildung dienen - 
gewissermassen als TTbung der G-erechtigkeit. 3

1 Str(a), plO.
2 Str(a), p 11.
3 Str(a), p 13.
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He was not unaware,however, of the limitations of 
the literary diary as a genre. Writing of this problem 
in Jahre der Okkupation , he says :

Eine Tagebuch hat kein Thema; es hat kaum eine Form.
Es will die erste fluchtige Beriihrung mit der Wirklichkeit 
und ihren Eindruek fassen. 1

Yet, despite these limitations, he feels that the 
diary has an important function to fulfiljL in modern 
literature. Apart from its uses in a totalitarian state, 
it has , Junger claims, "become a ltKennzeichen der ?
L i t e r a t u r "  , t h e  l i t e r a r y  e q u i v a l e n t  o f  m o d ern  p a i n t i n g .  
And h e  i l l u s t r a t e s  h i s  p o i n t  i n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  m a n n er  :

Die Wahrnehmung, die Mannigfaltigkeit der Tone kann 
sich in einem Masse steigern, das die Form bedroht und 
das in unserer Malerei getreulich festgehalten ist. Dem- 
gegenuber ist literarisch das Tagebuch das beste Medium. 3

These media alone can adequately record impressions in 
a situation which has grown steadily more acute since the 
time of Copernicus. The ever increasing tempo of life and 
man’s growing awareness of the fact that he lives on a 
planet hurtling through space at terrifying speeds, these 
factors have led Junger to conclude that it is easier to 
increase the momentum than to return to a quieter , more 
leisurely rate of 'progress' :

Es gibt einen Grad der G-eschwindigkeit fur den alle 
ruhenden G-egenstande ihrerseits bedrohlich werden und die 
Form von G-eschossen annehmen. 4
1 J. der 0. , p 5.
2 Str(a), pl6.
3 Str(a), pp 8-9.
4 Str(a), p 8.
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A further reason for the eminent suitability of the 
diary form in the world today is, for Junger, that this 
situation has become so threatening that a writer's work 
assumes ever more clearly the character of a logbook 
recording the progress of a ship through stormy seas - 
as seen, perhaps for the first time, in Nietzsche's 
work : Der Wille zur Macht . And it is with nineteenth 
century writers of this type who sighted from afar the 
coming catastrophes that Junger was much concerned during 
the war years. He lists them in his introduction : Poe, 
Melville, Holderlin, Tocqueville, Dostoevskii, Burckhardt, 
Rimbaud, Conrad and, above all, L£on Bloy. ^

From interests such as these it will be apparent that 
Ernst Junger is not concerned with day to day events in 
their own right, but rather with feeling his way towards 
an interpretation of the spiritual climate and background 
which had given rise to these events and which continued 
to dominate our age.

Interpretation is, indeed, the keyword to Junger!s 
attitude throughout the diaries. How is the individual 
to grope his way towards an understanding of all the 
bewildering and highly complex phenomena he sees, hears 
and feels around him ? Especially now that he can no 
longer accept any of the traditional explanations available 
to him?

Even when he turns to the Bible : „das Buch der
2Bucher, prophetisch auch fur unsere Zeit,M it is with

1 Str(a), p 9.
2 Str(a), p 9o
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the conviction that an entirely new approach is necessary, 
and the many notes in Strahlungen on biblical texts are 
intended, Junger suggests, to serve as preparatory sketches 
for : „ die Exegese im Binne des zwanzigsten Jahrhunderts, " 
which he feels to be sorely needed. 1

The war diaries, Junger's „ geistiger Beitrag zum
2zweiten Weltkrieg," are not, as we have said, a chronicle 

ofyor a detailed report on the war in Europe0 In his 
introduction Junger stresses his own isolation, his 
inability to align himself with any one group or faction, 
and his sense of isolation sprang from the belief that 
nothing could change the situation for the better. If, 
in Der Friede, he seemed for a time to toy with the idea 
of active participation in the events which were to lead 
to the abortive coup of July, 1944, if he admired Rommel, 
whose death robbed the plan g der einzigen Schultern, denen 
das furchterliche Doppelgewicht des Krieges und Burger- 
krieges zuzutrauen war” ~ , his support for the plan, which 
remained passive support, arose out of his admiration for 
the moral value of the ideas of the men behind it. Knowing 
their plan to be doomed to failure, he wrote of it, never- 
the less with appreciation :

Doch^gibt Lagen, in denen man auf den Erfolg nicht 
achten darf; man steht dann freilich ausserhalb der 
Politik. Das gilt auch fur diese Manner, und daher 
gewannen sie moralisch wo sie historisch scheiterten. 4

Thus his respect for their ideals never led him to
1 Str(a), p 9.
2 St.r(a), p 12o
3 Str (a), p 13.
4 Str (a), p 13.
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forget his own deep conviction that nothing could do more 
than delay the inevitable disaster. And he summed up his 
conviction in the following words :

Auch darf ich sagen, dass ich damals bereits der
politisch-historischen Kaleidoskopik mude war und 
Besserung von ihrer Umdrehung nicht erwartete. Im Menschen, 
nicht in den Systemen, also im Kern muss neue Frucht 
gedeifeen. 1

The war diaries were written „ in aussichtsloser Lage2und auf verlorenen Posten", and the seven Dutch sailors 
mentioned in the first paragraph of the introduction serve 
also to illustrate the author*s conception of his own 
situation in this respect. It is not surprising to find
later, as we read through the entries in Strahlungen ,
many references to works dealing with shipwrecks; for here 
in miniature Junger felt he could learn to prepare himself 
for the catastrophic end of the German state, though this 
must be on an incomparably greater and more terrible 
scale. Here, too, we find him expressing ideas which 
had already been hinted at in a veiled form in the short 
novel Auf den Marmorklippen.

Thus Junger1s introduction to his war diaries, written 
almost two years after the end of hostilities in Europe, 
prepares the reader to expect a record of purely personal 
meditation kept by a man who looked out across the barren 
wastes of a world which , for all the trappings of 
technology, had returned to the spiritual stagnation of
the Dark Ages.
1 Str(a), p 14.
2 Str(a), p 15.
3 Str(a), p 9.
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Chapter 3 

The Author and His Age.

It is still too early to seek to understand and 
analyse satisfactorily the origins and causes of the Second 
World War. If the passions aroused by that immense conflict 
are gradually abating, the effects of five years of ruthless 
destruction and the political problems which remain unsolved 
so many years after the end of hostilities in Europe 
continue to exercise a decisive influence on the minds of 
politicians, observers and students in all parts of the 
world. All that seems clear beyond doubt at this stage is 
the fact that the processes at work during this troubled 
period in European and world history were certainly very 
different from those which gave rise to the conflicts and 
settlements in Europe during the previous two hundred years. 
The complete absence of chivalry and pity, the growing urge 
on both sides to bfring about the total annihilation of the 
opponent’s forces, indeed, of his cities and as many of the 
civilian population as possible, the increasing use of the 
term •total1 war 2 all these factors had little in common 
with the wars of eigfck eenth century absolutism or with the 
national wars of the nineteenth century. The violence of 
the passion and hatred aroused by the 1939-45 war surpassed 
by far even the bitter emnities of the French Revolution, 
and to seek any comparable situation in recent history one 
has to turn to the religious struggles of the seventeenth 
century. Then, as in the mid-twentieth century, the 
driving forces issued from a conflict of ideas as much as 
from contrasting political and economic interests, and the
only reservation which would be necessary when seeking to
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compare the two periods is that in the seventeenth century 
the rival doctrines were truly religious , whilst in our 
own time the conflict has been between two materialist 
doctrines or ideologies.

In the twentieth century the centre of this bitter 
conflict was to be found in the heart of Europe, as indeed 
it was during the Thirty Years* War, but the area covered 
by the struggle in the present age has rapidly extended 
throughout the whole globe. The era of national states 
draws swiftly to a close, despite the fact that in less 
developed areas nationalism is still an important motive 
force. This may be the case on the surface, but the world 
is no longer large enough for such movements and sentiments 
to act in isolation. The age of true independence is 
rapidly ending, and, as Carl Schmitt has said, the world 
of ©ur time is controlled by economic forces. Cuius regio, 
eius religio of Augsburg has changed to cuius economia, 
eius regio. ^

Paraphrasing Carl Schmitt, Gerhard Nebel in his work 
on Ernst Junger ascribes all the repellent characteristics 
of the Second World War to the fact that the concept of the 
state, which emerged as a religios neutrales Gebilde from 
the confusion of the religious wars, has now perished. And 
because the state, as traditionally accepted, no longer has 
this general validity, opponents in war are satanised said 
discriminated against; the soldier becomes a partisan, 
collective judgements are passed on enemy nations, and 
the seaitence is carried out in the form of starvation, 
mass deportation or even extermination. So-called just
1 G. Nebel : Ernst Junger, 1949, pp306-307.



wars, the modern crusades, are always civil or 
partisan wars. The state loses all trace of genuine 
independence in foreign policy, and its sovereignty is 
no longer complete once it ceases to be a: generally accepted 
practice that all states possess the right to begin a war. 
From then on it will be normal for the conquerors to decide 
who shall be held responsible for the outbreak of 
hostilities, and also to punish those whom they deem to be 
guilty. 1

With the disappearance of the pre-twentieth century
concept ©f the state, the traditional function of the
professional soldier vanishes likewise, and it matters little
whether the members ©f that profession cling to their old2beliefs or whether, as Junger has done, they have already 
sensed a change in their status. For it is no longer 
possible for them to seek refuge in the old saying "my 
country right or wrong"# The actions ©f the allied powers 
at the end of the last war made it abundantly clear to the 
generals and higher officers of the conquered side - and 
by implication to all officers who might be involved in 
future wars - that codes of honour and strict compliance 
with orders from above were no defence in courts which 
were set up by the victorious to deal with war criminals© 
Prison was the lightest sentence they could expect, and 
many would face execution. Total war must logically end 
in total victory for the fortunate and total destruction 
for the unlucky.

Prom all this it becomes evident that the political
1 Nebel, p 307.
2 Ibid, p 307.
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systems which began to take shape in the turmoils of the 
twCfttieth century have more in common with a religious 
order than with the traditional concept of the state. As 
Nebel reminds us, the mass burocracies which grew up after 
the First World War and which were to be the chief opponents 
in the Second are nihilistic churches with all the attributes 
of such institutions : councils, inquisitions, global 
aspirations, heresies, sacred writings, dogmas, popes and 
fathers of the church etc... In such forms the old myth 
of Leviathan has been reborn in a terrifying shape.
Leviathan tramples on freedom, crushes the individual, 
stifles creative forces and punishes deviation with death.
It reduces man to physical and metaphysical poverty, and 
Carl Schmitt, wh© has drawn attention to these developments, 
holds the result to be the closest approximation to hell 
which has yet existed on earth*'*'

Thus we find the power of hatred present in all
manifestations of this ce^ntury. Men in the grips of the2modern Leviathan, 'live in the image of Cain* , and the 
Second World War, together with the 'peace' which 
terminated it, were dominated by just such hatred. It is, 
after all, common knowledge that the ideologies of the 
twentieth century are the products of hatred. The real 
mythical character ©f Marxism is the 'enemy of the people', 
the capitalist, not the prolet€trian or the classless 
society. Likewise, National Socialism drew its strength 
not from the idea of a nordic race, but rather from the 
presence of its'mortal enemy', the Jew. In the western 
world such tendencies have not developed so strongly; but

1 Hebei, p 308.
2 Ibid., p 308.
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in which the Germans and the Japanese were portrayed as 
races worthy only of complete extermination, an attitude 
tolerated and encouraged by the authorities during the 
war years. Even the Nuremberg trials, in so far as they 
sought to place all the guilt for the war on the shoulders 
of the defeated, can be quoted as another pertinent 
example. Mere recently, strikingly similar phenomena have 
been visible in the United States, as illustrated by the 
violent and brutal campaigns against all suspected of 
communist sympathies. And in the background there has, 
of course, long been a deep and irrational hatred of the 
negvv in that country and elsewhere.

We can repeat, then, even at this early stage that the
age ©f national states is fast drawing to a close; indeed,
Junger maintains that the last great national war was, in
fact, the 1914-18 conflict1. The opposing groups in the
Second World War were not really national groups, but
rather Weltanschauungen which were only thinly disguised
under the tattered remnants of nationalism. The last war

2was, as Junger has written, a Weltburgerkrieg , and it 
may well prove to have been the first vital step towards 
a future world state, if that should indeed be the final 
g®al of historical development. Already in the war, if 
only for propaganda purposes, each of the main opponents 
clearly outlined a policy claimed to be of universal 
validity, and each strove to inculcate into its supporters 
a belief in a particular kind of Utopian future. The 
'pursuit of the millenium'  ̂thus found clear expression
in both campso
1 Junger : Str(a) , pl5.
2 Junger : Per Friede, p 13.
3 N.Cohn : The Pursuit of the Millenium , London, 1957.
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Ernst Junger was never in any doubt as to the true

nature of the war. Indeed, he had sensed the approach
of just such a conflict in the closing stages of World
War 1, and even if his work in the twenties appeared to
serve the cause of the nationalists, there were clear signs
that he had begun to realise the significance of
technological developments and the influence they were
bound to have on society and, more important, on the concept
of the national s t a t e T h e r e  can be sensed in his books
dealing with the First World Y/ar an almost wistful longing
for the time when young men were still able to believe in
the creed of nationalism and to fight and die gladly for
their country, untroubled by divided loyalties. And yet
it must be admitted that what Junger had felt shortly after
the war did not at first prevent him from working for the
moral rebirth of Germany as a powerful national unit, at
least until 1933* and for most of his contemporaries in
both camps the ideas of the mother- or fatherland,
patriotism and comradeship, even during the Second World
War, still remained sufficiently powerful to retain some
hold over them and make it difficult for them to realise
that they were in what Nebel has described as 1 die2Barrikadensituation. 1

The obstacle which made clear decisions so difficult 
during the Second World War in Germany and elsewhere was 
the fact that when one looked closely at the powers involved 
it soon became apparent, at least to Junger and those like
1 Junger : Feuer und Bewe^ung, Werke, Vol. 5, pp 111 - 147.
2 G.Nebel : Ernst Junger, p 308.
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him, that none ©f the* could stand up without reservation 
to the claiM that it alone held the Monopoly @f freedom 
and justice, and was thus qualified to pose as the chaapion 
of all who stood for justice and liberty. It could, @f 
course, be argued that to seek such high standards was to 
reveal a deep ignorance of history and mankind; for a state 
is as perfect ©r as imperfect as are the citizens of which 
it is composed, and the utopian nature ©f all ideologies 
springs from the fact that their authors cling pathetically 
to the belief that a better society will somehow produce 
a perfect man.

But with this in mind one must at least admit that 
whatever the relative merits of the waring states, all 
without exception succombed to the evils of total war. 
Memories of blockade, mass bombing and the moral issues of 
collective guilt and unconditional surrender, the 
Morgenthau plan, and last..*, but not least the horrors of 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki make one pause today before pointing 
an accusing finger at those responsible for the crimes 
committed in concentration camps and in the cities and 
towns of occupied Europe.

Against such a background, talk of crusades in the 
name of freedom and justice has a very hollow sound, and 
Junger*s remarks in Strahlungen : MtJberrasche mich dabei, 
dass ich die Bundnisse verwechsle ; zuweilen uberfallt mich 
die Tauschung, dass sie (the Japanese) uns den Krieg 
erklart hatten,M ^ remarks which are dismissed by one of 
his critics with the words : „billigste Koketterien" 2,
1 Str(a), p 74. 2 Mendelssohn, p214.
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merely reveal how far this critic has failed to understand 
the true problems of our time. If it was possible to 
explain the conflict in Europe at first as a war between 
the formes ©f totalitarianism and those of democracy, the 
impact of the war even on the western allies after 1941 
soon made it difficult for the neutral observer to 
distinguish between the rival camps. The choice obviously 
did not lie between black and white, but at best between 
grey and black. It is true that the western allies had 
been less guilty than their opponents in Germany and Japan, 
but what was one to make of the alliance after it had 
admitted the rulers of China and the Soviet Union to its 
ranks? Any German who still remained under the influence 
of the old ideal of patriotism would find it impossible 
to betray his country in its hour of need unless he could 
convince himself of the relative innocence of the other 
side. Fortunate were they who made their choice before 
1939 and left the country with a clear conscience. The 
issues had not yet been obscxured by subsequent events and 
national survival was not then at stake*

As the years passed it became evident that the allies, 
who in war had openly called for the complete destruction 
of Germany, and not merely for a change of government in 
that country, now proposed, once hostilities had ceased, 
to use the remains of their former enemies to serve their 
own desires for political and economic power. As Junger 
had feased in Strahlungen \  the lack of any sincere desire 
for a just peace was to lead to a situation strangely

1 Str(a), pp 15-16.
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reminiscent of that prevailing in Europe at the end of the
seventeenth century religious wa»s. Then; Germany had "been
divided roughly into a northern and a southern group of 
states, - Protestant in the north and Catholic in the 
south* Now, the partition was to lie between the Communist 
east and the Capitalist west. The efforts of those Germans 
who strove in 1944 to come to terms in the west and 
continue the struggle in the east cajne to nothing, as

]Junger had feared they would. ' And this was, at least in 
part, due to the fact that the aims of the western allies 
had been submerged in a barren struggle for annihilation. 
The seeds of hatred had borne fruit.

The decision of the West to come to the aid of the
Soviet Union when that country was invaded in June 1941 
was, no doubt, understandable on military as well as on 
moral grounds. But it would have been easier for an 
uncommitted German, such as Junger, to see the way ahead 
if the western allies had remained alcbof from what seemed 
to be a struggle between two great forces of evil, and 
refrained from offering material assistance to either side<>

In what could be regarded as a battle between rival 
ideologies that of the West was weak to the extent of 
being almost non-existent. Christianity had long ceased 
to exert a profound influence on the affairs of state or, 
for that matter, on the lives of the majority of citizens. 
Western man had Itist any deeply rooted faith in religion 
and, for the most part, lived in a vacuum. Into that
1 Str (a), p 13.
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vacuum had come Communism in Russia and Fascism in Germany; 
but whilst the other western nations still officially 
recognised and preserved the traditions ©f Christian 
society, the faith was lacking. At best modern man could 
say with Faust : Ich hftr die Botschaft wohl, allein mir 
fehlt der Glaube.

Such was the Ideenwelt of Ernst Junger. Living in a 
society in which another ideology had usurped the place ©f 
the traditional Weltanschauung based on Christian beliefs 
in the minds of the masses, he could not accept the new, 
but was unable to find satisfaction in the old. And thus 
he may be said to be typical of modern man at his best.
Strong enough not to fall victim to false ideals, dissatisfied 
with the attitude of so many of his contemporaries who are 
content to pay lip service to the traditions and beliefs 
of the past, he groped his way, lonely but courageous and 
not without hope, towards a new outlook on life, new faith 
and new ideals, and he stands as an example for those who 
search for a new belief in the destiny of mankind. Many 
will, of course, search in vain, and Junger may well be one 
©f these; but this search will surely serve a purpose, if 
only because it enables the seeker to face the tragedies 
and frustrations of the present age with the hope which 
springs from his conviction that there is indeed something 
to be found behind the confused turmoil of the present.
And this hope is desperately needed in our time; for, as
Junger has said :

Diesseits und jenseits der Katastrophen mag der 
Blick sich auf die Zukunft richten und mag die Wege 
ubersinnen, die dorthin fuhren - in ihren Wirbeln aber 
regiert die Gegenwart. 1

1  t?ber die Linie, p6.
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The years covered by Strahlungen mark a period of 
extreme crisis in this age of uncertainty, a crisis which, 
in perspective, May well seem to have been a vital stage 
in historical development, a turning point in the process 
which may one day, after even greater trials and tribulations, 
lead mankind uber die Linie to a new way ©f life, t© new 
faith, or else to final extinction. No nation - to use an 
outmoded term - held or holds the key to a new and better 
world; only individuals can hope,by their lonely efforts, 
to stumble upon some message in the barren wastes of 
materialism and cyaicism. But all this must remain pure 
speculation in a situation about which Junger could write s

Dazu kommt, dass innerhalb der vollen Entfaltung des 
aktiven Nihilismus^das Vordergrundige des Unterganges zu 
stark wird, um Erwagungen nd>ch Raum zu lassen, die uber 
die Schreckenswelt hinausfuhren. 1

Whether that message may still be found, as Junger2seemed for a time to hope it might , m  the pure message 
of Christianity untainted by centuries of political intrigue 
and moral decay on the part of those who have spoken for 
the established Churches, or whether, in view of the 
cohfusion which reigns amongst the representatives of 
official and organised religion, the individual will be 
left to find his own personal faith in some greater purpose 
by acquiring a deeper insight into what seems to him to be 
the meaning and pattern of human destiny; this question 
must remain unanswered for the present. For here, tooija 
Jringer reminds his readers that the scale of the present 
disasters makes accurate diagnosis impossiole :

1 fiber die Linie, p6
2 Str(a) p 1 7 .
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Die Einsicht freilich vermag der G-eist im Bannkreis 
der Katastrophe nicht zu vollziehen; es liegt auch kaum 
Trost in ihr. Was konnte es im Augenhlicke, in dem Ilions 
Palaste sturzen, dem Trojaner sagen, dass Aeneas ein neues 
Reich hegrunden wird? 1

There remains also that great and tragic question
whether any individual who believed he had indeed found
such a new faith would be able to pass on his belief to
his contemporaries, let alone to posterity, without the
consequent loss of purity and sincerity that such
communication of ideals seems inevitably to entail. Here
again, the answer lies in the future, if there is to be
any future for the human race, and Junger whilst reserving
the right , and the power, to hope, is the first to admit
that questions of this sort cannot be answered with any1certainty in our age.

The vacuum in which twentieth century man lives, and 
the inadequacy of the ideologies which have been used to 
fill it clearly show through even in works which confidently 
seek to justify and to explain the present state of 
affairs. Even when constructive criticism is attempted, 
it fails to convince. Hopelessness and cynicism find a 
far more favourable reception, indeed, seem to satisfy 
an urgent need amongst the great masses of men to destroy 
and devalue all inherited ideals and traditions. This 
surely is the era of nihilism in which even those who

the attitude seem powerless to prevent the forces
at work from demolishing the edifice in which they have 
sought refugr, and feel themselves isolated and adrift on
1 fiber die Linie, p6.
2 See note 1 above and note 1 on previous page.
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a vessel without a helmsman, waiting helplessly for the 
final tragedy.

Das Lehrreiche an diesen Schiffbruchen, von denen ich 
in der letzten^Zeit eine ganze Reihe studiere, ist, dass 
sie Weltuntergange im kleinen sind. 1

This entry in Strahlungen, made at Kirchhorst, Junger*s 
wartime home near Hannover, on the 7th June, 1943* permits 
the reader to appreciate clearly the author*s view of the 
situation as it appeared to him during the years covered 
by the war diaries. The analogy of shipwreck and Welt- 
untergang occurs elsewhere in Junger’s work. It may be 
fairly assumed that he feels himself, in this respect at 
least, to be typical of modern man in the mid-twentieth 
century.

The idea of the ship as a miniature state is, of 
course, by no means original; but nowhere has it been put 
forward more forcibly in recent times, and one is reminded 
of that other diary written in the eighteenth century which 
contained so many of the seeds which were to bear fruit 
later in the work of others during the age of classicism 
and romanticism in German literature : Das Schiff ist

2das Urbild einer sehr besondern und strengen Regierungsform.3

In some respects Junger*s contribution to the Ideenwelt 
of his time may eventually appear to have been as
significant, if on a more limited scale, as that of Herder 
in the eighteenth century. Allowing, of course, for the 
far more important part played by the latter in the

1 Str(a),p 339
2 Per Waldganj , p 45.
3 Herder : Journal meiner Reise im Jahre 1769, ed. Gillies

P 11.
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development of basic ideas in a vast range of subjects, 
it may surely be said that both writers do have one 
fundamental characteristic in common. Like Herder,
Junger cannot be regarded as a philosopher in as much as 
he has not produced an organised system of thought, and, 
like the eighteenth century thinker, he has frequently 
concerned himself with problems which lie very much within 
the domain of the philosophy of history. Indeed, he has 
accepted the three basic concepts of eighteenth century 
thought which have been so clearly defined by Egon 
Friedell :

Es sind drei Probleme, von denen die Philosophie 
der Zeit (i.e. XVIIIth century) bewggt wird : Das Problem 
der Welt, das Problem Gottes und das Problem des Menschen. 
Die Welt ist eine Tatsache der Erkenntnis, Gott ist eine 
Tatsache des Glaubens, der Mensch ist eine Tatsache der 
Geschichte.l

Whilst it is not our task here to discuss Junger*s
attitude towards the first two problems, it can be said
that his approach in all his later writing has been
governed by his assessment of the age seen as a stage
in historical development, of man, that; is, as a product
of history. He remains, therefore, very much within the
tradition which arose out of Herder’s work, and thus owes
much to him, if unconsciously, as do so many German
thinkers and writers who developed Herder*s ideas in the
nineteenth century. Goethe, at least, was deeply aware

2of this fact.

But if nineteenth century thinkers who had accepted 
this fundamental idea of history as a gradual process of
1 Egon Priedell : Kleine Portratgaleriet Munich,1953,p H
2 Eckermann : Gesprache mit Goethe, Wiesbaden,1959, p94.



development, ( and one thinks here of men such as 
Burckhardt, Dilthey and Nietzsche), went on to predict 
with surprising accuracy the approach of a period when 
all values would he questioned or rejected, Junger has 
rightly drawn attention to the fact, as we have seen, 1 
that to predict a catastrophe Hefore it occurs is a far 
easier task than to face up to it and see a way out 
when one is living through an age of crisis and upheaval* 
And this, Junger believes, is man's lot today* The 
collapse of beliefs, the loss of faith in science itself, 
has been accompanied in the world of art and literature 
by a disintegration of forms which no longer seem 
adequate* If art forms - and, indeed, all beliefs and 
traditions - are to measure up to the needs of a 
particular age, they must satisfy the aspirations and 
feelings of contemporary society. But our age, which 
for the sake of convenience may be said to begin with 
the twentieth century, knows no generally accepted style 
or form, being equally dissatisfied with the inheritance 
of the past and the experimental probing of the present.

In literature this confusion is undoubtedly due to 
the vast size of the canvas. Modern technology has made 
it impossible for cultural life to develop in small self- 
contained areas . The very nature of the modern world 
forces man to think in terms of Weltliteratur, and yet, 
as Walter Jens has said :

In kleinen Raumen wird der Stil einer Epoche 
geboren; das Gfesetz braucht den Herd, dessen Warrne 
das Feuer erhalt. 2

1 Note l,pb^ .
2 Deutsche Literatur der Gegenwart, Munich, 1964, p9.
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For the pessimist these problems might well seem to 
be soy 3 many portents of final doom; for those still 
able to hope, and Junger is amongst their number, our 
age is essentially one of transition, of Obergang. Man 
has somehow to * cross the line* without, in the turmoil 
of our time, being able to see what lies ahead,; without, 
in fact, knowing where the ‘line* is or if and when it 
has been crossed,. There is, of course, nothing new in 
the idea of transition. It can fairly be said that all 
periods in history have found man in a similar position, 
although he may not have been conscious of the fact. 
Obergan&szeit is a term that might be applied at any 
given moment. But if in the past it was possible to find 
support in a religious faith or, more recently, to have 
confidence in the powers of science, and so to preserve 
a feeling of stability and a belief in the future, both 
religion and its substitute, science, were badly shaken 
by the events of the early twentieth century. In post- 
Christian western society the masses have ceased to find 
satisfaction or consolation in the Church, but they are, 
for the most part, unable to embrace a materialist 
scientific doctrine as a possible alternative.

Junger* s importance seems to us to lie chiefly in 
the fact that whilst he shared the disappointment and 
bitterness of so many of his generation who survived 
the First World War only to return to a world still 
controlled by those responsible for the evils which 
gave rise to that conflict, his initial period of 
protest which seemed to place him on the side of those
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who stood for a barren materialist ideology was not 
followed by a short spell of disillusionment and a meek 
return to the fold. Had he sought to join once more the 
ranks of those who call for a return to the traditions 
of the past, our interest in his work would have remained 
purely academic; but such is not the case.

His main contribution to the Idgenwelt of our age 
was his fascinating attempt to ascertain the true nature 
of the ills of contemporary society and to perceive what 
lay ahead. The partial correctness of his diagnosis, as 
set down in Der Arbeiter lay in his theory that modern 
technological society was producing an entirely new type 
of man : the worker, in the broadest sense of the term.
And this theory was linked in Junger's mind at the time 
with a certain bitter satisfaction that this new ‘race1 
would inevitably destroy bourgeois society, the society 
whose moral decay and hypocrisy had produced the unrest 
and troubles of the century.

Thus, for a brief moment, Junger found himself in 
the surprising position of one who apparently spoke for 
both the extreme left and the extreme right. Both 
Communists and Fascists looked upon bourgeois society as 
their bitter enemy and the root of all evil. Both tended 
to rely on the worker for support in their struggle and 
to pose as champions of his cause. And here was a writer
who provided them with further theoretical evidence for 
-their programmes, and who seemed to share their convictions.

♦

But there was in reality no basis for such an unholy
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alliance, The complete subordination of the individual 
to the social ethic (Communism) or to the masterful ethic 
(Fascism) could never appeal for long to a man of Junger's 
type; a man who had from the start, unconsciuusly at 
first, deliberately later, always been an individualist.
The brief period of collaboration in the twenties and 
early thirties with the Stahlhelm and other similar 
groups 1, was followed, as we have indicated earlier , 
by one of complete isolation. Indeed, looking back at 
Junger*s earlier work one feels that the only aim he 
could sincerely share with his supposed allies of the 
left or right was the urge to destroy the society in which 
they all found themselves. Alfred von Martin came very 
close to the truth when he entitled his work on Junger : 
Del* heroische Nihilismus und seine fiberwindun& . ̂ The 
first part of the title certainly sums up the attitude 
of the man in the early twenties, but even at that stage 
he was too much of a 'lone wolf' , even an anarchist, to 
fit happily into any of the opposition groups.

When critics speak of a radical change or of radical 
reform in Junger1s thought, they can nearly always be 
found to have overlooked, deliberately or otherwise, the 
signs of gradual evolution which can be detected in his 
earlier books. It is true, of course, that the bitterness 
of Junger* s remarks in his Kaukasische Aufzeichnungen,
1 Little had been written on this period in Junger*s 

career until the publication of G.Loose*s work. See Loose: Ernst Junger, pp351-370.
2 Chapter 2, p •3 Martin, op.cit., Krefeld, 194-o.
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that part of the war diaries written in the Soviet Union, 
indicates clearly that the *Workers* State* held no charm 
for him 1; but it would be wrong to offer such evidence 
as proof of a change of heart, since there is nothing in 
his earlier work to suggest that such a state had ever 
appealed to him personally* However strongly he had felt 
against the established order in his youth, at no time did 
he seek to identify himself with the hero of his book :
Per Arbeiter«

. . .  2 If Junger had ever been a 'heroic nihilist* , as the
years passed it became increasingly obvious that nihilism
was fundamentally alien to his nature, and one of the
chief interests of his work for many of his readers lies
in the fact that at no time was he ever truly satisfied
with mere material values. He sought constantly for a
spiritual message, and thus reflected the attitude of
large numbers of his contemporaries. Christianity
attracted him increasingly as he grew older, and the
cathedrals of Prance or even the Byzantine churches of old
Russia had a certain influence on him^ as relics of
spiritual ideals, barbarous though the eastern symbols of
the faith might appear :

Oberhaupt leuchtet durch die alten Bauten immer das 
Barbarische dureh, das denn angenehmer wirkt als die 
abstrakte Nichtigkeit der neuen Konstriiktionen. Man kann 
hier mit Gautier sagen s La barbarie vaut mieux que la 
platitude, wobei man 'platitude* am besten mit Hihilismus 
ubersetzt. 3

1 Hin und wieder ein riesiger Neubau.... eine Kaserne oder 
ein Sitz der Polizei. Gedanke * damit solche Kasten 
gebaut werden konnten, musste man also einige Millionen 
Menschen umbringen. Str(a), p2l8.

2 Note 3, pllf'
3 Str(a), p 208.
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We have seen that Junger has not taken what seemed 
to many the logical step and sought refuge in the Church * 
hut even so such remarks may well seem strange, coming as 
they do from the author of Der Arbeiter, and yet they 
are not really surprising when one considers his career 
as a whole. He was never able to reconcile himself to 
the prospect of a machine age devoid of spiritual values, 
and he was never wholeheartedly in sympathy with any of 
the mass movements of the twentieth century s

Doch wie ich mich in meiner Arbeit nie nach einem 
ausseren Ereignis richtete und nie im Einklang mit einer 
der herrschenden Gewalten stand, so war es auch hier. 2

In the years which have passed since the appearance 
of Strahlungen, Ernst Junger has continued to live in 
strict privacy, developing ideas which began to take 
shape in his mind before and during the war, revising 
earlier works and preparing those already written, but 
hitherto unpublished, for the printer. The results of 
his slow but steady labours, as shown by the revised 
editions and the volumes of his collected works,reveal 
that the changes with which Junger is mainly concerned 
are changes of style rather than of content. Whether 
or not he considers himself that he has undergone a 
radical change in outlook, he remains true to his belief 
that his basic works which appeared thirty years or more 
ago must be presented substantially as they were at the 
time•3 Despite the fact that he appeared to hesitate 
before releasing the new edition of Der Arbeiter , his
1 See Chapter 2, p 0 V ^ ’
2 Str(a) , p 133 Both versions of Das abenteuerliche Herz appear in

the collected works . Werke , Vol. ~J *
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•old testament*, as he refers to it in Strahlungen -1*, 
the text remains substantially unchanged, and his 
Adnoten zum Arbeiter do not reveal any desire tbj 
validity of his original theories.^

Thus, in dealing with the problem of Junger's work 
as seen against the background of his age we are 
frequently reminded of the author's own attitude towards 
his life and thought. Junger himself sees no violent 
break, no * about turn' in it, but rather a gentle 
evolution, a gradual transition from one standpoint to 
another, each stage following logically out of the 
preceding one, and each being the result of what had gone 
before. If there is a break in Junger*s career, it is 
surely to be found in the early thirties when he gave 
up his attempt to influence political developments by 
active collaboration with various nationalist groups and 
devoted himself henceforth entirely to literary work. It 
is to this decision and to that period that his remarks 
in Garten und Strassen must surely apply.3 Why did he 
reach such a decision? Was it a sincere desire to choeae 
den zweiten Lorbeer, der seltener und unsichtbarer am 
Felshang bluht,4 to prize the pen higher than the sword?
Or was it then that he finally realised that his ideals 
and aspirations were such that he would never be im 
Einklang mit einer der herrschenden G-ewalten ^? Perhaps 
it had taken Junger longer than many to reconcile himself
1 Str(a), pl49.2 See Werke, Vol*6.
3 Garten und Strassen, pl61.
4 Ibid., p 161.
5 Str(a), pl3.
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to the fact that the works of men always fall short of 
the ideals which inspired them; hut when he did so there 
could be no question of accepting anything less than the 
ideal, his own ideal, nor could lie follow leaders for 
whom he never had respect.

Junger's withdrawal from public life is not just 
another example of a man who had followed a false path, 
seen the error of his ways and now wished to atoiie for 
the past. Another attraction of his work is that it is 
the expression of a writer unable to accept any of the 
ready made solutions offered by the ideologies of the 
twentieth century; a man who may well have erred?. - or 
so it would appear to many of his critics on the right 
and left - but one who has never given up hope or 
relapsed into bitter cynicism. Studying his career 
one is constantly reminded of modern man as portrayed 
in Goethe's Faust . To be sure : es irrt der Mensch 
solang er strebt; but let us not forget the all 
important qualification : Wer immer strebend sich 
bemuht, den konnen wir erlosen.

In only one of his major works did Junger seem to
approve of the trend which he foretold. This was, of
course, in Der Arbeiter. The reader was left with the
impression that the author had been carried away by his
enthusiasm for the future which he saw ahead for a
Germany controlled and moulded by the 'workers*, and 
had either not yet realised , or at best overlooked
the fact, that all things human carry within them the
seeds of their own destruction. Certainly when he wrote
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this book Junger chose to ignore such gloomy thoughts*
Today, after the tragedies of the past thirty years, 
the apparent stability of any existing form of society 
arouses no false hopes within him, and when writing of 
a future Weltstaat in his sequel to Der Arbeiter entitled 
An der Zeitmauer Junger himself reminds his readers of 
Goethe*s famous line : Penn alles was entsteht, ist 
wert, dass es zugrunde geht. ^

This, then, can be singled out as a marked difference 
between the Ernst Junger of the twenties and the writer 
of the past two decades. In one respect it may be the 
difference between youth and maturity, but in another it /s 
surely a reflection of the age, an age when western man 
finally abandoned his traditional beliefs, sought refuge 
in science and materialist ideologies, found only passing 
consolation there, and now gropes his away ahead into 
the uncertain future.

To view Junger*s work as a whole is to witness the
gradual evolution of an acute observer from an attitude
of violent rejection which called for the total destruction
of the old to make way for the building of something
completely new and fundamentally different, to the less
exciting, but more convincing standpoint of one who is
still keenly aware of the imperfections of the world
around him, but who realises that revival and reform
must come in the first place from within the individual,

2if it is to come at all.

1 An der Zeitmauer, p85.2 MFahrt durch die ausgebrannten Stadte Westdeutschlands, 
die sich in dunklefc Kette aneinanderreihen, und dabei 
wieder der Gedanke * so sieht es in den Kopfen aus, 
Str(a) p269.
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It has been said, of course, that there is nothing 

new in such an attitude or in such a mental evolution.
The gradual change from revolution to conservatism is 
typical in the life of many, if not all human beings.
The attraction of Junger lies rather in the fact that he 
does not attempt to disown his earlier work, and, above 
all, that he does not take the conventional way out. In 
short, he is more keenly aware than most that no ready 
made explanation, whatever its origin, is satisfactory 
to the present age :

In solcher Lage richten sich die Blicke auf das 
Christentum. Doch sieht man dort die Geister noch 
nicht einmal der Wissenschaft des neunzehnten Jahr- 
hunderts und ihren Vorstellungen gewachsen, wo es die 
des zwanzigsten zu formen gilt. 1

To seek, but not to find; one might almost say : to 
prefer to seek and thus deliberately to avoid finding 
any convenient and easy solution; this,surely, is a 
typically German attitude of mind. It is one which has, 
however, a peculiar fascination in our time as an 
alternative to another western attitude which prdfers to 
shun all ideologies, all We1 1 anschauungen in favour of 
cynicism and negation. Ideologies are frowned upon as 
sources of evil and destruction, and, as might be expected, 
those who hold this view feel that western man ought to 
remain aloof.

James Burnham states the case as clearly as anyone2in his book The Managerial Revolution. He counters 
the argument that such a convenient ideology as 
Cotomunism must inevitably appeal to those lacking belief, 
and he does so by equating ideology with totalitarianism.
1 Str(b) , p 18.2 The Managerial Revolution , London (Penguin), 1945.
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In this way he is able to maintain that the absence of 
belief in such systems is the highest virtue of the 
western world* Burnham holds that a constructive 
policy based on a positive programme is neither essential 
nor even to be recommended. Men generally understand 
far more clearly what they are against than what they 
stand for. If the French peasants rose against the 
feudal structure of their society in 1789, they did 
so in order to strive for something concrete : free 
control over their own work and its products, the power 
to own land of their own, and^^bov^political freedom. 1

These were positive aims, vague thought they may 
have been in the minds of the masses, and however short 
the actual results of the revolution may have fallen 
from the ideals in the minds of its leaders* Progress 
was made in history inspite of rather than thanks to 
the presence of ideologies, and the American writers 
who share Burnham*s views place their hopes in a form 
of spontaneous development of society aptly summed up 
in the popular saying 5 "We don't know where we*re
going, but we're on our way."

Unlike his American contemporaries the European 
tends to search for a framework of ideas which might 
assist him to understand , at least to a limited degree, 
the complex reality of iHhich he is a part. Thus, a purely 
negative approach to the aims of western society cannot, 
in the long run,satisfy those who seek to defend it.
To state that western, democratic society is not
1 Burnham, pp 57-8.
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communist or fascist is hardly sufficient. Nor can one 
seriously maintain that this society is anything more 
then 'post-Christian*• In the last resort one is left 
with the greatest question of all s what is the true 
destiny of man? And one feels that Junger, in common 
with most of his thinking contemporaries, is fully aware 
of this greatest of all enigmas, but that he, like they, 
avoids it by talking of something else. And this is a 
natural enough reaction to a tragic situation arising 
out of the fact that all values and all explanations 
have long since been implicitly rejected.

Ernst Junger, then, is one of the few who have been 
looking in their writing for a way out of an intolerable 
situation. His flight to Africa in 1913 was undoubtedly 
an instinctive reaction to the problem. But once he had 
reached that continent he quickly realised that escapism 
of that sort was no true solution. To a large extent 
the world is a reflection of the individual mind, and 
geographical location has , in our time at least, small 
bearing on inner spiritual conflicts.

His search for a satisfactory solution has continued 
ever since, and he has never for long been under any 
illusion, although his search continues none the less 
persistently and stubbornly. If he offers nothing 
concrete, if, as we have said, he seems to avoid 
finding a solution, this is surely because he refuses 
to content himself with the old answers, and perhaps 
because he suspects that the final solution may well be

1 Junger wrote of this early adventure in Afrikanische 
Spiele.(1936).
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beyond man's grasp or, at least, beyond his comprehension. 
And yet he remains worthy of respect for the work he 
has done in preparing the ground and for tentatively 
pointing the way which May perhaps in the end hold 
some hope for mankind.

He is, and always has been concerned with the 
fundamental questions of death, total war and the 
depersonalisation of modern man1, and if his answers 
to these questions fail to satisfy either his readers 
or himself, they do at least serve to remind us that 
such questions have yet to be answered satisfactorily, 
and indeed that the possibility of satisfactory answers, 
that is to say of truly comprehensive answers embracing 
all the contradictory phenomena of ultimate reality, 
may well be above the capacity of the human mind. His 
own answers serve to remind us, too, of the great 
problem which lies behind all such fundamental questions : 
the problem of man, his origin, his meaning and his 
purpose. Paced with such a problem scepticism is 
amply justified; but who would dare to say that the 
possibility of ultimate truth is too much to hope for? 
Such an assertion remains as unsatisfactory as any 
other, and cannot in any case be regarded as final. 
Junger^ search may not have produced concrete results, 
but his readers are constantly reminded of the need to 
ask the questions he asks, to strive after solutions 
to these fundamental problems, and they are encouraged 
by his example never to abandon hope*.

His gradual evolution, too, must inevitably serve 
1 J.P.Stern : Ernst Junger p 7 .
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as a useful model to those who follow him. That 
evolution may not seem dramatic to the mature mind, and 
yet it is typical of what happened to so many who were 
b o m  towards the end of the nineteenth century. Junger*s 
early dissatisfaction with the society in which he 
grew up culminated in a total rejection of all that this 
society stood for. But this rebellion led to an urge 
for total destruction which found expression in his 
early works, and which was itself evidence of the 
growing force of nihilism in the twentieth century.
In so far as nihilism stood for anything at all, and, 
as the name implies, that is open to question, those 
aims were to be achieved only after the systematic 
and total destruction of the existing society. And 
yet, to speak of building a new society based not even 
on the ruins of the old is a logical absurdity. Por to 
destroy a society completely would entail the extermination 
of all the members of that society, since all who lived 
in it must of necessity retain traces of its influence.
They were, and would remain, products of the society 
into which they had been born. Yet the desire for such 
radical and impossible transformation remains very 
much alive in the East today ( one has only to remember 
the absurd claims of the Soviet Union to have produced 
a 'new man1), and itjwas shared for a time by Junger 
himself, if one can judge by what he wrote in Der 
Arbeiter. He, too, based his case at the time upon the 
concept of the state as something intangible and abstract. 
But it is obvious that the state has no meaning without 
the presence of the countless individuals of which it 
is composed, and these individuals cannot destroy their
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links with the past unless it be ky self-annihilationi, 
that is by racial suicide, Man is thus a prisoner of 
his heritage, and any change in society must be 
influenced and modified by historical forces and 
traditions which are always at work beneath the surface.

Whilst it may be of little use to call for a return 
to former conditions or beliefs in times of social 
upheaval, it is of great importance to take the past 
into consideration, to be fully aware of the dormant 
forces beneath the surface, to remind oneself constantly 
of the continuity in the development of human society, 
that unbroken link with the past which far outweighs 
even the most radical of social changes. It is well, 
too, to be constantly aware of the seemingly irrational 
currents which have played so great a part in the 
evolution of human thought. A Marxist may pour scorn 
on Idealism as a historical phenomenum, but even he 
will not underrate its importance in the development 
of thought. One need only mention Georg Luk&cs in this 
connection.^

Nevertheless, the irrational as a factor in human 
existence, based as it is upon forces as yet not fully 
understood, has been brushed aside too lightly by the 
exponents of theories based on a blind faith in the 
power of science and the correctness of materialist 
doctrines. Ernst Junger has not fallen into this error9 
however, and an interest in the irrational has come to 
occupy an increasingly important place in his work. In

1 Die Zerstorung der Vernunft, Berlin, 1955.
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drawing attention to the irrational element - or , at 
least, to what appears to be irrational - in the human 
mind, he is not indulging in an emotional weakness for 
the occult and the mysterious, and he makes this clear 
to the reader in An der Zeitmauer He is, in fact, 
reminding us of the unsolved mystery of the mind. And 
thus we return again to the fundamental problem of man, 
as yet unanswered and perhaps unanswerable. Junger would 
seem to imply in his work that a gradual exploration of 
the countless influences - past inheritance, environment, 
and present experience - which act upon thr mind of 
the individual from birth to death, whilst likely to 
remain incomplete if only because of the $ery magnitude 
of the task, must ultimately play its part in bringing 
man closer to a better understanding of the problem 
itself s

Strahlungen - darunter sei einmal der Einfluss 
verstanden, den die Welt und ihre Objekte auf den Autor 
hervorrufen, das feine Gitter von Licht und Schatten, 
das durch sie gebildet wird. Die Gegenstande sind 
mannigfaltig, oft widersprechend, ja selbst polar wie 
„Ost und West” und andere grosse Themen unserer Welt, 
die sich in unserm Innen abstimmen. 2

If by Strahlungen we understand those countless and 
often minute influences which all leave some mark upon 
the individual mind, then Junger*s work takes on yet 
another meaning. He is, of course, concerned with the 
basic problems of his age, the gravest of which seems 
at present to be the conflict between East and West \ 
but most important to him remains the effect of such
1 An der Zeitmauer, p9.
2 Str(a) , plO. ~
3 Per ^ordische Knoten,Frankfurt, 1953.
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problems and tensions upon the individual who remains, 
when all is said and done, the essential concern of us 
all.

To regard the individual as a constituent part of 
the whole, unable to survive without the training and 
knowledge passed on to him by society, and thus to 
realise the importance of society, is not to subscribe 
to such meaningless slogans as Der Staat ist alles.
Du bist nichts. Somehow a way has to be found of 
harmonising the urges and requirements of the collective 
with those of the individual, and if Junger seems at 
times to err in favour of egocentricity, he is merely 
striving to counterbalance the predominant trend of 
his age in favour of the collective. Many illustrations 
could be taken from Strahlungen of this constant 
preoccupation. It reccurs frequently in different forms 
in the war diaries. And the equally frequent references 
to the world of dreams remind us of this same tendency 
on the part of the author to focus his attention 
exclusively on the individual as he is affected in one 
way or another by outside influences.

But if the emphasis may at times seem a little 
overdone, it serves to remind the reader of Junger's 
main concern. His message is surely that the key to 
any solution of the basic social problems of our time 
must be found, not in the structure of society itself, 
but rather within the mind of the individual. And the 
human mind remains as yet an enigma subject to forces,
many of which, perhaps through lack of knowledge, seem
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irrational. Thus, a study of the individual and of 
these forces as expressed, for instance, in the world 
of dreams, may in fact do as much to unravel the tangle 
of political and social tensions and conflicts in 
society as would any theoretical study of ideologies 
and religions.

From what has been said in this chapter, it will 
be seen that Ernst Junger reflects a cdrtain intellectual 
trend which has been important in the twentieth century, 
and that his approach to the problems of the age is 
often intuitive rather than strictly rationale For 
Junger the answer to man’s problems is not to be found 
by the use of reason alone, or at least not by reason 
based upon the limited knowledge man has at his disposal 
today. That knowledge is still incomplete and therefore 
reason is still ill equipped for its task. The 
phenomena which go to make up what we call rwality 
are too numerous and too varied for the individual mind 
to comprehend. The individual can observe; and digest 
only a small fragment of the whole. But in studying 
Junger's works against the background of his time, we 
can learn something of one attempt to come to grips 
with that reality and to interpret it a little more 
objectively and dispassionately.



The Development of Ernst Junger's Thought.

Jeder Autor hat einen Sinn, in welchem alle entgegen- 
gesetzten Stellen sich vertragen, oder er hat uberhaupt keinen Sinn. 1

Although he has displayed in all his writing a deep 
interest in speculative thought, Ernst Junger is not, and 
has never laid claim to be, a philosopher, if by philosopher 
we understand a thinker who has evolved and propounded an 
organised system of thought in hils works. If , on the other 
hand, we mean one who is 'a friend of wisdom1, who seeks 
constantly to understand a little better the meaning and 
purpose of human existence, and whose deep concern with 
such fundamental questions as death and the depersonalisation pof modern man is revealed time and time again in his 
work, then Junger deserves to be called a philosopher in 
the original G-reek sense of the word as much as any of his 
contemporaries in Germany who aspire to that title.

If we attempt to sketch briefly the development of 
Junger's thought as shown in his published works from the 
early war diaries to the essays which have appeared in 
more recent years  ̂we find that there are, broadly speaking, 
three stages. The first stage includes those works which 
were the direct result of his experiences in World War I, 
and which were dominated by the disgust he felt for pre
war , bourgeois society and by the belief that those who had 
given ample proof of their courage, ruthlessness, loyalty 
and determination 'in storms of steel' were now called upon
1 Blatter und Steine, Hamburg, 1941, pl4. Also Pascal : 
Pens£es^ 684 , Brunschviq. 2 Stern, p7.

3 Der Weltstaat (I960) and An der Zeitmauer (1959).

Chapter 4
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to remould the society they had been called upon to defend.
It would he their task to lay bare the decadence and 
corruption which had been concealed for so long behind the 
smug mask of middle class hypocrisy and fashion a new world 
along the lines laid down for them by the great prophet 
of the age : Nietzsche - at least , as they understood him.

It was this total rejection of bourgeois culture as 
something completely alien to Germany which led Junger to 
write :

Das geheime Urmeter der Zivilisation (for •Zivilisation' 
read ̂ bourgeois culture^ wird zu Paris bewahrt, und wer es 
anerkennt, der wird gemessen, anstatt dass er die Masse 
gibt.^ Man hatte eine fremde Sprache zu sprechen sich 
angewohnt, - durfte man sich wundern, dass das Fremde zur Herrschaft kam? 1

And it was a burning desire for a complete break with 
these ‘alien traditions* which prompted him to conMude i

Und, Bruder, wenn wir diese Welt und das, was sie bewegt, 
im Grunde erkennen, sollten wir nicht stolz darauf sein, 
von ihr als eine ihrer hochsten Gefahren gewittert zu sein?2

The second stage in Junger's development was to result 
in the production of his first major work : Der Arbeiter of 
which we must say more later in this chapter. The work itself 
arose out of his desire to offer a 'positive* alternative 
to the society he despised. Years of bitter criticism 
had led him logically to the realisation that however 
'expert* one might become in diagnosing the ills of the 
community in which one lives, true satisfaction can only
1 Blatter und Steine, pl50.
2 Blatter und Steine, p 151.
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be derived from an attempt to find a remedy . It was, 
perhaps, not unnatural that the gravity of the situation 
as it presented itself in Junger's eyes after the First 
World War should have led him to prescribe a course of 
treatment which must inevitably shock all but the most 
extreme thinkers of the left and the right. Despite the 
fact that bourgeois society had marite a mockery of moral 
standards and values, it was not easy to digest a book 
which paid little heed to the accepted rules of the game® 
Everyone knew that it was normal to cheat in the world of 
politics, that it was customary to deceive the masses and 
to do so behind the traditional mask of sincerity and 
Christian virtues. It was, however, not pleasant to read 
an apparently cynical account of the forces at work behind 
the scenes written by a man who appeared to welcome what 
was happening and suggest ways and means by whifck: the 
process could be speeded up in 'the right direction*0

Whilst the book itself is important enough to merit 
further consideration in this chapter, as w* have said, it 
undoubtedly marked the end of the second stage in the 
development of Ernst Junger's thought. However enthusiastic 
he may have sounded to his readers, the events of 1933 
traa»£tfwaed him from a seemingly active exponent of something 
dangerously close to National Socialism into a deeply 
involved, but inactive, observer who watched developments 
with ever growing concern and finally gave expression to 
his concern in Strahlungen and later works.

It is, naturally enough, this last phase which must



Undoubtedly appeal most to the student of contemporary 
thought, not least because it directs his attention^ to 
what remain the fundamental problems of human existence*
For in all his later works Ernst Junger looks beyond the 
more immediate, but superficial, political and social 
questions of the moment in order to consider that which 
lies behind them. In so doing he is, in effect, striving 
to perceive more clearly an ordered pattern behind the 
confusing mass of phenomena which make up the empirical 
world. Certainly, there are many indications that he 
senses the influence of a superior intelligence behind 
the scenes, and his reflections on these problems, including 
his study of the Bible during the war years, have led some 
of his critics to speak of a return to Christianity.^

But this is most probably due to the fact that within 
the bounds of a Christian , or post-Christian, society all 
who seek to explain the origin of the universe without 
having recourse to the arguments of materialism, or who 
discern a grandiose plan in which man has a humble part to 
play, can be said in a sense to be returning to an earlier 
pattern of thought. For such were the questions with which 
Christians had always been concerned, and it is natural 
to assume that anyone who argues along similar lines is 
not far from conversion.

The fact that representatives of the established
Churches were amongst those who wrote on Junger after the 
publication of Strahlungen is not surprising. For them
1 Dass grosse Plane sich in^ihr Gegenteil verkehren, besagt 

nicht, dass sie sinnlos waren; sie folgen vielmefer einem 
anderen Plan. Dann versagek die Mittel des Staatsmannes
nicht minder als die des Historikers. Wejfeke, Vol, 6 p 367.

2 See Note 1, p^3.
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the only solution to the present tragic situation must 
inevitably be a return to orthodox religion, and they 
naturally seek anxiously for signs of this return in all 
quarters* Quiet scepticism tinged with irony, as expressed 
in the work of Thomas Mann, canĵ  offer little encouragement; 
but Ernst Junger in his discussion of hidden forces and 
with his interest in spiritual Matters must have seemed to 
them on the very btoink of conversion.

The problems which concern Ernst Junger are, then, 
problems which lie at the heart of the confusion which 
characterises the thought of our time; but his attitude 
towards the most intimate of all : death, contrasts sharply 
with the fashionable altitude encouraged by prevalent 
fashions in the West. Technological society is organised 
to satisfy the urge of the individual to eliminate pain 
and push thoughts of death into the background. It may 
well be argued that it is from this basic urge that at all 
times in history systems of religious belief have arisen 
which seek to allay the fears which human beings experience 
through their awareness of their own mortality. In normal 
circumstances, modern man endeavours to overcome his anxiety 
by concealing the physical presence of death from his gaze 
as far as possible. And this desire grows stronger despite, 
or perhaps because of the ferocity with which modern nations 
seek to exterminate their opponents.

By instinct man’s thoughts have always dwelt upon the 
knowledge that he is indeed a mortal being, and he has 
sought to explain this fact in ways which have made it 
easier for him to overcome his natural anguish- . Death

1 H. Becher, S.J. Ernst Junger, Warendorf, 1949.
H-R. Muller-Schwefe : ErnsT~Junger, Wuppertal, 1951.
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remained his ultimate fate, and he sought to console himself 
with drwams of another life beyOnd the grave. It was not 
until the Aufklarung that attempts were made in Europe 
to direct thoughts away from the inevitable. Faith, 
whether it was expressed in Greek tragedies or in Christian 
cults , placed death at the centre of existence , and 
attempted to understand the meaning of life from this 
basic premise. How different was the approach of the 
Aufklarer! For them death was a highly unfortunate accident 
which the living endeavoured to gloss over by means of 
colourful rites. In short, death became meaningless and 
cruel; and because of its apparent absurdity, because it 
fitted into no pattern of events devised by rational means, 
this happening must be pushed aside, and everything possible 
must be done to prevent the individual from pondering over 
his own mortality*.

The toll which modern technological society takes of
human life can somehow be forgotten in normal times. Since
countless individuals are saved by modern methods of hygiene
and medidlne which such a society makes possible, man finds
it possible to direct his attention away from his own end.
He can do so in normal circumstances despite such phenomena
as road accidents and air disasters, which are apparently
accepted by the masses without question as a necessary
feature of the age. Everything is done to spare him any
anxiety which might arise from personal contact with death
in any form. Executions are no longer public, road deaths
are presented as mere statistics , without the photographs
so popular when society weddings or film stars attract 
public attention. In western countries the brutal realities
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of human existence are never more than distant shadows 
on an otherwise bright horizon. Even the loss of a close 
relation can be softened in the United States, that pillar 
of the civilised world, the paradise of the middle class 
and the mediocre, thanks to the skills of the make-up 
expertso

Only catastrophes on a gigantic scale such as modern 
war make it impossible, for a time at least, to preserve 
the facade behind which everything repulsive to bourgeois 
society can be hidden,. Death cannot be camouflaged on 
the battle field or in the bomb scarred city® The very 
scale of such tragedies in the twantieth century, and the 
fact that few, if any, can avoid them, makes it difficult 
for the individual to remain al&of or unmoved. In both 
the great wars of this century this was most certainly 
true in the case of the millions of young men who saw 
service in the battle areas throughout Europe and the 
Middle East. For them death ceased to be a remote, if 
ominous shadow hovering at some distant point along the path 
of life, a disturbing thought which might be pushed aside 
until a later date, and thus considered indefinitely as 
something which scarcely called for serious thought0

It was the overwhelming impression of death on a mass 
scale which left its mark on Junger's first work : In 
Stahlgewittern» and which has remained with him ever since. 
War thus acquired for kim a positive character in that it 
served to remind man of his own finiteness, and did so in 
the most effective and brutal manner possible. It must 
be admitted, however, that Junger long overestimated the 
importance of war in that he assumed it to be the only 
means of making man aware of his true nature. The
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artificial, materialistic and shallow environment of German 
bourgeois society in the early twentieth century was so 
repulsive to him, and to many of his contemporaries, that 
it was hardly surprising to find that they remained unaware 
that a deep religious faith might have proved equally 
effective. The environment certainly did little to 
encourage such a faith, and it was not until shortly before 
the Second World War that Junger finally realised that 
peace, too, had its advantages. This change of heart first 
found full expression in Auf den Marmorklippen which 
appeared in print in the autumn of 1939.1 It was clear that 
the author now felt that the evil nature of war far out
weighed any positive qualities he had seen in it earlier.

But Junger*s deep curiosity in the face of death and all 
that it implied did not mean at any time in his career that 
he deliberately sought personal extinction or that he ever 
seriously thought of suicide as a solution to his problems. 
Whilst he could write in Blatter und Steine :

Die Moglichkeit des Selbstmordes gehort zu unserem Kapital; 2

his own approach was that of the adventurer who sought 
to ‘live dangerously*. And in the same work we read :

Der beste Fechtmeister ist der Gang auf Leben und Tod.3

Indeed, by flirting with death he desired only to 
experience to the full the reality and meaning of life, 
believing that the closer man came to his ultimate fate the 
more real and worthwhile life became. The more one exposed.
1 Op. cit. , ppl52-153.
2 Blatter und Steine 9 p 226.
3 Op. cit., p 224,



oneself to danger, the more enchanting life seemed, the 
closer man drew to death, the more meanfagful the world 
became. Whilst the man who takes his own life overcomes 
the apparent emptiness of his existence by annihilating 
himself, the adventurer gives life a meaning by courting 
disaster. Under the massive artillery barrage to which 
those in the front line were subjected during the war 
scarcely anyone thought of suicide. Life seemed strangely 
attractive in such conditions, and it never lost its 
attraction for Junger. Despite his reference to suicide 
in Blatter und Steine as an action which was open to 
each individual, he made no attempt to suggest when , if 
at all, the taking of ones own life would, in his opinion, 
be justified. Later in his career he was to describe in
a short story a case of suicide. The description is to be

„  2found in Glaserne Bienen (1957) , and one feels that the
author is at loss to explain it, although he introduces 
the incident into his story as an example of what certain 
individuals might do when faced with an alien world in which 
they can find no part to play. He does not condemn the action, 
but he leaves his readers in no doubt that he, personally, 
had never been tempted in a similar manner . Writing of 
the victim, Lorenz, he says :

.... so gab er in der Tat ein Beispiel, wimngleich ein 
anderes , als er beabsichtigte. Er wusste in einem Augen- 
blick anschaulich zu machen und zu vollenden, wozu die 
meisten unseres Kreises ein Leben benotAgten. Ein starker, 
vielleicht auch guter Wille, der sich aus dem Vergangenen 
nahrt und in der G-egenwart nicht Boden findet, ist zur 
Ohnmacht verurteilt und muss zur Selbstzerstorung fuhren, 
wenn er das Unmogliche erstrebt.

Damals erfasste ich das grauenvolle Wort MUmsonstM. j

977

1 See Note 2, p %  .
2 Op. cit., pp 60-61.
3 Op. cit., p61.



Whilst Junger is at pains not to dismiss the episode 
as ‘senseless1, he implies that the individual may well be 
excused for failing to understand the true meaning of 
the world in which he lives ;

Gibt es denn Sinnloses? Es gibt wohl Dinge, die wir 
mehr Oder weniger verwinden, und einige sind in de£ Tat 
selbst fur die Heiligen zu hart. Aber das ist noch kein 
Grund, den lieben Gott zu beschuldigen. Es gibt allerdings 
G-runde, an ihm zu zweifeln, aber zu ihnen gehort nicht der, 
dass er die Welt nicht so einrichtete, wie wir uns unseregute Stube vorstellen. 1

Thus his concentration upon the problem of death is not 
that of a man who finds life unbearable, nor is it the ĉ h-
attitude of a nihilist who expects nothing but total
oblivion. Although there are no grounds for assuming that 
Junger believes in any concrete fashion in a life after 
dteath, the fact that he is obsessed by the mythical, even 
the miraculous aspects of this great mystery points to 
a state of mind which cannot accept the possibility of 
the ultimate and final destruction of individual person
ality. It may reasonably be argued that his very curiosity 
would have no meaning if he were convinced - or wished to 
be convinced - that behind the veil lay nothing but 
emptiness.

Confronted by the mystery, faced with the threat of 
Ms own inescapable mortality, all but the most profoundly 
religious must experience a deep and chilling anxiety. 
Nowhere is this more truly the case than in situations 
where man is aware that he is in great and inescapable 
peril, as for instance in time of war* And Jung^r's 
reaction to the problem of death was, naturally enough,
largely determined by his own experiences on the field of 
1 Glaserne Bienen, p 61.



battle. Paced with the apparently senseless slaughter 
of countless young men in the prime of life he could 
only make such an ordeal bearable by assuming that there 
must be a hidden meaning behind it all* One wonders, 
however, whether he was really satisfied with such cynical 
thoughts as that summed up in his remark :

Niemand stirbt vor der Erfullung seiner Aufgabe; viele 
aber uberleben sie* 1

There was, too, that aspect of death in action as it 
appeared in the two great wars of this century. The 
fearful intensity and massive scale of modern warfare made 
a mockery of all traditional values which had previously 
been associated with the military code of honour. Talk 
of duty and of serving one's country seemed pitifully 
hollow in the squalor and mud of the trenches. The term 
•heroism* acquired and empty ring, and patriotic speeches 
seemed pathetically inadequate when grim reality became 
so awful that it proved too much for what had previously 
seemed the normal limits of human patience and endurance. 
In retrospect it appeared that Europe in World War 1 was 
serving its apprenticeship for the horrors that were yet 
to come s— for the agonies of the concentration camps 
and the battles of extermination which were to rage some 
twenty years later in Russia and the Par East. The 
relatively peaceful environment of the nineteenth century 
had left the individual totally unprepared for a world of 
this nature, and it is scarcely to be wondered at that 
military traditions which had stood the test of centuries 
now crumbled and vanished. The ferocious nature of modern 
weapons of destruction, coupled with the long duration 
of the war, undermined values which had hitherto seemed

99

1 Blatter und Steine , p219.
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unshakeable. Years of misery, suffering and squalor 
removed all trace of glamour and gl&ry from the spectacle.
No longer was it possible to speak of campaigns and battles 
which were glorious as well as bloody. Now,all that 
remained was mass slaughter which continued Relentlessly 
day after day, night after night over the years.

Those who survived these ordeals were naturally 
inclined to speak of senseless butchery and leave it at 
that. Junger felt compelled to look for a meaning and 
purpose behind it all, to find traces of a gigantic plan 
which would explain and justify apparent madness. What 
meaning could be found to explain the need for taking 
human life on such a massive scale? What purpose lay 
behind acts of insanity which might yet give the individual 
strength to stand the strain of such terrible happenings?
The bodies of the dead which littered the battle fields 
of both world wars seemed to force this question upon him.
For their sake Junger could not be content with explanations 
which presented war as senseless, as the result of mere 
coincidence, a process which arose from the stupidity or 
baseness of a few irresponsible politicians. The dead 
must he^ionoured, and one must therefore assume that the 
actors in the great tragedy were manipulated by some hidden 
power, some Weltgeist which worked steadily towards the 
execution of a plan for the whole universe. It was in 
this direction that an answer must be sogght, and one must 
realise that to look for the meaning of war implies 
searching for the pattern of world history. For war is only 
a part, if a particularly poignant one, of the general process.

It is when one comes across a remark in his essay

v
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entitled Der Friede :

Man darf wohl sagen, dass dieser Krieg das erste 
allgemeine Werk der Menschheit gewesen ist, 1

that one realises just how far the author has gone 
in his attempt to introduce order into chaos. And it 
would he idle to pretend that such an attitude deserves 
unreserved approval. But at least it deserves careful 
and close consideration as a possible way of bringing 
comfort and consolation to those who have apparently 
fought and suffered for lost causes. Whilst it is 
comparatively easy for the victors to commemorate their 
dead and to speak of sacrifices made on behalf of a just 
cause, what are the vanquished to say? A glance at the 
endless columns of names on the war memorials to be found 
in any German town or city is enough to make the sympathetic 
observer realise the urgent need for a satisfactory answer 
to the question. Is it enough to maintain that these millions 
of human beings were sent to their death by a small group 
of unscrupulous politicians who used them as pathetic 
instruments in their evil game? Can one point to the 
ravages of war in neighbouring countries and remind those 
Germans who are willing to listen of the frightful crimes 
committed by many of those whose names now appear on their 
memorials? Such an approach is amply justified, but it 
would be hard to expect a sympathetic hearing, and even 
harder to ; ask.k; > a man of Ernst Junger's background to 
argue along the same lines. To that extent he remains a 
prisoner of his own past and of his early writings.

1 Der Friede , p 8.
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But having said that, it would he unfair not to 

consider what Junger himself has to say about his earlier 
work in Strahlungen :

Zum Opus : meine Bucher uber den ersten Weltkrieg, 
der Arbeiter , die Tot ale Mobilmachung und zum Teil auch 
noch der Aufsatz uber den Schmerz - das ist mein Altes 
Testament. Ich darf darein aus anderen Ebenen nichts mehr 
einzeichnen.

Den Sizilianischen Brief an den Mann im Mond sehe ich 
als bedeutenden Vorgriff an0 Hier wurde mir deutlich, dass 
die Erkenntnis nicht abzuwerfen, sondern wieder einzu- 
schmelzen ist, und unter Siegel beschreiben diese Seiten 
den Weg dazu. Sie fuhren in eine der tieferau. Arbeits- 
kammern, die seiten vom Bewusstsein betreten werden, ein. 
Auch fasse ich sie als Erinnerung an den Punkt, nicht nur 
des Scheide- sondern auch des Kreuzwegs auf, an dem ich 
entweder^in die Romantik oder in den Realismus hatte ein- 
biegen konnen - auf die eingeleisige, „unstereoskopischeu 
Bahn. So spalten sich die Bildner in Maler und Zeichner 
auf. Doch soil die Feder immer zugleich auch Pinsel sein.l

It is clear from the quotation that the author regards 
his essay Sizilischer Brief an den Mann iro Mond as the
key , both to his own transformation and also to a better2understanding of the inner unity of his work as a whole. 
Especially important was his conclusion that : „ die 
Erkenntnis nicht abzuwerfen, sondern wieder einzusdmelzen 
ist..."3, in other words that his earlier works were not 
to be rejected , but regarded as partial explanations of 
a situation which he would from now on seek to view 
"stereoscopically."

1 Str(a), pl66o2 Although referred to by the author in Str(a) as 
Sizilianischer Brief..., the essay was published in 
Blatter und Steine under the title Sizilischer Brief, and 
is usually mentioned thus.

3 Str(a), pl66.
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It is important to remember in this connection that 
what Junger was trying to do in his essay was not to 
fashion for himself another way of looking at the world, 
not to leave aside the vision of the moon as seen through 
the eyes of a child Mder noch nicht lange das dunkle Tor 
durchwanderte, da^s uns von unserer zeitlosen Heimat trenntl1̂ 
To do this would have meant for him to accept an image which 
arose „unter dem Einflusse des Nordlichtes (reason) , dessen
erster Einbruch gerade von feurigen und stolzen Gemutem als2ein hitziges Fieber erlitten wird.” The apparent dilemma 
which faced him because of his earlier belief that it 
was impossible to reconcile the world of the imagination, 
of mythology and of dreams with the generally accepted 
picture of reality offered by modern science, the

3"qualender Zwiespalt" to which he refers in his essay , 
finally resolved itself for him thanks to his experience 
in a, remote Sicilian valley. It was then that he saw that 
the two views could be complementary and need not rule 
each other out.

As Jurgen Rausch wrote in his brilliant essay entitled 
Ernst Junger*s Optik :

Wer die Welt anders anzusehen beginnt, offenbart eine 
tiefere Wandlung als derjenige^i der nur seine Gedanken uber 
sie andert. Die Optik ist unserer Existenz inniger verknupft 
als die Reflexion, und der Streit der Meinungen bleibt 
sekundar gemessen an der Kluft, welche die Welt—Anschauungen 
trennt. 4

What Ernst Junger had written in his earlier works
1 Sizilischer Brief , plllo
2 Op. cit., pl!2.~
3 Op. cit., pl24.4 Rausch : Ernst Junker*s Optik, Stuttgart, 1951, p5.
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up to and including Per Arbeiter remains relevant, and 
he can be forgiven for not refuting his earlier attitude.
But he has himself indicated that what he said at that 
time offers his readers only an incomplete picture of 
the world. It lacks the depth to be found in later years, 
however accurate his assessment of the contemporary 
situation may have proved to be , if one accepts his 
contribution as the work of a man who wrote ft unter 
dem Einflusse des Nordlichtes•" 1 He was himself one of
the „ feurigen und stolzen Gremutern" who succumbed to2the scientific vision of the world. But to his credit 
it must be said that his acceptance of the trend which 
continues until the present time was short lived, and one 
can only regret deeply the fact that those responsible for 
the destinies of nations remain blinded by the forces 
which continue to sweep all before them.

For this reason Der Arbeiter retains its significance 
as a major attempt to interpret the spirit of our age, 
and it is to be hoped that the student of today will not 
be deterred by the fact that the message of the book 
unfortunately offered further support to the forces which 
came to powef1 in Germany shortly after it was published,.
Had it appeared at any other time, Junger might well have 
been criticised for his enthusiastic endorsement of a trend 
which can now be seen to carry within it seeds of destruction 
which threaten the future of the human race. He would not
have been accused of supporting the unscrupulous and 
ruthless group of political fanatics who were shortly to 
bring terror and destruction to Europe and the world as 
a whole. We feel this accusation to be unjust in view of
the fact that the work appeared too late to influence
1  N o t e  . ^ p l o S
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events significantly, even if it did add weight at the 
time to the words of Hitler and his supporters.

As Junger was to write later in the introduction to 
of Per Arbeiter which he added when the work was published 
in the collected edition :

Das Erscheinen des Buches kurz vor einer der grossen 
WeAden ist nicht zufallig; und es fehlte nicht anStimmen, die^ihm einen Einfluss darauf zubilligten. Das war 
naturlich nicht immer anerkennend gemeint, und leider kann 
ich dem auch nicht zustimmen - einmal, weil ich den 
Einfluss von Btlchern auf die Aktion nicht uberschatze, und 
sodann, weil dieses zu kurz vor den Ereignissen erschien. 1

And he went on to insist that the true meaning of 
the book had been misunderstood, not least by thosewho 
came to power s

Hatten die grossen Akteure sich nach den hier ent- 
wickelten Prinzipien gerichtet, so wurden sie viel 
Unnotige*, ja Unsinniges unterlassen und Notwendiges getan 
haben, vermutlich sogar ohne Waffengewalt0 2

This claim, made more than thirty years after Der 
Arbeiter first appeared, can be justified, theoretically 
at least, if one bears in mind the fact that the author 
himself was swept along by the events of the moment and 
quite obviously failed to see which forces represented 
the positive trend which, in his opinion, lay behind 
the chaotic scene. A final quotation from Junger's 
new introduction will, it is hoped, serve to illustrate 
the point, He attempts to show that he was concerned with

1 Per Arbeiter, Werke, vol 6, p 11.
2 Op.,cit., p 11.
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the grandiose scheme which was gradually unfolding and 
revealing itaelf during , or irather in the course of 
human history :

Dass hier nicht nur nationale,^okonomische, politische, 
geographische und ethnologische Grossen, sondern Vorhuten 
einer neuen Erdmacht geahnt und abgetastet wurden, konnte 
inzwischen eingehender belegt werden. Es wurde auch bereits 
damals von manchem Leser erkannt, obwohl das Episodische 
und Akzidentielle, der politische und polemische Vorder- 
grund eines Problems, zu alien Zeiten die Aufmerksamkeit 
starker fesseln als sein substantieller Kern# Dieser 
wirkt jedoch auf die Dauer, wenn auch in stets wechselnden 
Verkleidungen. 1

Whether or not Ernst Junger intended these remarks 
to apply to himself as well as to the majority of his
readers, it cannot be denied that he, too, was fascinated
when he wrote Der Arbeiter by what he describes as der 
politische und polemische Vordergrund of the problem, and 
he tended to lay greater stress on this than on the 
substantieller Kern#

The title s Der Arbeiter stands for the motive force 
which the author detected behind the gigantic upheaval of 
the age, and he set out in his work to describe in detail 
the significance of the force which he saw personified in 
that new ’type1 of human being of whose presence he had
first become aware intuitively on the battle fields of
the First World War . It was in such men that 'the will 
to power* of which Nietzsche had written revealed itself 
to Junger. He found in them the general qualities which 
are examined in Der Wille zur Macht, and there are many 
indirect references to this earlier work in Der Arbeiter.

1 Werke; vol 6, pl2.
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Indeed Junger's chief contribution towards a better 
understanding of the problem as a whole is surely that 
he linked Nietzsche's general ' will to power* with a 
specific human type, and by so doing gave the concept 
a definitive aim and justification, for, as he rightly said 
: ... der reine Wille zur Macht.... besitzt ebensowenig 
Legitimation wie der Wille zum Glauben. 1

Of the motive force itself he had written two years 2before Der Arbeiter in his essay Die totale Mobilmachung.
And here, too, he had drawn attention to a phenomenum of 
which he first became aware as a front-line soldier in the 
1914-18 War* Never before in history had there been such 
a case of all-embracing mobilisation. In earlier wars 
political leaders on both sides had shared a common desire 
to limit the area of conflict, but towards the end of 
the First World War there were clear signs of a desire 
to mobilise all available forces to crush and destroy 
the opponent. The tendency was even more marked during the 
Second World War.

This tendency might have been ascribed in time of war 
to the individual decisions and aims of a limited number 
of national leaders, but the process continued after 
hostilities had ceased , if anything with increased 
momentum. Thus, if one can turn for a moment to what 
happened in Europe after the Second World War, it can be 
seen that a process which began during the war in the form 
of forced labour to keep the arms factories of Germany in 
full production, now continues within the Common Market on 
a voluntary basis, sustained by means of economic pressures
^ Per Arbeiter, Werke, vol 6, p 
2 Berlin, 1931*
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and incentives.

Whilst one may welcome the attempt made by Junger in 
Der Arbeiter to describe in detail the 'type* which he 
beltived was engaged in shaping the future destinies of 
the human race, it is, perhaps, unfortunate that he chose 
to oversimplify his case by using the Burger as the 
•type* which stood for the exact opposite. In so doing 
he implied that evryyone who is not a ‘worker* must , of 
necessity, be a Burger . It is important, therefore, to 
understand what Junger meant by the term ‘work'.

•Work*has not for him the sense or meaning given to 
the word by the worker or by the moralist. It is not 
the means of production which can be calculated by 
statistics or defined by law. Nor is it thfct universal la.w 
upon which Christian doctrines Base the idea of original 
sin. It is much more than is usually understood, for 
on the one hand it strikes at the heart of existence, and 
on the other it takes in all spheres of human activity.
To say that it embraflnes all physical and spiritual 
activities is not enough, since this would mean reducing 
it to a sefies of movements without taking into consideration 
its motive force. It is necessary , therefore, to look 
for a meaning given by the cause rather than by the effects, 
and Junger, himself, endeavoured to do this in Der Arbeiter 
when he said :

Arbeit ist also nicht Tatigkeit schlechthin, sondern 
der Ausdruck eines besonderen Seinsj, das seinen Raum, seine 
Zeit, seine Gesetzmassigkeit zu erfullen sucht, 1

Work is thus the expression of life. It is not a means 
to obtain the advantages of life, but rather it offers
1 Werke, vol 6, p 97*
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satisfaction in its own right in that it liberates 
energies which seek an outlet, and Juhger looks on it 
as a vital necessity provided that the,j term implies a 
specific need and not merely the effort required to 
remain alive.

Prom this it will be seen that ‘work* in this sense 
cannot be limited to mechanical occupations. The term will 
be better understood if we define it as the desire of 
restricted energies for expansion and expression. In human 
terms one might think of the hero, the athlete or the 
warrior; but it cannot be confined to the human,, since it 
embraces the growth of plants - perhaps the best illustration 
of the process - and includes the path of stars and planets 
in the heavens. Science has begun to realise the immense 
significance of this force, and now talks in terms of 
‘mobilising matter1« Junger sum^s up in Der Arbeiter 
the various manners in which ‘work* can manifest itself 
as follows :

Arbeit ist Tempo der Paust, der G-edanken, des Herzens, 
das Leben bei Tag und Nacht, die Wissenschaft, die Liebe, 
die Kunst, der G-laube, der Kultus, der Krieg; Arbeit ist 
die Schwingung des Atoms und die Kraft, die Sterne und 
Sonnensysteme bewegt. 1

In Der Arbeiter the term Burger must therefore be 
construed as anyone who seeks to prevent the expression 
of such forces in the interests of personal security. The 
Burger is opposed to anything which tends to endanger his 
own safety and peace of mind, and consq^uently the gigantic

1 Werke, vol 6, p 74.
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and often revolutionary changes during this ce^ntury, 
changes which often seemed to make a mockery of the 
conventional ideas of security and economy , contrast-. 
strikingly with the aims of the Burger and force one 
to conclude that the Arbeiter is engaged in altering 
radically the destinies of all nations and , indeed, in 
transforming the face of the earth.

It is scarcely surprising that thirty years ago, when 
the book first appeared/events of the day overshadowed 
those aspects in it which dealt with the essence of the 
problem. As we have said, Junger himself seemed to regard 
the revolutionary movements in Germany and Italy as forces 
working in the interests of Der Arbeiter and thus in 
harmony with great plain he felt he could perceive dimly#
A glance at any newspaper today quickly confirms the 
accuracy of his vision. What better illustration could 
one have of the ‘type* he sought to define than the 
space heroes so often photographed in East and West, 
whose achievements would be unthinkable were they not 
supported by massive and highly organised programmes in 
which the energies of countless thousands of active and 
passive workers are directed towards the achievement of 
one specific goal.

The Junger of 1932 would presumably have hailed such 
achievements as major steps on the part of the Arbeiter 
towards supreme control of the world, if not of the universeo 
How differently he now views the technological world of 
our time is surely refilcted in one of the notes he added 
to Der Arbeiter when he re-published it in the sixth 
volume of his collected works s
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Nicht die romantische Auflehnung, sondern die Skepsis 
innerhalb der Technik ware ihr Krebsschaden. In irgend- 
einer Zukunft begiimen die Naturwissenschaften zu lang- 
weilen Oder setzen sich andere Aufgaben. Ein Schleier der Maja verblasst. 1

It would be erroneous, however, if one were to assume 
that Junger's change of heart which led him to reject 
the aims and programme of the Nazi movement in 1933 and 
to see the party as a force which aimed to enslave man 
rather than to strive after human liberty and freedom was 
entirely due to the repugnance he personally felt for 
Hitler and his associates when he came to know them more 
closely. His very nature caused him tit stress the 
importance of the individual, and this basic attitude alone 
would have sufficed to make him reject eventually the ideas 
he had expounded so forcefully in Der Arbeiter, even if 
he had not been confronted with the spectacle of despotism 
which aroused his objections and doubts all the more 
easily. To see in the flesh, as it were, the practical 
application of some at least of the theories he himself 
had put forward in his book was enough to remind him of 
the gap between theory and practice in life and politics.
As G.Nebel has pointed out 1 , the influences of the 
age were equally at work in the practices of Hitler and the 
theories of Junger0 The inhumanity of man towards man 
expressed itself equally clearly in the American Morgenthaii 
plan, which aimed at reducing a defeated Germany into a 
primitive agricultural community, and in the mass deport
ation of Germans from the eastern territories at the end 
of the war. It was the same influence at work in these

1 Werke, vol 6, p^338.
2 Nebel : Ernst Junger, p 139.



cases which had earlier led to even greater German excesses 
and birntal atrocities, the horrors of the Russian labour 
camps and which was to remain active in the world after 
the last traces of Nazi power had been eliminated.

It would be interesting to know to what extent Ernst 
Junger’s change of heart was brought about by the close 
friendship which linked him to his brother,Friedrich 
Georg. For if the elder and more famous of the two had 
nursed illusions for a time which encouraged him to believe 
in the poweir of technology to bring about human progress 
and accelerate the advance of mankind towards a world in 
which harmony and happiness reigned supreme, the younger 
had always remained sceptical, and in his book Die Perfektion 
der Technik^' which was printed, but not placed on sale, 
shortly before the outbreak of war in 1939 he dwelt at 
length on the many alarming features of modern technological 
civilisation which had been ignored in Der Arbeiter. Looked 
at in retrospect, it was as if Ernst Junger had concentrated 
entirely on the positive side of the question until 1933? 
as if he had studied only one side of the coin, whilst his 
brother concerned himself with the other side , and illustrated 
convincingly in his book that the disadvantages, indeed, the 
dangers of the other side of the coin cancelled out the 
positive features which had previously deceived the author 
of Der Arbeiter.

It is true, of course, that the essay Sizilischer 
Brief an den Mann im Mond , which Junger has described— ----------------- —  ^ -
as a bedeutenden Vorgriff, first appeared in 1930 ' , that

1 F.G.Junger : Die Perfektion der Technik, 4th ed., Frankfurt 
a. M.,1953.2 Str(a) , pl66.3 Published by Franz Schauwecker in his anthology Mondstein 
Magische Geschichten, Berlin, pp 7-21.
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is to say, two years before Der Arbeiter. One might well 
argue that there is no trace of evidence in the later work 
which would allow the students of Junger's thought to 
describe his 'Sicilian Letter' as a turning point in the 
writer's evolution. And yet Ernst Junger continues to 
attach great importance to the essay, as will be seen from 
the following passage which occurs in An der Zeitmauer :

Wenn der Geist lange einen Widerspruch umkreist, gelingt 
es ihm plotzlich, ihn zu losen.... Ich versuchte den Vorgang 
bereits vor dreissig Jahren in einer kurzen Betrachtung 
zu schildern, im ,t§izilischen Brief’an den Mann im Mond". 
Hier wurde ausgefunrx, dass der Mond Gegenstand sowohl der 
astronomischen wie der mythischen Annaherung sein kann und 
dass seine Oberflache sowohl einen messbar realen als auch 
einen physiognomischen Oharakter besitzt. Beide Qualitaten 
konnen synoptisch vereint werden, wenn^die Kraft des Geistes 
es vermago Dann ist der Sprung, der Rucksprung zum Ursprung, 
gelungen, und der perspektivischen Deckung der Gegensatze 
entspringt stereoskopisch eine neue Dimension, die sie nicht 
nur raumlich vereint, sondern auch qualitativ erhoht. 1

If we return for a moment to the young writer of the 
twenties who sought to find a deeper meaning behind the 
apparently useless sacrifice made by so many of his contemp
oraries on the field of battle, we shall find that in his 
early works he came to the conclusion that no sacrifice was
in vain. He dealt with the problem in some detail in his2essay entitled : Uber den Schmerz , in which he attempted
to demonstrate that no suffering was in vain. If modern man 
succeeded in eliminating pain from certain areas of life, it 
would appear in other forms , such as mental illness, or 
it would the the lot of later generations to bear a greater 
burden of suffering on behalf of those who had escaped their 
share. It must be admitted that Junger can offer no rational
1 An der Zeitmauer, Werke, vol 6, p410.
2 Blatter und Steine , pp 157 - 216«
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explanation for his theories, and, indeed, he does not 
attempt to argue from a ‘scientific* standpoint. His 
conelusions are based purely on intuition , by means of 
which he seeks to penetrate beneath the surface of the 
ph^Smena he is observing.

On the other hand it would be wrong to say that the 
writer of Strahlungen, An der Zeitmauer and Der Weltstaat 
deliberately turned his back on science. It was simply a 
case of not automatically accepting the scientific 
explanation of a given situation as final or exhaustive0 
The intuitive assessment, aided at times by the imagination 
and even by dreams, acquired an increasingly important place 
in his thought as the years jpassed. And to that extent 
the Sizilischer Brief an den Mann im Mond of 1930 did 
anticipate later developments. Prom that time onwards 
Junger paid greater attention to the side of man's mental 
image of the world which is not based on the results of 
rational thought. And he was able to do so , confident 
that reason alone cannot provide man with a comprehensive 
picture of the universe.

The following reference to Goethes Farbenlehre in the 
Adnoten zum „Arbeiteru offers an excellent example of his 
conviction :

Hierher auch Goethes Kampf um die Farbe als urn eines der 
Abenteuer des Lichtes, zu dessen Erfassung der kalkulieren.de 
Verstand nicht genugt. Aber das licht selbst ist nur ein 
Abenteuer der Materie, 1

If what Junger describes as der kalkulierende Verstand 
cannot penetrate to the very heart of a given phenomenum 
it must be through intuition and imagination that man can

1 Werke, fcol.6, p 337*
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and must endeavour to probe more deeply into the mysteries 
of the universe and begin to grasp the sigificance of the 
higher cosmic order and pattern into which he, himself, 
fits. The intricacy of this pattern and the manner in which 
even the tiniest fragments are interwoven and interact on 
each other may be ^uessed at if one considers the countless 
influences which effect in some way the life of the individuals

Die erste Lebensregung nach^der Befruchtung ist eine 
feinste Strahlung - die Ouverture der Individuation, In 
jedem Augenblicke unseres Daseins umflechten uns Buschel 
von Licht, beruhren, umweben, durchschiessen uns,

Wer kennt und wer ermisst das Wirken um unseren Korper, 
unsere Sinne, unseren G-eist - die Ordnung, den Ausgleich, 
z$i dem wir unaufhorlich gezwungen. sind? 1

And he continues s

Im hochsten Ordnungsgange werden kosmische und irdische 
Strahlen so verwoben, dass sinnvolle Muster aufleuchten. 2

This, then, indicates the direction in whichl^lnger1 s 
thought was to lead him in h^is later works. Away from 
the traditional belief in a personal God ?whose hand can 
be sensed behind the smallest happening,towards the vision 
of an ordered universe which man himself might one day come 
to understand and even to control. Whether or not his 
conclusions are valid, the future alone will reveal. Mean
while one can only agree with Hermann Hesse when he writes t

Wieweit nun Jungers Dichtungen und Prognosen „stimmen", 
oder was von diesem oder jenem Standort aus Triftiges gegen 
sie vorgebracht werden kann, beruhrt micht night, Der 
Streit daruber wird Literatur und Geschwatz sein. Mir 
genugt es vollauf, an dieser Schau teilgenommen und frucht- 
bare Tage mit ihr verbracht zu haben, Belehrt und korrigiert
hat mich das schone Werk auf den Gebieten der Natur wissen-
1 Str (a) ]bp 10-11,
2 Str (a) p 11
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schaften und der Technik, auf denen ich ruckstandig bin*, 
Im Humanen und Moralischen hat es mich nicht geandert, 
aber wohltuend bestarkt. 1

1 Hermann Hesse : Article attached to An aer Zeitmauer 
and dated Fruhjahr, I960.
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Chapter 5 

'*Strahlungen1* and the Critics.

The appearance in the summer of 1949 of the first version 
of Strahlungen, an event which marked, in effect, the return
of Ernst Jtinger to the literary world after six years of 
enforced silence,, was followed by a flood of reviews and 
articles devoted to the new work and its author. The volume 
of critical comment, both favourable and adverse, provided 
ample proof of the impact JtLnger had made on his contemporaries. 
Whatever might be the attitude of his critics and readers, at 
le&st all were agreed that the writer left no one indifferent* 
One could read Jtinger1s works with enthusiasm or with distaste, 
but one could not put any of his major productions down without 
being aware of some significant impression left on the mind0 

In short, Ernst Jtinger was, for his contemporaries at least, 
one of that small group of writers of whom it could be said 
that life for the reader was never quite the same once he or 
she had become familiar with their work*. The act of reading 
books of this type is but the first step in a process which 
inevitably continues long afterwards in the reader’s mind* One 
feels compelled to account for the impression made, to analyse 
one's own ideas on the problems discussed, and thus to revise,



or at least to become clearer about one's own views on these 
problems. It is true, of course, that such a process might 
lead the reader to support views diametrically opposed to those 
put forward by the author, but this does not diminish the value 
of the service performed by him* At least he has succeeded in 
stirring the reader's imagination powerfully enought to set 
the process in motion©

The popularity of Jtlnger's books between the two world wars 
ensured, of coursef that sections of the reading public in 
German speaking countries would be intensely interested in a 
new work which appeared after a comparatively long period of 
silence^ and the professional critics who were well aware of 
this fact, would naturally feel called upon to review it*
Thus we might understandably expect to find many such contribu
tions written more out of a sense of duty or even expediency 
than from any real desire to analyse Strahlungen and come to 
terms with its contents* In this case* however, a factor was 
involved which made for an unusual degree of interest in the 
new work*

We have stated earlier that Ernst Jttnger never consented 
to appear before any tribunal concerned with the process of 
' de-nazification* after 1945*'1’* Had he done so, it might be 
argued, he could easily have satisfied the new authorities in 
Western Germany* They would have been content with a formal
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apology for possible past errorsr and thus he would have been 
in a position to publish his new works far sooner* Instead,
Jlinger rejected any idea of even purely formal and meaningless 
concessions to the new ruling powers* He preferred to maintain 
a dignified silence until such time as they became aware of the 
futility of such an empty ritual and removed the obstacles 
from his path of their own accord*

Thanks to his close links with Prance and the favourable 
reception of Garten und Strassen in that country when it 
appeared in 'tra.nsUfĉ w. in 1942 it was perhaps not surprising 
that common sense prevailed somewhat earlier in the Prench zone 
than elsewhere in occupied Germany, and it was the Prench 
authorities who granted him permission Id publish in 1949 
without having sought the agreement of their American and 
British allies. Thus, to the interest aroused by this new work 
must be added the fact that it was the first public statement 
of a man who had, indeed, by his silence implied that he did 
not recognise the authority of any for££gn power to question 
or criticise him* If JtAnger felt compelled to account for his 
activities before and during the war, he would do so to his own 
people and not to the allied occupation authorities or to any 
German body set up with their approval* Perhaps it is only 
fair to add that from what we have seen of his attitude towards 
the masses as expressed in his earlier works it is in any case
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hardly likely that he would ever feel it necessary to satisfy 
any other authority than that of his own conscience*)

Writing as we do many years after hostilities in Europe 
came to an end, we cannot help sympathising with him in his 
attitude® With the passing of time it becomes ever more clear 
that few, if any, of our fellow men are seriously qualified to 
sit in judgement over us* Indeed, one wonders why, in history 
as in private life* the words of the Bible: 11 Judge not that ye 
be not judged" are almost invariably forgotten* But sober 
thoughts such as these were not fashionable in 1949 when 
Strahlungen was published, and memories of the recent past were 
too vivid for even the most objective of observers to react 
dispassionately to a work without a real danger of his motives 
being questioned* All who welcomed the new work could be 
accused of sheltering behind an author whose attempt to white
wash his own past had provided them with a convenient explana
tion for their own inactivity during the short era of national 
socialism*. The adverse critics, and they were many, might
well be sincere men unable to forget the horrors of the past 
and driven by their own recent experiences and suffering to 
condemn all who stood for past traditions and beliefs without 
discrimination, but they might also be men who kept a watchful 
eye on the fashions of the day and wrote as they did only in 
order to ingratiate themselves with their western or eastern 
masters*
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But we should he falling into a similar error if we 
endeavoured to classify all those who wrote unfavourably about 
Strahlungen, by placing them rigidly into one of these two 
categories. To a certain extent violent criticism may serve a 
purpose,, as long as the objections of the critic are based on 
real weaknesses in the work with which he is concerned. His 
prejudice will lead him to magnify small defects and perhaps 
even to distort the meaning of certain passages, but he will 
have a keen eye for minor blemishes which might easily escape 
the notice of the more indulgent reader.

It is mainly for that reason that in selecting examples 
with which to illustrate this chapter we have chosen some 
critics who would hardly wish to deny that their memories of 
the past were bound to influence their judgement in a variety 
of ways. The subject waw one which could not fail to arouse 
strong feelings in many quarters* JUnger stood condemned as a 
nationalist and right wing extremist whose early works had 
glorified war and whose influence could be shown to have been 
strong amongst the young German officers who supported whole
heartedly the plans for German military expansion which resulted 
in the campaigns of 1939 and 1940® Hov/ever noble these aims 
may have seemed to those who still talked in terms of chivalry, 
bravery and service of their country, the outside world saw
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only the grim and brutal reality of the concentration camps 
and the policies of racial extermination which had been made 
possible thanks to the protection afforded to the system by a 
powerful and determined military machine. It is scarcely to 
be wondered at that critics of Jewish extraction, still stunned 
by the realisation that millions of their race had been 
massacred with ruthless efficiency, could see nothing but evil 
in the German scene. The idea of collective guilt and 
responsibility was widespread even within Germany1*, and when 
every individual was expected to accept his or her share of 
blame for national misdeeds, however insignificant a part he 
or she had played, a prominent writer whose earlier works had 
done so much to create the atmosphere, the state of mind which 
had proved so receptive to the ideas of National Socialism and 
all that followed, was required to do fax more* Indeed, it is 
hard to say wh§t JtLnger could have done to redeem himself in 
the eyes of his hostile critics. An abject confession of 
guilt and complicity would have been greeted with scorn by any 
who looked eagerly for signs of hypocrisy, and even those who 
did not question its sincerity would have felt no great urge 
at the time to exercise the Christian virtue of forgiveness.

Of the critics who greeted Strahlungen on its appearance

1. See Earl Jaspers: Die Schuldfrage, ZtLrich, 1947.
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it must be admitted that some at least seized what seemed to 
be a golden opportunity to find a way out of the unhappy 
situation in which so many G-ermans found themselves after 1945. 
Here was a man who offered them a convincing argument to 
support their own conduct* They, like he, had done their duty 
despite scruples and mental reservations® As German citizens 
they had served their country in its hour of peril. The time 
for protests and hostility towards the legal government had 
passed with the outbreak of hostilities. A nation at war 
fighfcs for independence if not survival, and this has always 
been so. And thus to many sincere, if misguided, patriots it 
must appear that only the traitor can refuse to serve his 
country on the grounds that it alone is responsible for the 
conflict in progress. To work, even in secret, for national 
defeat would be unworthy of an honourable man*

It is true, of course,- that such an argument can be used to 
provide an alibi for the guilty and the misguided as well as 
the genuinely innocent, and the critics outside Germany, 
together with the official spokesmen of East German communism 
have not been slow to point this out* The problem facing us 
here is that in terms of the national state the argument may 
be valid when put forward sincerely; but in this age of 
transition such an attitude can no longer find general 
acceptance. In a conflict of ideologies which transcends
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national frontiers the individual can no longer account for 
his actions by explaining his conduct in patriotic terms if 
his country has "been defeated; despite the fact that nationals 
of the victorious states are encouraged by their governments 
to do just this. (One cannot help remembering here that even 
in the Soviet Union the Second Y/orld War is officially known as 
the ’’Great Patriotic War"c)

Y/ith such problems in mind we have decided in this chapter 
to select several fairly typical examples of the various types 
of criticism to which Strahlungen was subjected, and to 
attempt an assessment of the work based on these examples 
which, it is hoped, will enable us to arrive at a less subjec
tive judgement of its merits and its weaknesses*

Of all the attacks on the war diaries of Ernst Jlinger 
which appeared in Germany towards the end of 1949 and during 
1950 surely the most bitter and most detailed was that published 
in the American owned Berlin monthly Der Monat by Peter de 
Mendelssohn.'*'0 The writer, who had been forced to leave 
Germany in 1934 because of the racial policy of the new regime, 
returned to the country in 1945 and remained there as a 
correspondent for the New Statesman. He met and interviewed

1. Mendelssohn: Gegenstrahlungen, Ein Tagebuch zu Ernst
Jlingers Tagebuch. Der Monat,” 2. Jahrgang,
Nr. 14, November 1949, PP 149-174.
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Ernst Jilnger in the summer of 1949 and received a copy of
Strahlungen from the publisher in Ttlbingen shortly afterwards.
His long article in Der Monat is written in diary form and
covers the period from his meeting with Jtinger in Ravensburg
to the time when in a northern Italian holiday resort he
finally completed his comments on the new book* Allowing for
the natural bitterness of a man whose political views and
racial background make it impossible for him to suppress his
just indignation when dealing with a former enemy, our first
impression of this long article was marred by the fact that
the author leaves his readers in no doubt as to his personal
dislike of the writer he interviwed on a hot, sunny afternoon
in Ravensburgo The sarcastic and irrelevant comments on
Jtinger1s home background and the tasteless remarks on his way
of speech or of his cold manner can hardly be described as the
best form of introduction to detailed comments on a work which
surely ought to be judged on its own merits.1* The coldness
of Ernst Jtinger has long been apparent to all those who have him
met/for the first time* The writer of this essay was able to 
confirm the impression for himself when he met Jtinger in Uber- 
lingen in September, 1961; but to any sympathetic observer it 
quickly becomes clear that this attitude of reserve is no more 
than a form of self defence employed by a man who has never

*L° Gegenstrahlungen, p 149.



mastered the art of dealing with strangers unless they be either 
completely natural and naive country people with no knowledge 
of the literary world or highly intellectual and cultured 
persons whose presence and attitude of mind immediately arouses 
a sympathetic response in Jtinger himself. Moreover, the 
extreme sensitivity of a man such as Ernst Jtinger makes it 
inevitable that he should be acutely aware of personal animosity 
such aSi that so obviously felt by Mendelssohn. The opening 
remarks of Gegenstrahlungen are thus highly unfortunate, the 
more so since many of the later comments prove to be worthy of 
careful attention, and may indeed have influenced Jtinger himself 
when he was preparing the second version of Strahlungen for 
the press in 1954*

Before proceeding to a detailed examination of the contents
of the war diaries* Mendelssohn comments in general on Jtinger's
later prose style, a good example of which he finds in the
short novel published in 1939s Auf den Marmorklippen. Here,
Mendelssohn believes, we are offered a novel which has been
condensed to the narrow limits of a longish short story in order
to pass more easily through the censor's hands:

"Um durchzurutschen, muss er sich sozusagen aalglatt 
machen0 Hier ist aus der Not aine ausgezeichnete Tugend 
gemacht. Aber bleibt sie Tugend, wenn Not und Nbtigung 
nicht mehr bestehen? Ist aus Pose Habitus geworden bei Jlinger?" 2.

2. Gegenstrahlungen, p 150.
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It is hard not to agree also with Mendelssohn’s later 
remark when he refers to the many fictitious names and allusions 
to earlier events of which no other mention is made in 
Strahlungen: Es ist aber Sache des Autors, den Leser 
einzuweihen. Andernfalls versteht der nicht.

Here, at least, the critic has drawn attention to what is 
undoubtedly one of the least satisfying aspects of the war 
diaries. The reader is aware that the original diaries were 
kept at a time when incriminating documents could have most 
serious consequences for the writer if they fell into the hands 
of the authorities© The need to camouflage and conceal 
criticism of government policy and of the leaders themselves 
was obvious to all, and Jlinger1s use of the name of Kniebolo 
for Hitler or of Grand Geschier for Goebbels is transparent 
enough to enable any reader to guess the true identity of the 
persons concerned. Had the manuscript been found during the 
war there is little doubt that Jlinger’s position would have 
been grave indeed. It is, in consequence, easy to understand 
why the author should do his best to find less transparent ways 
of concealing personal identity when referring in his diaries 
to friends who shared many of his views® In this he was largely 
successful; but by retaining such devices in the published

1. Mendelssohn, p 150.



version of 1949, he mystifies his readers for no apparent 
reason, and thus causes them needless irritation.

What could he hope to achieve "by withholding the identity 
of friends whom he mentioned in Strahlungen when he might have 
been expected to assume that they would no longer be exposed 
to any real danger if their names appeared in print? Are we 
faced with an example of poor taste on his part, or must we 
imply that for Jtinger the situation in 1949 was not so very 
different from that in which the diaries were written? Did 
he perhaps feel that his published diaries might yet be used 
in evidence against him and his friends by one if not all of 
the occupation powers? We have seen earlier1, that Ernst 
Jtinger neither claimed nor wished to publish his diaries in 
their original form* He insisted on the need to revise and 
modify the entries in an attempt to present to the reading 
public a truly 'literary' diary which satisfied his own 
standards of style and language. But even if this had not ceen 
his intention and he had wished to make his rough notes pu-blic, 
the reader would still have the right to expect him to provide 
a key to the understanding of passages and names which political 
conditions had forced him to conceal or disguise at the time.
An answer to this question may perhaps be found in a passage

1, See Chapter 2, p 1b



published later in Jahre der Qkkupation1* In it Jlinger makes 
it plain that the first years of allied occupation had left him 
with the impression that though the new authorities might have 
new names the trend towards totalitarianism continued as before„ 
However justified his impression may have been as far as East 
Germany was concerned, his suspicions of the authorities in 
the west must appear exaggerated* Indeed, he, too, may have 
had second thoughts, for some of the riddles were to be solved 
for the reader in the second version of Strahlungen, It must 

be admitted, however, therb a sufficient number of obscure 
allusions remain in this later version to justify Mendelssohn's 
objection even in this case0 What might be understandable in 
a diary kept for private use and then published posthumously; 
what might, indeed, be a further fascinating trait serving to 
whet the reader's appetite and satisfy the desire so many of us 
share for the enigma end the mystery, ceases to be either 
amusing or interesting when we realize that the author is 
deliberately being obscure at a time when no good reason can be 
found for his obscurity. The same may be said for the passages

1. Die Regierungen 16sen sich wie Glieder eines Bandwurms ab; 
ihr Kopf, ihr intelligibler Charakter bleibt bestehen. Jede 
baut eine Reihe von neuen Sellen an das Gef&ngnis an. Die 
Staatskunst l&uft immer mehr da,rauf hinaus, bei alldem die 
Illusion der Freiheit zu erzeugen, also ist neben der Polize 
die Propaganda das Kauptmittelo Der Vorg&nger war immer der 
Teufel; die Zukunft wird gl&nzend sein. J.d.O., pp 153-4.



written in a style which hinders easy interpretation. If the 
author cannot communicate his meaning to his readers, then 
either he must be accused of muddled thinking or he is i
deliberately making unwarranted demands upon his readers by ,
forcing them to unravel mysteries which could easily have been 
cleared up by a few introductory remarks* The only other 
explanation would be that the writer’s command of language 
left much to be desired, and of this not even his most hostile 
critics have accused Ernst Jlinger.

A further relevant criticism made by Mendelssohn in his
article concerns a remark made by Jtinger in his introduction
to the first edition of Strahlungen:

Diese sechs Tagebticher fasse ich als meinen geistigen 
Beitrag zum zweiten Weltkrieg auf, soweit ihn die 
Peder leistet. 1.
Such a statement when considered carefully must inevitably 

give rise to doubts in the reader’s mind. One is tempted to 
echo Mendelssohn’s question: Was heisst „geistiger Beitrag 
zum zweiten Weltkrieg”? If by this Jtinger means:„Beitrag zur 
Ftihrung dieses Krieges”, then on whose side? And, in any 
event, a contribution made four years after the end of 
hostilities cannot seriously be accepted as such. This would 
be a logical absurdity. If, on the other hand, the author 
really wished to offer his work as a „Beitrag zur

/V
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nachtr&glichen Durchleuchtung des Krieges mid der Kr&fte, die
ihn ftpten", then he is offering the reader a work for which
he makes great claims, and he must expect it to be judged the
more severelyo10 In fairness to Jtinger it must be said that
he almost certainly intended his remark to be taken literally©

2Prom another entry in Strahlungen ° it is apparent that he 
regards any activity carried on by the individual at a given 
time as a contribution on the part of that individual to the 
spiritual atmosphere of the period, despite the fact that no 
one else may be aware of this activity. The original diaries 
were kept during the war, and thus the writer believed that he 
was making a contribution, however small, to the events of the 
moment. As he wrote his diaries he belied that his words would 
have their effect on the world around him, although they most 
certainly would not be consciously heard or seen by any of his 
fellow me.n0 To this interpretation may also be added the fact 
that the cessation of hostilities in 1945 was not followed by a 
peace treaty, and therefore, technically at least, the Second 
World War continues in Europe until this day0

However we choose to understand Jtinger's words, the second 
version of Strahlungen reveals that the author himself was not 
entirely happy about them, and the text now reads: Auf diese

10 Mendelssohn, p 152. 
2c Str(a), p 10o



/(,

sechs Tagebilcher beschrftnkt sich meine Autorschaft im zweiten 
Weltkriego

In his long and frankly hostile article Mendelssohn seizes 
every opportunity to criticise his subject and underline the 
weak points he succeeds in uncovering in the diaries,. Indeed, he 
goes so far as to reject the diary form as a valid means of self 
expression in its own right, at least if it be offered as a 
literary diary® His objection is that if such a diary is not 
an „Erg&nzung des geschlossenen Y/erkes, sondern wie hier an die 
Stelle des Werkes tritt", then this merely allows the writer 
to confuse his readers, to lead them up any path and leave 
them there® If there is no work to comment on, Mendelssohn 
feels, then the person of the author takes its place® But few 
authors are, in his opinion, even remotely as interesting as 
their books, 6

Comments such as these make it difficult for us to treat 
his more relevant criticisms with the careful attention they 
certainly deserve. From the outset we are aware that the 
hostility felt by Mendelssohn towards his subject will inevitably 
lead him to negative conclusions. Since the only literary 
diaries he is prepared to accept are those written during the 
creation of a major work of art, (he quotes the example of 
Thomas Mann who published such a commentary on his novel

1. Str(b), p 13.
2. Mendelssohn, pp 152-3*
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Dr Faustus), Strahlungen is disqualified from the start. And 
yet it is hard not to accept at least partially what he has to 
say about Ernst Jtinger's style0 Mendelssohn points out that 
although the author of Strahlungen may have renounced his love 
of militarism, his language remained characteristic of a man 
who once sought his readers amongst the members of the 
Stahlhelm group0 The influence of military jargon, or at least 
of the harsh, precise, almost brutal manner of the Prussian 
officer on the barack square or the field of battle had always 
been an important factor in Jtinger' s style, at least until 1945« 
It was not for nothing that he wrote the official manual used 
for German infantry training in the Reichswehr shortly after 
the First World War.1*

Mendelssohn is not alone here. Critics as far apart
2  ̂politically as J,P0 Stern * and H. Kaiser have said as much

in studies devoted to his work as a whole. It cannot be said,
however, that IJtJtriger is insensitive to sound* His two essays
dealing with problems of language were reissued recently in one
volume under the title Geheimnisse der Sprache, *̂ Everything he
writes is subject to constant revision, and if the result is
at times shocking to some of his readers, this is surely
because he does not regard himself as a creator of style and
language in the tradition of the nineteenth century classical

1. Paetel, p 8 3,
2. Stern, pp 26-27.
3. Kaiser, pp 252-3.
4. Frankfurt, 1963: contains the essays Sprache und Kttrperbau. 

1947 and Lob der Vokale, 1934,
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writers, but rather as one who strives to make the best and 
most effective use of contemporary German, Jtinger, unlike his 
brother Friedrich Georg, is not a poet* Pie seeks his effects 
in directions which are linked more closely to the accuracy and 
exhaustive, analysis of scientific observations than to the 
world of music and sound to which poetry belongs*

The remainda? of Mendelssohn's remarks on Strahlungen are 
largely devoted to criticisms of the author's conduct during the 
war years, and he asks a number of pertinent questions which 
Jtinger may well have taken into account when preparing both the 
second version of Strahlungen and the final volume of the war 
diaries: Jahre der Qkkupation for the press. Here again one is 
forced to conclude, however, that whilst the criticisms are not 
irrelevant, they are clearly the result of a state of mind which 
made quiet reflection and sympathetic consideration utterly 
impossible. If Jtinger watched an allied air attack on the 
suburbs of Paris and did so from his balcony over a glass of 
burgundy - this was an excellent example of extreme bad taste to be 
quoted with obvious relish by Mendelssohn.1, If he recorded 
details of his meetings with French men of letters and prominent 
members of Vichy society, including such names as Cocteau, Drieu 
la Bochelle, Marcel D&at and Gallimard, Mendelssohn objects that 
there were too many of Hitler's and Goebbel's 'Kreaturen* amongst 
his acquaintances. Why, he asks, did Jtinger not choose his
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friends from amongst the resistance groups?1* We mention this 
second criticism if only to illustrate further the influence of 
the period on individual judgements* In 1949 few in the west L
would have disagreed with Mendelssohn when he referred to Cocteau,
Drieu la Rochelle, Montherlant and Morand with obvious feelings 
of revulsion; but this would certainly not be true today now 
that Cocteau, Montherlant and Morand have long since been 
rehabilitated, and even the work of Drieu la Rochelle has
recently been republished by Gallimard in the series

2La Biblioth&que id£ale. 0

It was in connection with the suicide of Drieu la Rochelle
who edited the Nouvelle Revue Prancaise during the German— — -------------------------------------

occupation of Paris that Jtinger was to refer to the resistance 
forces as StiefelptltzeP* in an entry chosen by Mendelssohn 
as a further instance of his utter lack of tact and taste. In 
as much as Jtinger appears to classify all members of the 
resistance under this heading, the reader may feel, even after 
almost twenty years, that his choice of words was unfortunate*
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1* Biendelssohn, p 157.
2. Paris, 1962.
3. Writing on 7th September, 1944, in Kirchhorst Jtinger said:

Nachmittags trat dr Gtipel ein, der auf dem Wege von Amsterdam 
nach Dresden war* Er erz&hlte, dass Drieu la Rochelle sich 
in Paris erschoss* Es scheint ein Gesetz zu geben, nach dem 
gerade jene, die aus edlen Crtinden die Preundschaft zwischen 
den Vttlkern fttrdern wollten, fallen mils sen, w&hrend die 
niederen GescMftemacher davonkommen. Auch Montherlant soil 
verfolgt werden. Er war noch in der Meining befangen, dass 
ritterliche Preundschaft mttglich ware, und wird nun von den 
Stiefelptitzern des Besseren belehrt. Str(a), p. 556*



It is highly probable, of course, that Jtinger's remarks on 
this occasion were directed specifically at those responsible 
for the fate of Drieu and the persecution of Montherlant; but L 
if the writer failed to make this clear in his entry, and thus 
left himself open to criticism, he alone must accept 
responsability for his own careless use of language. Moreover, 
since Jtinger's published diaries are not spontaneous records 
of events and moods, but carefully edited versions of the 
original, published after detailed revision and consideration, 
little room is left for remarks which might otherwise be 
ascribed to a moment of violent reaction. We are forced to 
conclude, therefore, that the writer was unable to live up to 
his own standards of objective analysis when dealing with 
phenomena which he found repulsive. Whilst it is wrong to 
insinuate, as Mendelssohn has done, that all Jtinger's friends 
are noted for their right wing extremism, there can be little 
doubt that he had little time during the Second World War for 
movements which endeavoured to achieve theit ends by violent 
means. Just as his Paris acquaintances in the war years1’ were 
bound to be men whose views were acceptable to the occupation 
authorities and who thought it expedient to cultivate the right

1« When Jtinger first came to Paris in 1941 he endeavored 
to communicate with Jean Schlumberger only to find that 
"er weilt jedoch, wie fast alle meine frtiheren Bekannten, 
nicht in Paris’1. Str(a) p. 32,
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people, so his experience in the German H.Q. led him to reject 
the activities of the French resistance and the policy of 
sabotage carried out by its members* Such policies merely 
gave rise to demands for reprisals from Berlin, and greatly 
complicated the task of the more moderate German elements in 
Paris who were forced to conceal such actions whenever possible 
in order to avoid the inevitable instructions from higher
authorities which resulted in further mass executions of

*l harminnocent civilians* * It is arguable today that morê /fchan
good was done by the resistance in France at least before June
1944. Their efforts were of necessity too limited to affect
seriously the German war effort or to loosen the hold of the
occupation armies over the country. Only when the allied
iLorces had invaded and were advancing towards Paris could
activity behind the lines seriously disrupt communications and
thus disorganise the German plans for defence. By that time
Paris was being evacuated and Jttnger was no longer in a position
to judge the effectiveness of such operations from a purely
military point of view. It is, in any case, hard to see how a
German officer who had no intention of betraying his country
could be expected to have either a reason or the desire to
seek the acquaintance of members of an organisation which was
prepared to allow the innocent to suffer for its crimes.

1* Jahre der Qkkupation, p. 178



Concluding our study of Mendelssohn's article, we must 
mention two comments he makes concerning Jtinger's life in Paris 
during the war years0 Ought he, asks Mendelssohn, to have 
enjoyed himself in this city under Nazi occupation? And he 
lends weight to his question by referring to other German 
officers who could not bear to visit the city at the time of 
its tragic humiliation. It is clear that Jtinger himself later 
gave great thought to the question, promoted perhaps by this 
type of criticism. He is at pains to explain in Jahre der 
Okkupation why he accepted Speidel's invitation to serve on the
H.Q* staff and implies that he did so to escape the unwelcome 
attention of party officials who had long viewed him with 
suspicion*1* Speidel, too, wrote later that Keitel himself 
had warned him against such an appointment, saying „Ernst 
Jttnger ist ein geffthrlicher Mann. Sie werden sich mit einer 
Versetzung Jtlngers in Ihren Stab nur schaden.,f̂ °

But these explanations were to be published later and it is 
to Jahre der Okkupation that one must turn to find an answer 
to Mendelssohn's other question:„Was hat der Mann an Gutem

I. J.i. 0., p 179o
2. Hans Speidel: Briefe aus Paris und aus dem Kaukasus 

in Festschrift ftir Ernst JtLnger zum. 6 0. Geburtstag.
Frankfurt "a .'I., 1955, p IM.



gestiftet in seiner zeiten geistigen Heimat?"1* In his
2detailed reply * Jtinger makes no great claims for himself; 

but as one of the group of officers around General von Stulpnagel 
in Paris, he can be said to have played his part in keeping 
alive the spirit of courtesy and common decency which still 
found adherents, amongst the conservative, professional soldiers 
whose training dated back to the days of the old Imperial army0 
It is obvious that such men found little sympathy after the 
war in the ranks of the liberal and left wing critics. Their 
political views were labelled as 'reactionary1 and in the 
turmoil and chaos of the first post-war years few were able to 
understand the dilemma in which such men found themselves in 
1933* Forced to choose between communism and national socialism, 
they had no doubts as to the correct choice. If one of these 
two evils was to be accepted, their conscience reassured them 
that they had decided in favour of the lesser. It must be 
remembered, too, that the aim of the attempted assassination 
of July 20th, 1944, was to replace Hitler by a leader who could 
conduct armistice negotiations with the western allies and 
continue military operations in the east. Nowhere did the plan 
find stronger support in German military circles than amongst 
the officers serving in Paris.

Such an attitude meets with far more sympathy today than in

lo Mendelssohn, p 158.
2o J.d.Oo, pp 179-181.
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1949o Mendelssohn and his fellow critics wrote shortly after 
the full extent of German atrocities had been revealed for all 
to see* Many years were to pass before similar revelations 
from official sources in the Soviet Union were to make it 
obvious that equally frightful crimes had been committed in 
that country, at least until Stalin’s death* Mendelssohn's 
claim that Jtinger in his search for freedom ought to have 
supported the allies and abandoned his countrymen to their own 
devices cannot any longer be seriously accepted as sound 
criticism of the writer’s conduct during the war years,1’ Even 
if one agrees that the western allies stood for ideals worthy 
of respect and for comparative freedom, their wartime alliance 
with the Soviet Union showed them to be capable of ’supping with 
the devil, provided they had sufficiently long spoons’, and thus 
made a mockery of their principles in the eyes of any 
reasonably objective observer. And finally, even if it be 
argued that recent developments within the Soviet Union prove 
that the system is capable of positive development, who can say 
what the political scene would have been like in a victorious 
Germany twenty years after the war. Jtinger and his friends 
clearly hoped to play their humble part in reversing the brutal 
policies of the National Socialist leaders, just as the present 
rulers of the U.S.S.R. claim to have done in that state today.
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The fact that only three of Ernst Jtinger's works have so 
far "been published in the United Kingdom and thus "become 
available to the reading public there in a form which did not, 
however, prove attractive enough to win him wide popularity1*, 
did not prevent the critics from displaying quite considerable 
interest when Strahlun&en and the novel Heliopolis were 
published in Germany in 1949- A detailed and largely 
favourable review devoted to both works was to be found in 
the Times Literary Supplement of 12th January, 19512*, in 
which the author, unlike so many in Germany a^vell as in 
England, did not react unfavourably to Jttnger's deliberate 
„Absetzung vom Gegenstand". This carefully cultivated 
approach to the world has led many to agree with J.P. Stern 
when he writes of a "defective response of his sensibility*' 
or claims that "it is merely the object under his glazed eye 
that changes. Scenes of violence alternate with entomological 
still-lifes . ^*

The accusations of extreme coldness and indifference which 
results from reactions such as these are explained satisfac
torily and, to our mind, convincingly by the anonymous 
reviewer in the Times Literary Supplement when he writes: "yet

1* The Storm of Steel, London, 1929; Copse 125, London, 1929;
On the Larble Cliffs, London, 1946.
Times Literary Supplement, 12.1.51. A German Visionary,Ernst Jtinger, p 24.

3. %'(»') , t .55 
4* j>f- ̂.S - it. •
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■the determination not to be overwhelmed by developments .....
but rather to build up an inner reserve against a seemingly
hopeless future, should not be rashly condemned. Herr Jtinger
is not as heartless as he may seem."1* And this aspect of
Strahlungen must surely be borne in mind by the critic. The
diaries may well have been revised after the war, but the
state of mind they are intended to convey is indeed that of
the author in wartime,. It is easy to condemn his attitude in
retrospect, but who could foretell in 1942 or 1943 what the
fate of nations, let alone individuals, would be0 Many, on
both sides of the battle line, may have shared Jtinger's
sentiments when all seemed hopeless; few were honest enough
to reveal such thoughts publicly at a later date.

It was the extreme interest shown in Germany for
Strahlungen, an interest which, naturally enough, was shared

2in Prance, 0 which most probably induced the editor of the 
series Studies in Modern European Literature and Thought 
(Bowes & Bowes, Cambridge), to commission the most detailed 
study of Jtinger' s work so far published in England, that by 
J.P. S t e r n . B u t  the author of this monograph, whilst 
recognising the outstanding talent of his subject and the

1. Times Literary Supplement, 12.1.51., p 24.
2. The war diaries were published by Julliard in 1951 together 

with an introductory volume: Banine: Rencontres avec Ernst 
Jtinger, Paris, 1951.

3. J.P. Stern: Ernst Jtinger, Cambridge, 1953.
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>1

importance of the issues he had chosen to discuss in his
work (death, total war and the depersonalisation of modern
man1*), makes it plain at the outset that he does not intend
to write yet another eulogy: "While urging the importance of
these issues, I shall try to show that his response to them
relegates him to the rank of the second-rate, even though in
his particular themes he has, as a matter of historical fact,

2no master." 0
Nevertheless, Stern's approach to his task is of great 

interest in that he is mainly concerned with the analysis of
Jtinger's style. In the main, all the critics who have
discussed Ernst Jtinger's views over the years, including those 
who disagreed violently with his political views, have conceded 
that he is a master of modern German prose. Georg Luka'cs
could say of his early war hooks that they were "wirksame und
nicht wertlose Erz&hlungen" , ~>0 and coming from him, this was 
a remarkable concession, and even the author of a recent 
review in Voprosy Literatury, whilst making all the usual 
accusations, admits that his works are 'highly artistic'.^"0 

J.Po Stern felt it worthwhile to take up a challenge 
issued by Ernst Jtinger himself in Strahlungen. There he wrote

1. Stern, p 7.
2. Ibid, p 7o
3. G. Luk&cs: Die Zerstttrung der Vernunft, Berlin, Borina,

1955, p. 42TT4. A. Karel'skii: Protiv ideologii revanshisma, in Voprosy 
Literatury, No. 7, Moscow, 1%3, P 219.
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at some length on 14th December, 1944, of a study published
in Die Weltwoche (Ztlrich) by Hans M f . 1, Jtinger conceded
that some of Mf's remarks about the peculiarities of his style
were good; but he did not agree that these peculiarities
sprang from his individual use of language. He saw them as
the result of developments in the German language itself, and
he concluded: Hier kttnnte ein Gegner hohen Ranges, der meine
Arbeit tiberschaute, Einw&nde bringen, die auf die Gesamtlage
sich grtinden, docfe, die zu formulieren schliesslich nicht

2meine Aufgabe ist© *
The opportunity to question such an assertion was indeed 

too good to be missed© No one would wish to deny that the 
writer is obliged to make use of the tools with which society 
provides him. These tools may well have been blunted during 
the past fifty years, and Stern is able to sum up most 
strikingly the effect of social pressures on the German 
language during that time© It is unfortunately true that 
German has suffered more than other European languages, with 
the possible exception of Russian© Corruption of usage has 
indeed spread to every kind of writing, and the press has 
undoubtedly "dulled public taste and blunted discrimination 
into accepting a language replete with grossness,

1. Hans Nftf: Zu einem Euch von E.J.,Die Weltwoche, SEbich,
2. Str(a), p 592. 29.10.41.
3. Stern, pp 18-19.
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pretentiousness and abstraction”.1# But Jtlnger, like any
other writer, is i£ill free to choose the manner in which he
will use his tools, however inadequate they may have become,
and there are mannerisms peculiar to his style which make it
easy to identify his works and cause them to stand out as
expressions of a highly individualistic mind® Some of these
mannerisms border on the precious, as, for instance, the
peculiarity found in Auf den Marmorklippen, not to mention his
diaries, where so many sentences begin with the word * so1*
J 0P0 Stern refers in one of his most illuminating passages to
JUnger's use of the optional final -e of masculine and neuter

2datives, ° He points out correctly that "there is in English 
no equivalent of the temper of harshness and imperious self- 
assertion which Jlinger achieves by the simple addition of 
this one vowel. Used over a period of thirty years it has 
become a simple mannerism and cannot be condemned for any 
serious reason," Often the final -e may be added for the sake 
of balance or rhythm® But Stern feels that this mannerism 
throws into relief "a mode of expression in which 
peremptoriness predominates."^*

In common v/ith Mendelssohn and, indeed, with many who 
reviewed Strahlungen, Stern is troubled by the many contrasting

1« Stern, p 19.
2o Ibid, p 18.
3. Ibid, p 18.
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entries in the diaries in which he is shocked by what appears 
to him to be a sad lack of taste on the author's part* He 
refers in particular to the scene described by Jtinger in which, 
as he witnessed the execution of a deserter near Parisf his 
attention was attracted in turn by the man himself and then by 
a tiny fly "which hovers about the man's now twitching and now 
dead face".10 Such critics are quick to point to these 
examples as concrete proof of that utter lack of feeling on the 
part of the autnor for his fellow men, even in their moment of 
greatest suffering* But is the scene not an equally convincing 
piece of evidence in favour of the theory that the sensitive 
observer, powerless to alter the course of events, can only 
preserve: his own sanity by seeking some alternative object 
which migjxt serve to remind him at such moments of a higher 
order of things which cannot be seriously disturbed by the 
madness of man? There are times when the highly intelligent 
observer may clutch at anything in order to save himself from 
complete despair and hopelessness* The coldly scientific 
approach can be as effective a means of self defence as any 
other* As for the critics' concern over the contrasting 
entries in which tragedies are succeeded by trivialities, this, 
too, is natural in a diary in which several days may elapse 
between one entry and the next, thus accounting for what may 
appear in print to be cynical indifference to the fate of others*
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The human mind is acutely sensitive to external influences, 
and an interval of twenty four hours may well produce in the 
individual a change from extreme pessimism to careless optimism© 

Outstanding among the many short reviews which appeared in 
the months that followed the publication of Strahlungen was 
that by Arnold Gehlen. In common with Mendelssohn and Stern 
Gehlen is unfavourably impressed by trivialities2- and by many 
entries in which Jlinger writes in detail of his dreams© The 
long lists of book titles seem equally unnecessary : 
"methodisches Exhumieren, oder, wenn das schlecht klingt - 
Perlenfischeri"^I These features, together with the numerous 
anecdotes and 1bonmots1 lead this reviewer to conclude that
11 mit engem Eechen durchgegangen und auf 250 Seiten (staff 648) 
gebracht, w&re es (Strahlungen)grossartig; geworden."^*

But for all these justifiable criticisms Gehlen is aware 
of the danger of superficial judgement© If one leafs through 
a book of this type, and thus misses the underlying message 
which can be decyphered by the discerning reader, then one is 
tempted to compare the resulting impression with that conveyed 
by other diaries, and the comparison does not flatter Ernst 
Jtinger:

1. Wiener literarisches Echo, 2. Jahrgang, 4.Heft, Juli-Dez.. 
1950, PP 72-75.2. Gehlen, p 72.

3. Ibid, p 72.
4. Gehlen, p 73.
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Vom Samuel Pepys unterscheidet den Autor der Mangel an 
Naivit&t Und Saftigkeit, im Vergleich zu den Goneourts 
stttrt die minimale Zahl bedeutender Partner, und 
Flauberts machtvolle Objektivit&t, die gewaltige Stoff- 
massen bis auf feinste Ausschl&ge ausw&gt, tlberschattet 
den ungemessenen Gebrauch des Wortes "Ich" in diesem Bucho 0
Jtinger, as Gehlen reminds us, uaintains that the ego is

itself „ein objektives Datum, zwar ein "accident", aber ein
"accident absolu", und dass es eine Art metaphysischer
Egozentrik gibt, vorausgesetzt, dass das Ich sich gegen das

oB5se in ihm weniger verteidigt als tlberhaupt erst herstellt".
And he refers to an important entry in Strahlungen where
Jtinger reveals how clearly he understands the situation in
which the individual finds himself today:

Seit langem sind bereits die Zeiten tiberboten, in denen 
das Eigentum als Diebstahl galtc Zum Luxus z&hlt auch die 
eigene Art, die Heraklit den Damon des Menschen nennt.
Im Kamp^ um sie, im Y/illen sie zu wahren, liegt eines der 
grossen, der tragischen Themen unserer Zeit.3«
It is thus on the philosophical plane that the reader can

find the true meaning and significance of the war diaries, and,
as Gehlen rightly says, it is here that Jtinger is at his best.
Here he carries on a tradition stretching back through Leibniz
to Plato, and it is of Leibniz that we are reminded when we
read in Strahlungen:

... Ob nicht gerade darin der Grund zu unserer Existenz 
zu Suchen ist, dass Gott der Individuation bedtirftig sei.
Ich hatte dies GSftihl so oft beim Anblick der Insekten und
Meerestiere und all der unerhttrten Wunder der Lebensflut. 4.

1. Gehlen, p 73.
2. Gehlen, p 73o
3o Str(a), p Ulf-
4. Str(a),



And of all the reflections on this most important of
themes to be found in the war diaries, Gehlen singles out the
following entry as, perhaps, the most significant:

Paris, 14. September, 1942. Das Lebensr&tsel - der Geist 
is vor ihm an der Arbeit, wie an einem Kombinations— 
schlosse0 Das Unerhttrte an dieser Arbeit: dass der Inhalt 
im Iresor sich ftndert je nach der Methodik, durch die man 
ihn erschliessto Man bricht das Schloss* und er ver— fltichtigt sicho !•
This surely, feels Gehlen, is one of the few examples in 

which modern thought has reached out beyond the limits attained 
by classical philosophers, and it is comparable to the con
cluding passages of Leibniz' Theodizee in which he describes 
the 'Balast des Verh&ngnisses'0 The rooms in it are arranged 
in the shape of a pyramid, each room containing a possible 
world* The real world is situated at the very top, but it has 
only a point and no base, reaching downwards into infinity® 
irom time to time G-od visits the lower rooms and takes pleasure 
in that he proceeds 'die Sachen zu wylerholen, und seine 
eigene Wahl zu erneuern, daran er notwendig einen Gefalien 

phaben musse *
All these images are symbols of cosmic abundance, and 

dreams or casual experiences, if they are correctly decyphered, 
may capture a tiny facet of the infinite whole* Thus it is 
that Jtinger, with a distant vision of such a mathematically 
arranged and harmonious infinity can write:

3 3
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Inmitten der ftirchterlichen Leiden, richtet sich die 
Zuversicht auf Gott und seine Ptihrung wie auf das 
wirksame System von Kurven einer httchst tiberlegenen Mathematik.l*
And Gehlen thus seeks to demonstrate that the influence 

of leihniz which he finds so clearly in the entries quoted 
above makes it not at all surprising that we find in Jtinger 
a belief in determination which remains at work even behind 
„bedeutungsvolle Zuf&llen02°

As Jlinger himself writes: ... dass nicht der Zufall, 
sondern ein System fein ausgewogener Notwenaigkeiten die 
Welt regiere, von den Bewegungen der Sterne bis in die 
Lappalien des Gltickspieles hinein."^*

In this connection it is interesting to note that Leibniz 
developed his Galcul des Probabilit&s from a careful study of 
the theory of Glticksspiele. And from a similar conviction 
springs Jtinger's belief in patterns of events and meetings 
which have been arranged expressly for his benefit* He sees 
in such apparently unconnected phenomena what Gehlen terms 
Mfragmentarische Ausschnitte eines hintergrtindigen Zusammen- 
hangs,^* a connected whole which can be perceived vaguely by 
the individual in his dreams0 It is indeed in this dream 
world, according to Jtinger, that we: ... mit alien Molektilen 
an kosmische Gedankenstrbme angeschlossen sind. Wir tauchen in

lo St4a}, v 
2* Gehlen, p 74.
3o Str(a), p3#i •
4o Gehlen, p 74.
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die Gew&sser der pr&- und postmortalen Intelligenz.J* In his 
concluding remarks Gehlen reaffirms his own positive reaction 

Strahlungen as a whole, and he suggests that the work can 
at least he approached more objectively from the philosophical 
standpoint. But he warns the reader that even here there are 
obstacles to be overcome, and these arise largely from the 
fact that Jtinger is not - and has never claimed to be - a 
philosopher. His position with regard to the subject is aptly 
described by Gehlen as uein nur sehr indirektes und abgeleitetes 
Verhaitnis.n

Although Ernst JUnger's works have never been widely known 
in the Spanish speaking world^* the reasonably friendly 
relations between Germany and Spain which developed after 1939 
led to a marked increase there in German culture and thought. 
This interest did not decline after 1945, and in 1951 an article 
by Carlos ^asuro ^ubells, published in a Government sponsored 
review, introduced the readers to Strahlungen and Heliopolis^0 

Cubells rightly pointed out the difficulties which arose 
in ohe case of Jtinger. Those who felt the urge to classify 
the writer and his work in terms of political ideologies could

l.Str(a), p M V2. Gehlen, p 75.
3- l-n Stahlge wit tern appeared in Spanish translation in 1930 and 

was fairly successful (Tempestades de acerpj translated by 
L. Verdaguer, Barcelona”! 1930), but none of Jtinger's other 
works were available to the reading public in Spain.

4. Cubells: Las iSltimas pbras de Ernst Jlinger in Arbor. Revista 
general de investigaci6n y cultura, Madrid, February 1951," pp. 268-272.
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not present a truly convincing case which conclusively proved
him to be a man of the left or of the right* Yet it was this
urge which had led so many critics to attack him as a supporter
of national socialism or to defend him as an anti-nazi, and the
only result achieved had been to obscure the real character of
the man and the true nature of his work,,1* Cubells had
realised that an accurate assessment of Jtingers work could only
be arrived at if the critic was willing and able to follow the
writer's life and trace the development of his thought step by

2step and without prejudice. # This fundamental need made it 
impossible for any reasonably objective judgment to be passed 
by those who had themselves been involved in the spiritual 
conflict of the age*

Cubells directs the attention of his readers to the basic 
difference between Jtinger's diaries covering the First World War 
and those which were published in 1949. Both sets of diaries 
had been written chiefly in France, but the situation of the 
protagonist in 1949 was totally distinct* Approaching the age 
of fifty, and after many years of bitter experience and 
reflection, the writer no longer dwelt at length on scenes of 
battle or of war in general, although these were not absent.
In Strahlungen Jtinger was concerned with problems which lay 
beneath the surface, with the formulation of the great questions

1. Cubells, p 268.
2. Cubells, p 268.
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which remained - and still remain - unanswered. His themes 
were not new to his work® He is still concerned with the 
steady spread of nihilism and with the search for ways in which 
it might he overcome; but nihilism, as he saw it after 1933, 
was no»£ embodied not by one political party or by one 
belligerent® The total rejection of traditional values made it 
possible for identical contrasts and ideas to exist within the 
ranks of each of the opposing sides. Allegiance to coalitions 
or to national units ceased to have any real meaning beneath 
the surface. Cubells sees Jtinger, in fact, as chiefly concerned 
with the struggle of the individual to save himself from being 
engulfed in the cataclysm provoked by the growing domination 
over mens' minds of the force aptly described by Nietzsche as 
„Der Wille zur Macht".1,

And he asks how Jtlnger really understood the war? For the 
author of Strahlungen, Cubells feels, it was the final stage 
in a process which he had foreseen with great accuracy in 
earlier works* And the ingredients of this process were: the 
will to power, technology developed to its logical conclusion 
and the predominance of quantity at the expense of quality.
This process is universal and certainly not exclusively German®2,

In the midst of the turmoil the individual is exposed to

I*Cubells, p 269.
2.Ibid, p 269o



suffering to a degree which at times borders on the 
unbearable. Intimate suffering and collective suffering. 
Suffering from which there can be no escape, and which mani
fests itself in the example of individuals forced by their 
position to carry out unjust orders, or to be helpless 
ohbokers during brutal massacres, or in the loss of a son who 
’gave his life for the Ftlhrer1. It is, in short, the 
suffering which results from the knowledge that all hope has 
gone, as in the case of a Polish prisoner released from a 
concentration camp on the day of victory, only to find that he 
had no homeland to return to.'1'*

And finally Cubells reminds his readers of that poignant
2scene m  Strahlungen * when the author watches an endless 

procession of American tanks passing his home at Iiirchhorst on 
11th April 1945. This was not just the spectacle of another 
military defeat. It signified the end of a world and the 
beginning of another for which, as yet, no mental categories 
e xi at o ̂ *

We have chosen this short contribution from Spain as a 
fitting conclusion to a chapter devoted to the opinions of the 
critics on Strahlun^en. Cubell's estimate appears to be the 
only one permissable to us at this time. It will be many years 
before it becomes clear whether the work of Ernst Jtinger can be

1. Cubells, p 270.
2. Str(a), pp 647-648.
3. Cubells, p 270.
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judged as a lasting contribution to the literature and thought 
of his country, before the weaknesses in his style, to which 
Stern has drawn attention, can be measured against the impact 
his works have had on his contemporaries and those who come 
later. jJime alone will show whether the diary form is or is not 
a suitable medium for literary works of permanent value, and 
the passing years will reduce the importance of political 
attitudes to a scale more in keeping with the dispassionate 
standards of historical evaluation* And only then will the 
student of Ernst Jtinger be able to approach his subject without 
feeling obliged to seek excuses for what now seem to be traces 
of ideological instability or even irresponsibility.

If one can accept the Spanish critic1 s thesis that Jtinger 
is concerned basically v/ith the individual's struggle for 
survival in a world increasingly dominated by the machine 
and the laws applicable to a world of machines, then his 
contribution in Strahlungen aJid in his later works acquires a 
significance which may perhaps attract attention far beyond 
the narrow limits of the German speaking world. It was, no 
doubt, in Germany that the historical process v/ith which 
Jtinger is deeply concerned first reached its acute stage; but 
the problems of Germany have long since become problems 
apparent throughout the world, and the questions he asks in 
the war diaries and later are questions which may well await
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a final answer long after the Second Y/orld War has become a 
distant memory of the past. It may be that on these final 
answers will depend also the ultimate assessment of Jtinger's 
work. Should quantity prevail over quality, should the urges 
of the masses prevail over the aspirations of what for the 
want of a better term we may call the 41ite, then greater 
names than that of Ernst Jtinger may well sink into oblivion 
as far as the world of literature is concerned*

TO
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Versions of 11 Strahlungen ".

Zum Tagebuch : die kurzen kleinen Notizen sind oft 
trocken wie Tee in Krumeln; die Abschrift ist das heisse 
Wasser, das ihr Aroma erschliessen soli. 1

By the time the first version of Strahlungen appeared
in 194-9 the manuscript, or parts of it, had already been
seen by several writers who published essays and longer
works on Ernst Junger shortly before he had himself been
granted persmission by the French occupation authorities
to appear in print again. G-. Nebel, an enthusiastic
admirer, included lengthy extracts from the war diaries
in what amounted to an anthology of Junger's works,
interspersed with commentaries and notes on the main
themes which had dominated his thought up to and including2Strahlungen and Heliopolis. The quotations from the 
war diaries which were published in this work were taken 
from the manuscript of the first version, and it was this 
text which had been seen by Hubert Becher, the author of 
one of the first monographs on Junger to appear in 
Germany after the war.^ Armin Mohler, who was Ernst 
Junger*s secretary from 1949 to 1953, and who wrote the 
first article on Strahlungen  ̂ , did have access however, 
to the original diaries, and he was able to illustrate in 
a later work how far the published version differed from 
the notes which had provided the raw material for the
1 Str (a), p 254.M
2 Nebel j Ernst Junger, Wuppertal, 1949.3 Becher : Ernst Junger, Warendorf, 1949.
4 Mohler : "Ernst Junger und sein Kriegstagebuch 

Strahlungen", in Der Ruf, Munich, vol 3, No 7, April, 
T94B

Chapter 6
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work."1-

Ernst Junger has always maintained that such notes 
were mere sketches, to be filled in and amplified at some 
later date. Referring in his introduction to Strahlungen 
to the final part of the work which was later to appear 
as Jahre der Okkupation , he wrote ;

Strahlungen - dies sei dei? Titel fur ein Sextett von 
Tagebuchern, das in den Jahren des zweiten Weltkrieges ent- 
standen ist.^ Von diesen sind hier die vier mittleren Teile 
vereinigt, wahrend der erste unter dem Titel Garten und 
Strassen bereits erschienen und der letzte noch <3er 
Nachreife bedurftig ist. Die Bucher klaren sich ja auch, 
wie Weine in Kellern, rein duroh die Zeit und ihre Ureignisse. 2

It would be incorrect to assume that his reference - 
to the need for Nachreife merely implied that he felt 
it advisable to put his manuscript aside until such time 
as the climate of public opinion would be more likely to 
ensure that it would be favourably received. For in 
addition to the quotation with which we opened this 
chapter, mention must be made of a longer passage in 
Jahre der Okkupation in which the author discusses his 
attitude towards the literary diary in some detail. This 
passage, which we quote below in full, concerns a con
versation between the writer and the French diarist Paul 
L^autaud in Paris:

Die Abschrift von Tagebuchern ist insofern wichtig, 
als sie den Rohstoff der ersten fluchtigen Fassung zu 
formen und zu beschneiden hat. Ich unterhielt mich im 
vorigen Jahr daruber mit L^autaud, der die Ansicht vertrat,
1 Mohler : Die Schleife, Zurich, 1955, pp 97 - 105»
2 Str (a), p 10.
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dass die Ursprunglichkeit der Niederschrift genau zu 
wahren sei. Man musse stilistische Mangel in Kauf nehmen. 
Das kann fur mich schon deshalb nicht gelten, weil ich 
vieles notiere mit der ausdrucklichen Absicht gelegent- 
licher Ausfuhrung* Bei anderen Stellen reichte die 
Stimmung oder auch einfach die Zeit nicht zu, um ihnen 
die erstrebte Klarheit zu verleihen0 So kann sehr wohl 
die Abschrift dem, was ich damals erlebte oder einsah, 
gerechter, getreuer sein. Auch ist es mir unmoglich, 
eine Fluchtigkeit auf sich beruh.en zu lassen - es sei denn, dass sie mir bei der Durchsicht gefallt wie ein Unkraut 
im Garten, das ich nicht ausjate. Das Original behalt 
demgegenuber den Wert des Skizzenbuchs• 1

In a conversation which I had with Junger in 
Uberlingen in 1961, he confirmed this attitude towards 
the literary diary, and he could see no real point in 
a detailed comparision of his published works with the 
original diaries which had served as raw material for 
them. He did admit, however, that he still had most of 
his original notes, an admission which would seem to 
indicate that work of this nature might be possible at 
some future date0 Indeed, if one compares examples of 
such original diary notes with the published versionspwhich appear in Strahlungen , it quickly becomes 
apparent that such a study would be of considerable 
interest.

The quotation with which we introduced this chapter 
appears in its original form in Die Schleife and reads 
as follows :

Tagebuch : kurze Notizen wie Tee in Krumeln; ich 
giesse spater bei der Abschrift das heisse Wasser auf, 
das ihnen das Arom entziehen soil. 3
1 Jahre der Okkupation, pll8.
2 Mohler : Die Schleife, pp 97-105.
3 Mohler, op. cit., p 105.
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The published version of this entry is to be found 
in Str(a) but not in Str(b), although it may be interesting 
to note that it reappears in the version which is to be 
found in the recent collected edition of Junger's works

We have chosen to meii±ion this entry as our first 
example in view of the fact that it serves well to 
illustrate two points<> Firstly it reveals clearly the 
attitude of the writer towards his task, and the use he 
makes of his original diaries when preparing them for 
publication; secondly we have before us at the outset a 
concrete example of the transformation that even the 
shortest entry may undergo before the author deems it 
worthy of the printed page. Indeed, despite the formidable 
proportions which the first version of Strahlungen 
assumed, it must not be forgotten that much original 
material was not used at all. In I960 Junger published 
a volume of aphorisms and notes, all of which were said 
to have been selected from amongst entries in the diariespwhich had not been included in Strahlungen.

A further example is furnished by an entry written 
during Junger's visit to the Soviet Union and is dated 
3rd January, 1943 :

Dachte dabei an das Gesprach mit Papa 1911. Ich hatte 
damals ein vorwarts gerichtetes Gefuhl : sah in eine Zeit 
der Technik mit demselben Staunen wie etwa naeh ruckwarts 
die Zeit der Saurier. 3

In its published form the entry has been extended
1 Werke, vol. 2, p 499.
2 Sgraffiti, Stuttgart, I960.
3 Mohler, p 100.
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to read :

Ich dachte flabei an ein G-esprach mit meinem Vater um 
1911. Sein Thema war, oh eines Tages der fliegende Mensch 
im Luftraum uns ebenso wenig erstaunen wurde wie ein Zug 
von Kranichen. Ich hatte damals ein vorwarts gerichtetes 
romantisches G-efuhl, als ob wir uns Saurierzeiten naherten. 
Das ist ein Zug, der mir verloren gegangen ist. Die 
Optik inmitten der Katarakte ist eine andere als jene, 
mit der man ihnen entgegentreibt. 1

It can be seen that the original notes have been 
developed to illustrate clearly two basic points in 
Junger's thought. The reader is reminded of other 
passages in his work in which he speaks of the confusion 
of the age and the obstacles which such confusion places 
in the path of an observer who seeks to understand theptrue significance of contemporary events. one remembers, 
too, that the „vorwarts gerichtetes romantisches Gefuhl", 
referred to in the entry, remained a characteristic 
trait in Junger's writing until after the publication of 
Der Arbeiter in 1932. Finally, the word Optik directs 
the reader's attention to Junger's search for a more 
comprehensive vision of reality, a search which began 
in earnest only after he wrote the Sizilischer Brief 
an den Mann im Mond in 1930.

Prom such examples as those quoted above it is obvious 
that when comparing entries in the published versions of 
Strahlungen one must always bear in mind the radical 
differences between the actual diaries written during 
the war years and thw work which was first offered to the
1 Str (a) , pp 253-4.
'vL Str (a) , p 9. . See also fiber die Linie, p 6.
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reading public in 1949. It may be true, as Gerhard Loose1claims , that the first version of Strahlungen is more 
closely linked to the original and consequently more 
authentic and effective as a diary than the revised 
edition which appeared in 1955, but the two examples 
already given above will serve to remind us that the link 
is not as close as Loose indicated when he spoke of Str(a) 
as giving the reader the impression that he was actually 
in possession of the original diaries. If this does 
appear to be the case, then it is entirely due to Junger's 
talent as a writer* The immense amount of work which went 
into the first published version succeeded in that the 
reader is never aware of the effort involved. And surely 
this must be the chief quality of a great prose writer.
The published version of his work reveals no traces of 
the labours which gave rise to it. He thus satisfies the 
strictest demands of good style*

Before examining in greater detail the changes to be 
found in the second version of Strahlungen it seemed.............  — . .w...■■ ■■

adviseable to introduce a system of classification which 
would make it possible to group the many examples of 
omissions and alterations under a limited number of 
headings* In seeking to explain satisfactorily why 
Junger decided to leave out certain entries or parts of 
entries it was, of course, clear that any attempt to group 
examples in this way, though justifiable for the sake of 
convenience, was bound to give rise to certain difficulties. 
An entry might well have been left out by the author for 
a variety of reasons, and it would therefore be misleading
1 Loose ; Ernst Junger , p i860
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to attribute the change to any one motive. Bearing this 
in mind we nevertheless proceeded to group the many examples 
of differences between the two versions under eight headings.

The first and most important type of alteration is
undoubtedly that which resulted from the author's desire
to reduce in a drastic manner the number of purely
personal entries. These changes were discussed briefly 
by Gerhard Loose, and they were interpreted by him as an 
attempt on the part of the writer to achieve what he 
describes as Entpersonlichung , and interpretation with 
which we entirely agree. One may reasonably assume that 
in making such changes Junger's object was to convey to 
his readers more effectively that impression of the 
detached observer with which they had become familiar in 
his earlier works. In Str(a) there were many indications 
that the observer had been swept down from his vantage 
point and had become chiefly concerned with watching his 
own reactions to the confusion which threatened to engulf 
him. However important the individual's mental and 
physical stated may be to him at all times, they can only 
be of real interest to those around him if they serve to 
illustrate a condition peculiar to a large number of his 
contemporaries, or if the experiences which give rise to 
his state of mind are of unusual significance. One of 
the difficulties confronting the writer of a literary 
diary arises from the fact that whereas information 
concerning such trivialities as the items of food consumed 
on a particular occasion , or the minor upsets of the 
organism might be of some general interest if they

1 Loose, Erhst Junger, p 186.
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appeared in a journal dating from Renaissance times 
they strike the contemporary as being merely tedious, if 
not in bad taste, when encountered in a modern diary* In 
any case such traits would be interpreted, and rightly so7 
as manifestations of extreme egocentricity.

Considerations such as these doubtless prompted Ernst 
Junger to reduce the number of entries relating to purely 
personal matters in Strahlungen • He may also have been 
anxious to remove from the revised version of his work 
what appeared to many to be signs of a rather arrogant 
state of mind. Might it have been this consideration 
which induced him to make less striking claims for his 
diaries as a whole? In the first version he had written 
of Strahlungen as "meinen geistigen Beitrag zum zweiten 
Weltkrieg"„  ̂ In Str(b) he was content to say merely :
“auf diese sechs Tagebucher beschrankt sich meine Autor- 
schaft im zweiten Weltkrieg,H -

For the sake of convenience we have grouped three 
types of omission which might equally well have been 
classified as autobiographical under the headings :
(2) References to earlier and later works; (3) Dreams 
and (4) General remarks which might be considered super
fluous , incongruous or in bad taste. In all such cases 
one could speak of further examples of Junger's desire 
to achieve Entp e r s o nli c hung, and of an attempt to remove
at least some of the remarks which shock the reader 
chiefly by their position in the text.
1 Gr.R.Hocke : Das europaische Tagebuch, Wiesbaden, 1963.

See extracts from Jacopo da Pontormo ( Diario 1554-1556), 
PP 575 - 593.2 Str (a), p 12.

3 Str (b), p 13.
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A frequently quoted example to which we referred in 
Chapter 5 1 concerns an allied air raid on Paris during 
which the author enjoys the spectacle from his hotel 
balcony over a glass of burgundy. In a subsequent entry 
made two days later we learn of the heavy casualties whichpresulted from the raid . It remains true, of course, 
that the author cannot be blamed for appreciating the 
beauty of a scene before he knew anything of the personal 
tragedy which ensued. We were similarly impressed by 
such displays of colour when we watched German raids on 
London during the war from the comparative safety of a 
nearby provincial town. In recording his feelings at a 
given moment Junger wrote sincerely and frankly, confident 
that he was not alone in what he felt. It is only in 
retrospect that his conduct appears to be open to criticism, 
and although his later knowledge could naturally do 
nothing to alter an earlier mood, one can perhaps question 
his good taste in publishing both the description of the 
spectacle and also information concerning the casualties 
which resulted from it. Whilst many similar entries have 
been removed from Str(b), the ones to which we refer above 
remain, and serve to remind the reader that in revising 
his text Junger was not easily influenced by adverse 
criticism of particular passages. As always he preferred 
to rely on his own judgement rather than on outside 
authority. And this is also true of his attitude towards 
politics and religion.

Likewise it appears probable that it was a desire to
1 Chapter 5, p .
2 Str (a) , p 522 and p 524.
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make Strahlungen rather less of a journal intime 1 , 
and not complaints from the critics which led him to 
suppress references to works which are generally considered 
to be unimportant, second-rate or at best exotic 
contributions to the world of literature. Such references 
could mean little to the average reader, and they tended 
to create the impression that the author was merely 
seizing every opportunity to parade his wealth of erudition 
or to demonstrate the breadth and variety of his interests. 
In fairness to Junger it must be said that he has always 
revealed a taste for the unusual and the macabre, and 
the nrading lists he gave in Str (a) did 'no more than 
reflect this taste. The fact that he is now joint editor 
of Antaios, a review which directs the attention of its 
readers towards those aspects of the universe and of the 
human mind which still lie beyond the range of modern 
science demonstrates quite clearly that his war-time 
reading to which he referred from time to time in the 
diaries simply indicated his main field of interest. But 
again, the value of such references in Strahlungen cannot 
be said to be bifcher than purely personal, the more so 
since little or nothing is said about the contents of the 
works mentioned.

The omissions which have been listed under the heading 
(5) Theological may be said to reflect a change in his 
attitude towards the Christian religion ig. the years after 
the war. Whilst his interest in religion did not diminish 
one is led to believe when comparing the two versions of 
Strahlungen that the attraction of orthodox explanations

1 H.-F. Amiel : Journal intime, Geneva, 1948.
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grew less for the author after 1945, and his growing 
coolness towards those who anticipated his conversion 
caused him to delete or revise some of his comments 
when he was preparing the second version for the press. 
Those who objected that Junger was hardly qualified to 
comment on theological matters since his knowledge of the 
Bible was that of a lay reader and not a traihed specialist, 
can hardly have seriously influenced his decision in this 
case. Nietzsche, too, never attempted to make a detailed 
study of the scriptures before he wrote his Antichrist.
In fact both writers were far more concerned with the 
practice of Christianity than with a discussion of the 
correct interpretation of the gospels. As Junger reminds 
his readers in the introduction to Strahlungen. the Church 
has not yet come to grips with problems of nineteenth 
century thought, let alone with developments in the 
twentieth.

A small group of omissions listed here under the 
heading (6) Atrocities, indicates the author's desire to 
tone down a little some of the more violent criticisms 
of his fellow countrymen which appeared in Str(a). These 
changes were presumably made not from any desire to 
exonerate Germans from blame, but rather because Junger 
had come to feel that attention should not be fixed solely 
on the crimes of one side. Whilst never endeavouring to 
gloss over German guilt he obviously felt that war crimes 
had their origin in the situation and the environment of 
the age. There was no basic streak of cruelty peculiar 
to the German character alone. As cirfcuunstances changed,

1 Str(a), p 17.
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other nations might well succomb to similar temptations, 
and thus it would become apparent that the evil attributed 
to the Germans was no more than a manifestation of the 
wickedness which lay beneath the surface in all human 
beings, a fundamental flaw in human make-up which in times 
of relative peace and stability might Remain dormant for 
long periods. It would only reveal itself when a situation 
arose which encouraged unbridled cruelty towards all 
branded as enemies by the recognised authorities of the 
land. It was surely this atmosphere which led even Junger 
to allow his emotions to get the better of his reason 
from time to time, as, for instance, when he repeated with 
obvious approval the words of Gautier : "la barbarie vaut 
mieux que la platitude", during his visit to Russia,1 By 
the time the second version of Strahlungen was published 
in 1955 events in Algeria, Korea and Indo-China had remind
ed Europeans that all men, not just the Germans, were 
sinners•

A further small division ; (7) Identity, contains a 
number of cases in which persons mentioned in the published 
diaries were given fictitious names, thus making it 
difficult, if not impossible, for the reader to understand 
the significance of the author*s statements. The need to 
conceal identity might well have been amply justified 
during the war years; but in 194-9 it could well be takeh 
as a further exgpiple of the writer* s lack of consideration 
for his readers* A desire to preserve the original 
atmosphere in which the diaries were written could hot 
justify the use of devices which had no meaning for the
uninitiated.
1 Str (a) , p 208*
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A final group of alterations and omissions : (8) Style, 
includes all the minor changes made by Junger with the 
object of tidying up the prose structure of his work. We 
have not included this group in the list of changes which 
we have appended to our essay in view of the fact that 
J.P.Stern has already devoted considerable attention to 
Junger's style in his monograph.1

Gerhard loose has argued that the reduction in size
of the second version of Strahlungen was made at the
expense of qualities which gave the original work the
appearance and atmosphere of a spontaneous record of2events. And indeed, if we value the diary as an account 
given by an individual of his activities and thoughts 
over a definite period of time, any attempt to reduce 
the personal element must inevitably detract from the 
quality of the work as a source for the student of human 
character. It is true, of course, that even in the case of 
a writer such as L^autaud who regarded his journal as a day 
to day record, a monologue taking place almost every 
evening, which was to be published as it stood, with all 
the repetitions and flaws of style it must contain, there 
must be snags. The interruptions to even the best organised 
daily routine make it difficult for the diarist to write 
as methodically and as regularly as he might wish to»

This factor explains,in part, the gaps one finds in 
most published diaries. But what if circumstances make 
it impossible for the diarist to record something he 
regards as important? Is it not inevitable that he should
1 Stern : Ernst Junger, pp 1,7-42.
2 Loose ; Ernst Junger , pl85?
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bring his record up to date at the first available 
opportunity? Thus an entry dated 23rd of the month may 
well have been made a day or so later. The events described 
may well have taken place on that date, but the entry is 
made at a different time. No one would wish to accuse 
the writer of deliberate falsification, but the interval 
which has elapsed between the event and the record will 
undoubtedly have influenced yet further the way in which 
it was recorded. The writer*s recollections of past 
happenings, subjective as they always must be, may well 
become even more distorted when viewed in retrospect<» The 
temptation to embellish and improve may sometimes be too 
great to resist. We have only to remember Goethe's famous 
prediction in his Kampagne in Frankreich to realise how 
tempting it is for the diarist to be wise after the event, 
and to credit himself with greater powers of perception 
than he in fact possesses.1

Despite the considerable difference between the 
original diaries and the published versions of Strahlungen 
to which we referred earlier in this chapter, it remains 
true that much of the fascination of the published diaries 
lies in the fact that the reader finds it easy to believe 
that he is re-living the past through the eyes of a 
highly intelligent and sensitive observer, experiencing
1 After the royalist armies had been defeated by the 

French conscripts under Dumouriez, Goethe claimed to 
have written on 19th September, 1792 : „Von hier und 
heute^geht eine neue Epoche der Weltgeschichte aus, und 
Ihr konnt sagen, Ihr seid dabei gewesen." ( Werke, vol.
10, Hamburg, 1959.") In fact these words were added 
almost thirty years later I *
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^gain the thoughts and "the emotions of "the wap years#
He is able to indulge in speculation as to the possible 
fate and future of Europe at a time when all had not yet 
been decided, when things might still have turned out 
differently. The purpose of such speculation may well 
be tfsgue and its usefulness may be questioned, but it 
remains nonetheless an attractive pasjitime, and Junger 
himself resorts to it on occasion, although well aware 
of its apparent futility. As he reminds us in his 
introduction, however : tlWer weiss was Frankreich in der 
B art ho1omausnacht verloren hat, und was der Unstern 
Wallensteins verhinderte?" 1 Who can say, indeed? But 
who could predict in 1941 the future course of individual 
and national destiny?

Yet despite the success achieved by Junger in persuad
ing his readers that they had in their hands an authentic 
record of his wartime thoughts and experiences, we are 
faced with the knowledge that not only was the book a 
greatly modified and transformed version of the diaries, 
but that the diaries themselves were kept at irregular 
intervals, and sometimes brought up to date after a 
considerable lapse of time. Ifi Strahlungen there are 
instances of the entries being combined under one date, 
and the author reminds his readers on at least one occasion 
that his entries covering several days were actually 
written on one single date. ' To these delays must be 
added the long interval which elapsed before Strahlungen 
was eventually published in 1949. Although t&is delay

1 Str(a), p 7.
2 Str(a), p 48.
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was obviously due in part to the unsettled situation and 
to the fact that Junger was not allowed to publishe in 
Germany, this was not the whole explanation. It would, 
for instance, have been theoretically possible for hims 
to print Jahre der Okkupation in 1949 , at the same time 
as Strahlungen , but he had spoken of this later work 
as being „ der Nachreife bedurftig,1,1 and it did not 
appear until 1958, despite the fact that the last entry 
in the work was dated 2nd December, 19480 2

These facts serve to remind us that the form in which 
Junger presented Strahlun.^en was to some extent artificial. 
The practice of dating entries was all part of a scheme 
to create in the reader*s mind the illusion of continuity 
and a logical sequence of events, thus permitting hims to 
ignore the problem of organic construction which would 
have arisen if he had attended to write an autobiography 
covering the same period. In his introduction Junger 
spoke of the diary as being the only suitable literary 
genre in an age of chaos in which the tempo of life 
gathers momentum ever more quickly.^ It had become 
increasingly easier to accelerate and impossible, or at 
best suicidal, to attempt to reduce the pace.4" The truth 
of this last statement is beyond dispute, but the suitab
ility of the literary diary as the 'only* means of 
literary self expression is quite a different question.
All that can be said with any certainty is that for 
Junger and, no doubt, for some of his contemporaries, the
only manner of writing still open to them in a chaotic
1 Str (a), p 10.
2 Jahre der Okkupation , p 309.
3 Str (a), pp
4 Str (a) , p 8.
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world is the diary form. Certainly when he tried his 
hand at novel writing in 1949 and published Heliopolis 
the result was a noble failure. Whatever gifts Junger 
may have as a writer , and no one would wish to deny 
his powers as a stylist 1 , he proved himself unable to 
create truly live characters . There was, in fact, 
something artificial and unconvincing about Heliopolis, 
as if the author lost touch wit|fr 1 ife and ordinary people 
during the war years. One wonders whether he had himself 
in mind when he said :

Besser ist es, im Garten zu arbeiten als in den 
Treibhausern, deren Lorbeer schon vor dem Abend verwelkt.2

These words were uttered many years later,towards the 
end of a speech in honour of his brother, Friedrich Georg. 
And it was, perhaps, significant that he added :

Das lernt man erst mit den Jahren, doch Du hast es schon fruh gewusst. 3

If we turn to the war diaries as they appear in the 
collected edition, we find that the first and last parts, 
namely Garten und Strassen and Jahre der Okkupation , 
have been far less drastically revised than was the 
second version of Strahlungefi which first appeared in 
1955 and was reprinted with only minor alterations.^
Whilst it would be rash to say that none of the changes 
in the second version had been inspired by the adverse 
comments of some of Junger's critics, one cannot help
1 J.P.Stern does not pretend to admire Junger's style, but 

he pays tribute to his command of language, Stern, p 25.
2 An Friedrich Georg Junger z.um 65. Geburtstag, Harser/ 
Klostermann, 19637 P 19.3 Op.,cit, p 19.

4 Werke, vols 2 & 3*
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feeling that such comments must have encouraged the author 
to take another look at his work and helped him to see 
that the general tone of the diaries was not always in 
keeping with the modest statement as to their purpose 
which he made in his introduction to Strahlun^en. There 
he would have us believe that his aim in writing them 
was purely autodidactic, and that his sole object in 
publishing them was to allow the reader to share in the 
author's development.1

The first objection which must be made is that there 
is no obvious development for the reader to follow in 
Strahlungen. Prom the firstnpage it is apparent that the 
author*s approach to the war is negative, that his assess
ment of the historical situation is unfavourable and that 
his attitude towards modern technology is one of revulsion. 
This hatred of scientific development may well appeal to 
many of us for sentimental reasons. We may also feel in 
our hearts that man could live more harmoniously against 
the peaceful background of unspoilt nature, and we may be 
inclined to agree that the ruthless exploitation of the 
earth's natural resources, whether these be in the form of 
minerals or of the natural riches of primeval forests 
furnishes us with ample proof of the negative side of 
technology. But to voice one's dislike for these phenomena 
in sentimental terms which remind the reader of romantic 
irrationalism cannot serve any real didactic purpose.

To attack Darwinism, and thus by implication 
scientific methods as a whole, on the grounds that there 
is no trace of metaphysics in such systems, may make sense
1 Str (a), p 14.
2 Str (a), p 208.



to those who are aware of Junger's belief in the need 
for fstereoscop^ic vision* , but cannot convince the 
uninitiated. Furthermore, as Gerhard Loose aptly reminds 
us, he even contradicts himself in his own statement onOthe subject.

In the entry to which Loose refers,the writer speaks 
of a „Mangel an Metaphysik" in modern science, and then 
goes on to say :

^Damit verliert sich gerade das Grandiose an der 
Schopfung, das Wunder des TJr-Sprunges, das mit einem 
?chiage oder in gewaltigen Zyklen und Xonen erwachst wie 
in den sieben Tagen Mosis, der kosmographischen Hierarchic 
des Hesiod oder der chinesischen Naturphilosophie. 3

In what way, one asks, does creation which, as Junger 
concedes, may take place „in gewaltigen Zyklen und lonen'* 
differ from Darwin*s theory of evolution which expounds 
the idea in scientific terms? One may add, too, that an 
attempt to evolve a scientific system which traces the 
gradual development of life on earth from its earliest 
beginnings does nothing to alter what Junger describes as 
•»das Grandiose an der Schopfung, das Wunder des Ur-Sprunges" 
since the mystery of life itself remains unsolved. And 
it would be difficult to deny the validity of questions 
such as these which are asked by Loose if it were not 
obvious that science had replaced religion in the minds 
so many in the twentieth century. The fact remains, 
however, that if Junger has drawn attention to a
1 Sizilischer Brief, p 124.
2 Loose, p 207.
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fundamental weakness of the age, he fails in his work 
to do more than hint at possible solutions. But he does 
so in a manner which ma,kes one wonder whether he is 
not casting himself in the role of a prophet rather than 
the humble seeker after truth* (3-erhard Loose has drawn 
attention to a theocratic tendency in many of the entries

,c*rahlungen, a tendency which becomes even more 
pronounced in Der Friede.1 The tone is not that of a 
man conscious of his own ignorance, but rather of one who 
feels he has found personal salvation and has succombed 
to the natural temptation to summon his contemporaries to 
follow him in what he believes to be the right direction.

The tragedy which lies in such an attitude arises 
out of the fact that whilst many may sympathise with a 
man who is acutely aware of the evils of modern civil
isation, most readers will feel that the author has no 
better idea of a way out than they have themselves. 
Junger's basic quarrel with the world of his time springs 
from his awareness that no deep religious faith lies 
behind the action and thoughts of the great majority.
When he complains of the lack of metaphysics in modern 
science he is really pointing to the basic difference 
between modern technological civilisation and the culture 
of, let us say, the ancient Egyptians about which his 
friend, Hugo Fischer, remarks in a.recent work on the 
subject :

Der agyptische Mensch bestatigt durch drei Jahr- 
tausende hindurch in Bauten, Bildwerken und literarischen
1 Loose, p 208.
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Denkmalern seine eine Wah.ph.eiij s eine Daseinsmacht wurde 
aus Himmel, Srde und Kreatur gefugt ; sie ist, sie lebt und sie steht zu sich selbst. 1

And, referring to the supreme symbol of the State, 
the Pharao, Fischer writes a little later :

Der agyptische Pharao hat einen^Zivilisations auftrag zu erful 1en, der ihm von den religiosen Machten erteilt 
ist. Das praktische Ethos der Tat ist metaohysisch legitimiert. 2

But Junger's keen awareness of this lack of a 
profound metaphysical element in much of man's thinking 
since the "Renaissance, an awareness of which there are 
manjr traces in the diaries, is not accompanied by any 
growth in his own religious feeling, despite the many 
comments on passages in the Bible. The tone of many of 
these comments accords well with his assertion in the 
introduction to Strahlungen that the diaries and Der 
Friede were his „geistiger Beitrag zum zweiten Weltkrieg" 3. 
And there is no lack of examples in the diaries with 
which to illustrate this tendency towards self-importance. 
Early in 1941 he wrote :

Es ist eine Idee von G-runinger, der seit lajigem zu 
meinen begabten Lesern und wohl auchlTchulern zaKlt, dass 
ich hier in Paris besser als bei dem, was ich sonst treibe, 
aufgehoben sei." 4

The passage underlined by us was not reprinted in 
the second version.
1 Hugo Fischer : Die Geburt der Hochkultur in Agypten und 
Mesopotamien, Stuttgart, I960, p26.

2 Ibid., pp 56-57.
3 Str (a), p 12.
4 Str (a), p 42.
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The same is true of a somewhat longer entry which is 
also typical of Junger's attitude towards himself and his 
work :

Unter der Post der Brief eines Oberleutnants Gullich 
von der Ostfront, in dessen Regimentsstab man die 
Marmorklippen kultiviert ;

„ Des Nachts, da die Spannungen des TCampfes und 
schauerlicher Erlebnisse sich losten, lasen wir in unseren 
Zeiten in den Marmorklippen , was wir eigentlich erlebt hatten " I

It could be argued, as far as this last illustration 
is concerned, that Junger was merely quoting a letter 
which revealed something of the admiration he inspired in 
many of the younger generation. But however flattering 
such compliments might be, the truly modest writer would 
not have wished to publish them. In the circumstances the 
quotation appears to be used to confirm the author's 
obvious belief in his own powers of interpretation and 
foresight•

Even if this passage, and other similar remarks, 
have been omitted in Str (b) the general tone remains 
unchanged in both versions. There is never any trace of 
a genuine desire on the part of the author to reconsider 
his own approach to a given situation or to revise 
opinions which ought to be no more than provisional 
attempts at interpretation. For one who reminds his 
readers continually of the miracles and mysteries of life, 
Junger at times shows himself surprisingly ready to accept
1 Str (a), p 357.
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the accuracy of his own. judgements. He can be, and has 
been, praised for outstanding virtues. Pew would question 
his courage, honesty and frankness; but humility has never 
been amongst his positive qualities, even when he seeks 
to create the impression that the aim of his writing is 
to lay bare his personal shortcomings, as he does, by 
implication at least, in his introduction to Strahlungen.̂

Writing in 1929, Junger justified his extreme interest 
in himself by claiming that he always felt he was in fact 
studying an alien being ;

Einmal besitze ich das bestimmte (Jefuhl, einem im 
Grunde fremden und ratselhaften Wesen nachzuspuren, und 
dies bewahrt vor jener pobelhaften Eigenwarme, jener 
Stickluft der inneren Wohn- und Schlafzimmer, die mir am „Anton Reiser” unangenehm ist,” 2

And his other claim was that his basic experience was 
typical of his generation :

Dann aber weiss ich auch, dass mein Grunderlebnis, 
das, was eben durch den lebendigen Vorgang sich zum 
Ausdruck fcringt, das fur meine Generation typische 
Erlebnis ist, 3

Thus, as a representative of his generation , he fait 
able to maintain that he was not really studying himself 
at all, :

.... sondern das, was dieser^Erscheinung zugrunde 
liegt und was somit in seinem gultigsten und dem Zufall 
entzogensten Sinne auch jeder andere fur sich in Anspruch 
nehmen darf, 4
1 Str (a), p 14o
2 Das Abenteuerliche Herz, Erste Fassung, Werke, vol.7.,
3 Ibid., p 27.
4 Ibid., p 28.
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So confident was he tha/t what he was doing was not 
in any way personal or deliberately egocentric that he 
wrote a little later in Blatter und Steine j

Wer sich selbst Kommentiert, geht unter sein Niveau. 1

Thus, the letter he had received from "Russia ? 
merely seemed to confirm the accuracy of his belief.
What he had described symbolically in the Marmorklippen 
was, in Junger’s own estimation, ; das was dieser 
Erscheinung zugrunde liegt." 3 He had placed on record 
the typical reactions of a particular type of man, or 
at least of a type which he deemed to be :

.... eine vielleicht absonderliche Spezies, die jedoch 
keineswegs aus dem Rahmen der ftattungskennzeichen fallt.4

Ti would be fair to say that the flrunderlebnis to 
which Junger referred in 1929 was the First World War.
If he was a typical representative of a generation, then 
it was to the generation of Frontkampfer that he belonged. 
He spoke for the men who had experienced the horrors of 
modern war, and if his message had a meaning for the 
young men who twenty years later were called upon to face 
the even more terrible ordeal of battle in Russia and 
elsewhere, what could he say to the many millions - the 
majority in fact - who had no first hand knowledge of 
warfare, and to whom the sacrifices and suffering of the 
front line were unknown? Here one is faced with the 
problem of the relative importance of the writer in
1 Blatter und Steine, p 228.
2 See Notel, p 1?8.
3 See Note 3, p 179.
4 Werke, vol. 7, p 28.
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society and his ability to speak in the name of his 
contemporaries, should he seek to do so.

By any standards Ernst Junger has been an influential 
writer, if popularity can provide any yard stick for 
influence. Certainly his main works sold between the 
wars as well as those of any other major German writer 
then alive, with the one striking exception of Thomas 
Mann. But commercial success alone does not justify the 
tone of certain entries in Strahlungen, entries which 
gave the impression that the author had come to regard 
himself as far more than just the spokesman of the men 
who, like himself, had experienced the devastation of 
war. Had he, perh aps, forgotten that his Grunderlebnis 
was not in fact typical of his generation? His contemp
oraries had shared with him the horrors of mass destruction, 
but did they really understand his vision of the forces 
at work behind the scenes? How many of his readers in 
1932 fully appreciated the significance of the following 
passage in Der Arbeiter ? :

Die Technik, das heisst die Mobilisierung der Welt 
durch die Gestalt des Arbeiters, ist, wie die Zerstorerin 
jed.es Glaubens uberhaupt, so auch die entschiedenste 
antichristliche Macht, die bisher in Erscheinung getreten 
ist, Sie ist es ifa einem Masse, dass das Antichristliche 
an ihr als eine ihrer untergeordneten ligenschaften 
erscheinen lasst, - sie verneint durch ihre blosse Existenz. 
Es besteht ein grosser tTnterschied zwischen den alten. 
Bildersturmern und Kirchenverbrennern und dem hohen Masse 
an Abstraktion, aus dem heraus von einem Artilleristen 
des Weltkrieges eine gotische Kathedrale als reiner 
Richtpunkt im Gefechtsgelande betrachtet werden kann. 1
1 1)er Arbeiter, Hamburg, 1941, p 154.
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These words were apparently written without regret 
at t he time, hut the author of Strahlungen was deeply 
conscious of the vacuum which the collapse of religion 
had left in his own mind at least. And yet if one looks 
at Junger*s own life for stimulation and guidance, and 
this the reader will surely d<5> before accepting him as 
a prophet and guide, there is little which might arouse 
a desire to emulate him. After the short period of active 
political agitation in the twenties, during which he had 
done his best to destroy the only forces which might have 
prevented the ultimate victory of communism or fascism, 
Ernst Junger had deliberately withdrawn from the centre 
of things and settled down to a quiet isolated life in 
country districts. Even if he had done nothing after 193^ 
to support the forces of evil, it could not be seriously 
claimed that he was able to make any real contribution 
to the cause of justice, or that he made any determined 
effort to do so. would serve no useful purpose here 
to dwell upon the rights and wrongs of the situation, nor 
would one wish to deny that after 1933 there was little 
that the individual could do to alter the course of 
history in Germany. But it is hard not to feel that a 
man who resigned himself to the inevitable might have 
devoted more space in an autodidactic work to a critical 
examination of his own possible shortcomings. What the 
raader misses most in Strahlungen, if the work really is 
what the author describes it to be, is the absence of 
any serious attempt on Junger's part to analyse his own 
past behaviour and to draw useful conclusions,,

Consequently the removal of certain passages from the 
second version, of Strahlungen similar to those quoted
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above does nothing to modify the impression that this is 
the work of a. man who regards himself as basically 
superior to all around him, but who makes no serious 
attempt, or is perhaps unable to explain how he would have 
managed affairs had he been able to do so. If he really 
believes that the evil in human nature makes constructive 
thinking futile, why does he call his fellow men to order, 
both ln Strahlungen and Der Friede, and write vaguely of 
justice, charity and virtue in the Conduct of human 
affairs? Certainly there is nothing either in the war 
diaries or in Per Priede to suggest that Junger had evolved 
a carefully thought out system of government which might 
prevent a repetition of the horrors of the twentieth 
century.

The theories put forward in Der Friede, however 
sincere and well meant, are no more than the reflections 
of a romantic idealist who is never seriously concerned 
with the vital question which his readers must continually 
ask themselves. How and where are these earnest exhort
ations to be applied? How indeed, in a world populated 
by human beings whose minds are as barren and desolate as 
the ruined cities of Germany which Junger viewed from the
windows of the train which took him back to Paris from a
month*s leave in Kirchhorst. At least he saw clearly 
enough to write at the time ; „ So sieht es in euren
Kopfen aus." In 1955 the remafrk was modified to read

2„ So sieht es in den Kopfen aus." Might this mean that 
the author was now prepared to allow his readers to assume 
that he, too, was aware of the vacuum in his own. mind?
1 Str (a), p 340.
2 Str (b), p 269.
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It is in remarks of this nature that one of the 
basic weaknesses of his thought becomes visible. When 
in the war diaries and in later works Ernst Junger alludes 
to the corruption and cruelty in human nature and reminds 
his reader's that these factors have been dominant 
throughout history, f*w would fail to agree with him.
When he attempts to suggest that the individual might 
perhaps find salvation in a life of solitude and 
reflection, there are many who could share his views*
But despite these sober and logical conclusions he cannot 
refrain from making solemn statements which can only be 
interpreted as the pronouncements of a would-be spiritual 
guide. And in so doing he reveals a very different side 
to his nature, a side which seems to indicate that he 
would not have refused to play a major part in the affairs 
of his country, had he been given undisputed authority 
and power in those early years before the victory of 
national socialism, Consequently one wonders at times 
whether his withdrawal from public life in 1933 was not 
motivated by frustration. Is he not just one more example 
of a thinker who would dearly love to have been a man of 
action, and are his bitter comments to be ascribed, in 
part at least, to the envy of a Tasso who feels that the 
glory of an Antonio ought by rights to be his? We are 
aware how highly Junger rates the writer."1 It would - 
hardly be surprising if he were not bitter occasionally 
because of the innate weakness of the masses which leads 
them to worship the politician rather than the artist.

And this consideration leads us to consider once more

1 Garten und. Strassen, pTd1) *
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the aims of the author when he decided to prepare his 
diaries for publication. The mere fact that he sought 
to introduce his readers to the published work, to 
condition them, as it were, for what they were about to 
receive, is worthy of note. It is surely an indication 
of intention, too, if the author selects a title for a 
work of this nature. One might have expected some purely 
factual heading such as : "War Diaries". But the very 
choice of the term Strahlungen indicates not only that 
the work was intended a,s a record of the impressions made 
by events and experiences on the mind of the author, but 
also that the work itself is meant to influence the life 
and thoughts of those who read it.

To that extent the title given to the war diaries may 
legitimately be extended to embrace all Junger's works 
which appeared after 1945. Like Pascal who sensed the 
approaching danger in the seventeenth century, he had 
come to realise that science was a cul-de-sac. To that 
extent the message of his writing is significant and 
challenging. But unlike the Prench thinker, Junger found 
it hard to accept the fact that his proud, defiant mind 
had to be humbled before it could know anything at all. 
Despite his constant preoccupation with religion in the 
war diaries and later works, his approach remains that 
of a nineteenth century rationalist when he is concerned 
with his own personal faith : „ Ich muss mir G-ott zunachst 
beweisen, ehe ich an ihn glauben kann. "

1 Str (a) , p 362
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Conclusion

Seien wir auf der Hut vor der grossten^Gefahr, die es 
gibt - davor, dass uns das Leben etwas G-ewohnliches wirdd

It is significant that Ernst Junger wrote the words 
quoted above at a time when he was acutely aware of the 
dichotomy in his mind between the scientific view which 
provided twentieth century man with his rational picture 
of the world and the vision of ultimate reality which 
offered itself to the sensitive individual when he allowed 
himself to be guided by imagination and intuition. As 
we endeavoured to show in Chapter 4, Junger finally 
resolved this conflict when he wrote his Sizilischer 
Brief an den Mann im Mond. And his conclusion was that 
the two views of reality need not conflict at all. They 
were, in fact complementary, and it was the task of the 
writer to remind his readers through his work of that 
other as^pect of reality which had been obscured by 
science as the moon had been transformed into the brilliant 
but bleak image which now revealed itself through the 
lense of an astronomical telescope :

Gewiss, die Mondlandschaft mit ihren Pelsen und Talern 
ist ein Gebiet, das der astronomischen Topographie ihre 
Aufgaben stellt. Aber ebenso gewiss ist es, dass sie 
zugleich ein Gebiet der G-eister ist, und dass die 
Phantasie, die ihr ein Gesicht verlieh, mit der Tiefe des 
kindlichen Blickes die Urschrift der Rune n und die 
Sprache des Damons verstand. 2

The scientific revolution in human thought had its 
origin, as Junger reminded his readers in the introduction
1 Das Abenteuerliche Herz, Erste Passung, Werke, vol.7,p34.
2 Sizilischer Brief. Werke, vol, 7, p 22.
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to Strahlungen, in the age of Copernicus, 1 but the danger 
which lay concealed behind it had grown suddenly more 
menacing and acute in the twentieth century. And, at the 
same time, the enthusiasm with which this rapidly evolving 
process had been followed in the nineteenth century had 
changed to a feeling of doubt and uncertainty, at least 
as far as thinking men were concerned. Scientists and 
technologists might continue to speak of the (exciting* 
nature of their achievements, but the inescapable fact 
remained that for a growing number of thinkers the world 
seen through the green spectacles of science had taken on 
a strangely monotonous and alien hue. Whatever human effort 
achieved seemed puny and insignificant after the first 
excitement of discovery had died down. One might marvel 
at the prowess of the team which had finally succeeded in 
obtaining photographs of Mars; but how drab those first 
pictures appeared when compared to the mysterious planet 
of popular imagination. It was hard not to agree with 
Junger when he wrote :

In irgendeiner Zukunft beginnen die Naturwissenschaften 
zu langweilen oder setzen sich andere Aufgaben. Ein Schleier der Maja verblasst. 2

Only by reminding himself that the scientific picture 
does not supercede the earlier vision, that both have 
their validity and depend solely upon the Optik of the 
observer, can the writer, the artist, and , indeed, any 
sensitive individual, regain some at least of the optimism 
and hope which he derived in earlier times from a world 
which had not yet disintegrated under the microscope.
1 Str(a), p 7.
2 Maxima- Minima, Werke, vol. 6, p 338*
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In the realm of art, music and literature the two
basic attitudes to the world and to life in general are
conveniently summed up in the terms 'realism' and
'idealism'. It has been Junger's keen desire in all his
writing after that fundamental essay which arose out of
a visit to Sicily to aim at a synthesis between the two.
Can it be that this aim has escaped the notice of many
of his readers and critics? If it has, then this may well
be because many pronounced final judgement on him after
reading Per Arbeiter in 1932. And it cannot be denied that
the conviction with which he spoke of what was to come
indicated that not only did he seek to interpret what he
saw, but also that he welcomed the approach of a totalitarian 
regime.

Time has shown that his diagnosis in Der Arbeiter was 
highly accurate. Indeed Martin Heidegger speaks of the 
astonishment of his colleagues in the winter of 1939/1940 
when he discussed the work with them :

Man staunte, dass ein so hellsichtiges Buch seit 
Jahren vorlag und man selber noch nicht"gelernt hatte, 
einmal den Versuch zu wagen, den Blick auf die Gegenwart 
in der Optik des „Arbeiters" sich bewegen zu lassen und planetarisch zu denken. 1

The diagnosis was accurate, and thus the work retains 
its value and importance today. Junger was right to 
reprint it essentially unchanged,, He did not attempt to 
remove the impression that he had been substantially in 
sympathy with what was happening when he wrote it. He 
assumed, no doubt, that the reader would judge him by his 
later works, in particular by An der Zeitmauer which now

1 Heidegger : Zur Seinsfrage, Frankfurt a. M.,1959, p 1 1 .
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appeared in the same volume of the collected works under 
the general title of Der Arbeiter. 1

Thus the impression gained by readers when the work 
which now appears as Part I of Der Arbeiter was published 
in 1932 can been confirmed by those who read it today*
But the man who appeared to write as a nihilist/who derived 
bitter satisfaction at the prospect of mass destruction 
and suffering had another side to his nature which impelled 
him in later years to look to the past for inspiration and 
hope. To that extent he was a conservative, for, as 
he says :

Der echte Konservative will nicht diese oder jene 
Ordnung erhalten, sondern das Bild des Menschen wieder— herstellen, der das Mass der Dinge ist„ 2

His early flight to North Africa had, after all, been 
motivated by the desire to find a land uncorrupted by the 
evils of modern civilisation. And it was surely a similar 
urge which prompted him to look forty years later for 
traces of chivalry and knightly etMcs in those aristocratic 
survivors who still remained in the German officer corps. 3 
Emotionally Junger has always been a Romantic at heart, 
with a sentimental weakness for tradition in an aristocratic 
garb. It is a weakness which impels him to look for signs 
of continuity and, on occasion, to invent these when they 
do not exist. When everything else crumbled before his 
eyes in 1945 he sought consolation in the survival of the

1 Werke, vol. 6. %
2 Maxima- Minima, Werke, vol. 6, p 366.
3 Str(a), p 13.
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German language and thus revealed momentarily a symptom 
of spiritual poverty, however great his store of 
intellectual treasure might he, ^

As the years passed Junger hecame increasingly 
concerned with his need for spiritual foundations, and 
the many references to his reading of the Bible in 
Stranlungen bear witness to his deep desire to awaken 
within himself the religious faith he sorely missed* And 
yet Junger's sincerity made it impossible for him^ to 
profess belief unless his whole being could respond to the* 
call. To recognise that man has spiritual as well as 
material needs is not tantamount to seeking the blessing 
of the Christian Church. The drift away from organised 
religion in the industrial communities of the western 
world springs, not from hostility on the part of misguided 
masses, but rather from faults and weaknesses within the 
Churches themselves. The representatives of organised 
religion failed to respond to the challenge of the 
industrial and technological revolution. And Junger himself 
drew attention to their failure in Strahlun^en. 2

The positive side of his writing which we have 
endeavoured to stress in this essay centres around his 
search for spiritual foundations, and his interest in the 
message of Christianity is only one aspect of that search. 
Just as the astronomer's picture of the moon reveals only 
part of the truth, so, too, a study of the Christian 
heritage embraces only a segment of the religious 
experience of mankind as a whole. It is significant

lStr(a), pf£17*U&.
2 Str (a), p 22.
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therefore, that in recent years Junger has concerned 
himself ever more deeply with mythology. The message 
of his work is surely that all human institutions are 
imperfect and incomplete, and that, in consequence, the 
faith which is necessary if life is to have a meaning 
and purpose must, in the last resort, rest with each 
individual. Outside inspiration may be invaluable, but 
interpretation is a highly intimate and personal matter. 
There can, in fact, be no intermediary between man and 
ultimate reality, and Ernst Junger's contribution to the 
eternal search for ultimate truth is to be found in the 
sincere record of his own life-long attempt to find a 
personal answer and a personal faith. His diaries and
his essays remain as a 'logbook* : „ ......  Notizen
auf der Fahrt durch Meere, in denen der Sog des Malstroms •• "j fuhlbar wird und Ungeheuer auftauchen."

Weltuntergang ist in jeder Minute, denn wenn der 
Mensch stirbt, geht die Welt unter mit alien anderen 
Menschen dazu# 2

1 Str(a), p 9o
2 Maxima- Minima, Werke, vol. 6, p 373.
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